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Foreword 

In 1977, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) issued the first of several clinical practice 
guidelines (CPGs) as part of its core mission, which is to provide global leadership for a research, training, and 
education program to promote the prevention and treatment of heart, lung, and blood diseases and enhance the 
health of all individuals so that they can live longer and more fulfilling lives.  Guidelines from the National High 
Blood Pressure Education Program, the National Cholesterol Education Program, the Obesity Education 
Initiative, as well as from other similar programs and initiatives, have addressed a variety of topics, including, 
but not limited to, cholesterol, blood pressure, obesity, asthma, and von Willebrand disease.  Over the years, 
health care systems and providers have used these guidelines for the prevention, detection, evaluation, and 
treatment of cardiovascular disease risk factors, and lung and blood diseases. 

In 2008, NHLBI convened expert panels to update the existing clinical guidelines on cholesterol, blood pressure, 
and overweight/obesity, by conducting rigorous systematic evidence reviews.  At the same time, three 
crosscutting work groups—on lifestyle, risk assessment, and implementation—were convened to develop 
additional systematic evidence reviews to support the work of the expert panels.  The impetus for these 
guidelines was the recognition that despite the enormous progress over the last 60 years, cardiovascular disease 
remains the leading cause of death in the United States. 

While the updates were underway, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) issued two reports that established new “best 
practice” standards for generating systematic evidence reviews and developing clinical guidelines.  The reports 
underscore that these are two distinct, yet related, activities that require careful intersection and coordination.  
Accordingly, NHLBI’s role in the guidelines updates transitioned to completing a systematic evidence review for 
each topic and collaborating with other organizations to prepare and issue the related clinical guidelines. 

Since implementing the new collaborative partnership model for developing guidelines based upon NHLBI-
sponsored systematic evidence reviews, four of the five Expert Panels/Work Groups have worked successfully 
with the American Heart Association (AHA), the American College of Cardiology (ACC), The Obesity Society 
(TOS), and other professional societies to develop new cardiovascular disease prevention CPGs for lifestyle, 
risk assessment, cholesterol, and obesity.  The new guidelines—published in November 2013 by the AHA, 
ACC, and TOS, and endorsed by other professional societies—provide a valuable updated roadmap to help 
clinicians and patients manage CVD prevention and treatment challenges. 

We appreciate the outstanding work and dedication of the expert panels and work groups that developed the 
systematic evidence reviews that formed the basis for the guidelines.  These systematic evidence reviews are the 
products of one of the most rigorous evidence-based systematic reviews conducted to date.  We look forward to 
continuing to develop accurate and timely evidence reviews, fueled by our investment in primary research on the 
prevention and treatment of cardiovascular disease as well as implementation science, to improve public health. 

The following systematic evidence report is available as a public resource. 

Gary H. Gibbons, M.D. 
Director 

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 
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Section 1. Background and Description 
of the NHLBI Cardiovascular Risk 
Reduction Project 

Background 

Since the 1970s, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) has sponsored the development of 
clinical practice guidelines that have helped to accelerate the application of health research to strategies and 
programs for the prevention, detection, and treatment of cardiovascular, lung, and blood diseases.  In 2005, 
NHLBI recognized the need to update the most recent cardiovascular guidelines, namely those on high blood 
cholesterol, high blood pressure, and overweight/obesity in adults.  NHLBI convened stakeholder groups to 
provide input on the development process for the next generation of clinical practice guidelines. 

The stakeholders emphasized the following needs: 

 Maintain cardiovascular clinical practice guidelines that focus on specific risk factors 

 Take a standardized and coordinated approach to updating risk factors 

 Take a more evidence-based approach to development and implementation 

 Give more attention to dissemination and implementation issues 

 Work closely with stakeholders in health care and community systems to translate and disseminate the 
evidence base 

In 2008, NHLBI established three expert panels that used a rigorous systematic evidence review process to 
update the guidelines for high blood cholesterol,1 high blood pressure,2 and overweight/obesity.3  In addition, 
three work groups were formed around risk assessment, lifestyle, and implementation to develop 
recommendations and provide crosscutting input to the expert panels.  A Guidelines Executive Committee 
comprising co-chairs from the expert panels and work groups coordinated the work of the expert panels and 
work groups.  Efforts resulted in six topic-specific yet complementary reports on blood cholesterol, blood 
pressure, overweight/obesity, lifestyle, risk assessment, and implementation.  While the expert panels and work 
groups were undertaking the rigorous, systematic, evidence-based approach to updating the guidelines, in 2011 
the Institute of Medicine (IOM) issued two reports that established new “best practices” for generating 
systematic evidence reviews4 and developing clinical practice guidelines5.  The reports from IOM stress that 
these are two distinct but related activities that require careful intersection and coordination. 

Because of these developments and the changing approaches to developing guidelines, in June 2012, the NHLBI 
Advisory Council recommended that the Institute transition to a new model in accordance with the best practice 
standards established by IOM.  In mid-2013, NHLBI adopted a new collaborative partnership model whereby it 
will focus on generating high-quality systematic reviews that can be used by professional societies and other 
organizations to develop clinical practice guidelines.6  To date, the American Heart Association and the 
American College of Cardiology have used four of the evidence reviews on adult cardiovascular disease (CVD) 
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to spearhead a collaborative effort to develop clinical practice guidelines on CVD risk reduction.7-10  This 
evidence report is a public resource that summarizes the findings of the Risk Assessment Work Group (RAWG). 

Overview of the Evidence-Based Methodology 

To continually improve the quality and impact of the evidence reviews sponsored by NHLBI, the evidence 
review process was updated to ensure rigor and minimize bias.  This new effort involved the use of a rigorous 
evidence-based methodology and the development of evidence statements that are based on a systematic review 
of the biomedical literature for specific periods of time. 

The process followed most of the standards from the IOM report, Clinical Practice Guidelines We Can Trust,5 
which states that trustworthy guidelines should: 

 Be based on a systematic review of the existing evidence 

 Be developed by a knowledgeable, multidisciplinary panel of experts and representatives from key affected 
groups 

 Consider important patient subgroups and patient preferences, as appropriate 

 Be based on an explicit and transparent process that minimizes distortion, biases, and conflicts of interest 

 Provide a clear explanation of logical relationships between alternative care options and health outcomes, 
and provide ratings of both the quality of evidence and the strength of the recommendations 

 Be reconsidered and revised as appropriate when important new evidence warrants modifications of 
recommendations 

All of the expert panels and work groups followed the same methods, aside from variations needed to reflect the 
evidence in the field.  The methodology involved numerous components and followed a prespecified 
development process.  Expert panels and work groups consisting of cardiologists, primary care providers, and 
other clinical and nonclinical experts were convened to develop the evidence review.  Directed by NHLBI, with 
support from a methodology contractor and a systematic review and general support contractor, the expert 
panels and work groups: 

 Constructed CQs most relevant to clinical practice.  CQs followed the “PICOTSS” (population, 
intervention/exposure, comparison group, outcome, time, setting, and study design) format. 

 Identified (a priori) inclusion/exclusion (I/E) criteria for each CQ. 

Directed by NHLBI, with input from the expert panels and work groups, the contractor staff: 

 Developed a search strategy, based on I/E criteria, for each CQ. 

 Executed a systematic electronic search of the published literature from relevant bibliographic databases for 
each CQ. 

 Screened—by two independent reviewers—thousands of abstracts and full-text articles returned from the 
search to identify relevant original articles, systematic reviews, and/or meta-analyses.  Rigorous validation 
procedures were applied to ensure that the selected articles met the preestablished detailed I/E criteria before 
being included in the final review. 

 Determined—by two independent raters—the quality (good, fair, or poor) of each included study.  With 
input from NHLBI, the methodology staff adapted study-rating instruments and trained study raters on the 
use of these instruments. 

 Abstracted relevant information from the included studies into an electronic database. 
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 Supported abstractions by constructing templates with lists of data elements that were pertinent to I/E 
criteria. 

 Constructed detailed evidence tables as a way of organizing data from the abstraction database. 

 Analyzed the evidence tables and constructed summary tables, which display the evidence in a manageable 
format to answer specific parts of each CQ. 

The expert panels and work groups: 

 Used summary tables to develop evidence statements for each CQ.  The quality of evidence for each 
evidence statement was graded as high, moderate, or low.  The grade was based on scientific methodology, 
scientific strength, and consistency of results. 

 Drafted a report that was reviewed by external Federal agencies and a group of experts selected by NHLBI. 

i. System for Grading the Body of Evidence 

NHLBI adapted a system developed by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) to grade the body of 
the evidence and the strength of the recommendations.  Evidence statements were graded as high, moderate, or 
low quality. 

Evidence Quality Grading System 

Type of Evidence 
Strength of  

Evidence Grade 

■ Well-designed, well-executed RCTs that adequately represent populations to which the 
results are applied and directly assess effects on health outcomes. 

■ Meta-analyses of such studies. 
■ High confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. Further research is unlikely to 

change the high confidence in the estimate of effect. 

High 

■ RCTs with minor limitations that affect confidence in, or applicability of, the results; 
including minor flaws in design or execution. 

■ Well-designed, well-executed nonrandomized controlled studies and well-designed, well-
executed observational studies. 

■ Meta-analyses of such studies. 
■ Moderate confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. Further research may 

change the moderate confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate. 

Moderate 

■ RCTs with major limitations. 
■ Nonrandomized intervention studies and observational studies with major limitations 

affecting confidence in, or applicability of, the results. 
■ Uncontrolled clinical observations without an appropriate comparison group (e.g., case 

series, case reports). 
■ Physiological studies in humans. 
■ Meta-analyses of such studies. 
■ Low confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. Further research is likely to 

change the low confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate. 

Low 

The strength of the body of evidence represents the degree of certainty, based on the overall body of evidence, 
that an effect or association is correct.  Appendix A describes how four domains of the body of evidence—risk 
of bias, consistency, directness, and precision—were used to grade the strength of evidence. 
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ii. Peer-Review Process 

A formal peer-review process was undertaken that included inviting several scientific experts and 
representatives from multiple Federal agencies to review and comment on the draft documents.  NHLBI selected 
scientific experts with diverse perspectives to review the reports.  Potential reviewers were asked to sign a 
confidentiality agreement, but NHLBI did not collect COI information from the reviewers.  DARD staff 
collected reviewers’ comments and forwarded them to the respective panels and work groups for consideration.  
Each comment received was addressed—either by a narrative response and/or a change to the draft document.  
A compilation of the comments received and the panels’ and work groups’ responses was submitted to the 
NHLBI Advisory Council working group; individual reviewers did not receive responses. 

iii. Critical Question-Based Approach 

The two questions addressed by the Risk Assessment Work Group are as follows: 

Risk Assessment Work Group—Critical Questions 

No. Question 

CQ1. What is the evidence regarding reclassification or contribution to risk assessment when high-sensitivity 
C-reactive protein, apolipoprotein B, glomerular filtration rate, microalbuminuria, family history, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, ankle-brachial index, coronary artery calcium score, or carotid intima-media 
thickness are considered in addition to the variables that are in the traditional risk scores? 

CQ2. Are models constructed to assess the long-term (≥15 years or lifetime) risk for a first CVD event in 
adults effective in assessing variation in long-term risk among adults at low and/or intermediate short-
term risk, whether analyzed separately or combined? [As described in appendix B, the draft version of 
CQ2, including I/E criteria, had an initial phrasing that was revised by the RAWG after additional 
discussion and deliberation and application of the PICOTSS framework.] 

The body of this report is organized by CQ.  For each CQ, the Risk Assessment Work Group (RAWG): 

 Provides the rationale for its selection and describes the methods used to address the CQ 

 Summarizes the body of evidence and presents evidence statements that include a rating for quality; a 
narrative summary supports each evidence statement 

A detailed description of methods is provided in the appendixes.  The appendixes present all tools used to 
develop the present systematic reviews as well as documentation for search strategies and results from the 
search of the published literature. 

Charge to the Risk Assessment Work Group 

The RAWG was asked to examine the scientific evidence on risk assessment for initial atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) events and to develop an approach for risk assessment that could be used in 
practice and used or adapted by the expert panels on cholesterol, hypertension, and obesity.  Specifically, the 
RAWG was charged with two tasks: 

1. To develop or recommend an approach to quantitative risk assessment that could be used to guide care 
2. To pose and address a small number of questions judged to be critical to refining and adopting risk 

assessment in clinical practice using systematic review methodology 
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In addressing this charge, members of the RAWG recognized the need for a risk assessment tool that was based 
on the types of data that primary care providers could easily collect and that could be implemented in routine 
clinical practice.  Given the modification and adoption of the Framingham 10-year risk score (Framingham Risk 
Score, or FRS) for coronary heart disease (CHD) risk assessment by the Third Report of the National 
Cholesterol Education Program Expert Panel on Diagnosis, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood 
Cholesterol in Adults (Third Adult Treatment Panel, or ATP III),1 and the uptake of this algorithm by practice 
sites across the United States, the RAWG began its work by discussing the value of retaining this algorithm.  
With guidance from the Guideline Executive Committee, composed of the co-chairs from the three expert panels 
and three work groups, the RAWG decided to focus on first hard ASCVD events (defined as occurrence of 
coronary death or fatal stroke or first occurrence of nonfatal myocardial infarction (MI) or stroke) rather than 
CHD alone as the outcome of interest because it was deemed to be of greater relevance than CHD alone to both 
patients and providers.  The focus on hard ASCVD, rather than CHD, also is consistent with recent evidence 
reviewed in a statement from the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association calling for the 
inclusion of ischemic stroke in the outcome of interest for cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk assessment.11 

Considerations in Developing the Approach to Risk Assessment 

The RAWG sought a simple, unifying approach to clinical decisionmaking that would not force clinicians to 
check an individual patient’s profile against the I/E criteria for each RCT in the area of CVD prevention.  After 
deliberation, the RAWG endorsed the existing and widely employed paradigm of matching the individual’s 
absolute risk with the intensity of preventive efforts.1,12  The RAWG judged that this approach balances an 
understanding of an individual’s absolute risk for CVD against potential absolute risks of harm from therapy.  
Using this framework, treatment can be targeted to those most likely to benefit without undue risk for harm, in 
the context of a “risk discussion.”  Likewise, the RAWG recognized that there is an opportunity cost for 
clinicians and patients in discussing CVD prevention measures when absolute risk for CVD is low (i.e., the 
limited time during a clinical visit may be better spent focusing on other issues if absolute CVD risk is shown to 
be low by quantitative assessment).  By its nature, such an approach requires a platform for reliable estimation 
of absolute risk based upon data from representative cohort samples.  It is important to note that risk estimation 
is based on group averages that are then applied to individual patients in practice.  By its nature, this process is 
imperfect.  No one has 10 percent or 20 percent of a heart attack during a 10-year period.  Individuals with the 
same estimated risk will either have or not have the event of interest, and only those patients who are destined to 
have an event can have their event prevented by therapy.  This criticism of the risk estimation approach to 
treatment decisionmaking also applies to the alternative and much less efficient approach of checking the 
patient’s characteristics against the I/E criteria for each pertinent trial.  Only a small fraction of trial participants 
have events, and only a fraction of these events are prevented by therapy.  Using either approach, the clinician 
must apply the average results obtained from groups of patients to the individual patient in practice. 

Data are sparse regarding current usage and impact of using absolute risk scores in clinical practice in primary 
prevention settings.13,14  Two systematic reviews, based on few studies, support the conclusion that risk 
assessment combined with counseling is associated with small, favorable changes in provider prescribing 
behavior and risk factor control.  The RAWG notes that the American College of Cardiology 
Foundation/American Heart Association (ACCF/AHA) Performance Measures for the Primary Prevention of 
CVD15 have specifically recommended use of global risk estimation in clinical practice.  Likewise, the USPSTF 
recommendations for aspirin,16 ATP III panel recommendations,1 and European17 and Canadian18 guidelines for 
primary prevention of CVD, among others, have all recommended use of absolute risk assessment for 
decisionmaking about the intensity of lifestyle and pharmacologic preventive interventions.  Risk scores have 
been estimated with scoring sheets, calculators, and computers.  The electronic medical record can be adapted to 
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estimate risk for outcomes, and it is anticipated that risk estimation using this technology will become a 
mainstream application. 

Some data exist about the utility of absolute risk assessment algorithms in clinical practice.  In brief, use of 
absolute risk estimation in clinical practice has been shown to have significant but modest effects on prescribing 
preventive therapies and on intermediate end points, such as risk factor levels.19-21  No data are available on hard 
event outcomes.  As noted below, the RAWG specifically calls for research in this area. 

Methods for Modeling Risk and Developing Algorithms 

Risk prediction equations based on the Framingham Heart Study have been used extensively in scientific 
publications, international and U.S. prevention guidelines, and in the ATP III risk calculator available on the 
NHBLI’s Web site.1  Use of these risk prediction equations raises a number of issues, including generalizability 
to non-White populations; statistical performance in terms of discrimination, calibration, and appropriate 
classification of risk in diverse groups; lack of inclusion of novel risk markers beyond traditional risk factors; 
and the focus solely on a hard CHD end point, which does not account for risk for stroke and other 
atherosclerotic events that may be more important in women and non-White groups.  The ATP III considered 
diabetes mellitus (hereinafter referred to as diabetes) to be a CHD risk equivalent and did not include diabetes in 
its multivariable risk equations.1  A large meta-analysis failed to support the hypothesis that diabetes is a CHD 
risk equivalent,22 and it is judged that appropriate CVD risk estimates should consider inclusion of diabetes as 
an independent predictor variable in this setting. 

Numerous other risk scores and equations have been derived and published in the past decade (tables 1a and 
1b).1,19,23-28 
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Table 1a.  Characteristics of Previously Published Risk Scores and Current NHLBI Pooled Cohort Risk Scores, Including Data 
Sources and Covariates 

Risk Score: 
Study Group 

Risk Score: 
Study and 

Region 

Risk 
Score: 
Data 

Source 

Risk Score: 
Publication 

Year 

Risk 
Factor:* 

Age 

Risk 
Factor:* 

Sex 

Risk 
Factor:* 

Total  
Chol 

Risk 
Factor:* 

LDL- 
Chol 

Risk 
Factor:* 

HDL-
Chol 

Risk 
Factor:* 

CRP 

Risk 
Factor:* 
Systolic 

BP 

Risk 
Factor:* 

BP 
Rx 

Risk 
Factor:* 
Diabetes 

Risk 
Factor:* 
HbA1c† 

Risk 
Factor:* 
Smoking 

Risk 
Factor:* 
Family 

Hx CVD‡ 

Risk 
Factor:* 

Body 
Mass 
Index 

Risk 
Factor:* 
Social 

Risk 
Factor:* 
Region 

Framingham 
CHD28 

Framingham  
MA, USA 

EAF, EAM 1998 X X X X X   X   X   X         

ATP III1 Framingham  
MA, USA 

EAF, EAM 2001 X X X   X   X X     X         

Framingham 
Global19 

Framingham  
MA, USA 

EAF, EAM 2008 X X X   X   X X X   X         

PRO-CAM23 Muenster,  
Germany 

EM 2002 X     X X   X   X   X X       

QRISK25 QRESEARCH,  
United Kingdom 

EF, EM  2007 X X X   X   X X     X X X X‡ X 

Reynolds  
Men27 

Phys Health 
Study  
USA 

EAF 2008 X   X   X X X       X X       

Reynolds 
Women26 

Women's Health 
Study  
USA 

EAM 2007 X   X   X X X     X X X       

EURO-
SCORE24 

12 cohorts  
Europe 

EF, EM 2003 X X X   X   X       X       X 

NHLBI  CARDIA, 
Framingham, 
ARIC, CHS,USA 

EAF, EAM 
AAF, AAM 

 X X X   X   X X X   X         

* Covariates Included 
† Only among those with diabetes 
‡ Definitions of a positive family history vary 
¥ Measure of social deprivation 
Note: AAF=African American females; AAM=African American males; EF=European females; EM=European males; EAF=European American females; EAM=European 

American males. 
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Table 1b.  Characteristics of Previously Published Risk Scores and Current NHLBI Pooled Cohort Risk Scores, Including Data 
Sources and Outcomes 

Risk Score: 
Study Group 

Risk Score: 
Study and  

Region 

Risk 
Score: 
Data 

Source 

Risk Score: 
Publication 

Year 

CVD Event:  
Coronary 
Revasc * 

CVD Event:  
Angina  

Pectoris *† 

CVD Event:  
Unstable  
Angina *† 

CVD Event:  
Myocardial 
Infarct *†‡¥§ 

CVD Event:  
CHD  

Death *† ‡¥§ 
CVD Event:  
Stroke ‡¥ § 

CVD Event:  
Stroke  

Death ‡¥ § 

CVD Event:  
Cardiac  
Failure § 

CVD Event:  
TIA 

Framingham 
CHD28 

Framingham  
MA, USA 

EAF, 
EAM 

1998   X X X X         

ATP III1 Framingham  
MA, USA 

EAF, 
EAM 

2001       X X         

Framingham 
Global19 

Framingham  
MA, USA 

EAF, 
EAM 

2008       X X X X X   

PRO-CAM23 Muenster,  
Germany 

EM 2002       X X         

QRISK25 QRESEARCH,  
United Kingdom 

EF, EM  2007 X X X X X X X   X 

Reynolds  
Men27 

Phys Health Study  
USA 

EAF 2008 X     X X X X     

Reynolds 
Women26 

Women's Health 
Study  
USA 

EAM 2007 X     X X X X     

EURO-SCORE24 12 cohorts 
Europe 

EF, EM 2003         X   X     

NHLBI  CARDIA, 
Framingham, 
ARIC, CHS,USA 

EAF, 
EAM 
AAF, 
AAM 

       X X X X     

* Total CHD including revascularization 
† Total CHD 
‡ Hard CHD 
¥ Hard ASCVD 
§ Hard CVD including cardiac failure 
Note: AAF=African American females; AAM=African American males; ARIC = Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities; ASCVD=atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; 

ATP III = Adult Treatment Panel III; BP=blood pressure; CARDIA = Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults; Chol=cholesterol; CHD=coronary heart 
disease; CHS = Cardiovascular Health Study; CRP=C-reactive protein; CVD=cardiovascular disease; EF=European females; EM=European males; 
EAF=European American females; EAM=European American males; HbA1c=hemoglobin A1c;Hx=history; HDL-Chol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-
Chol = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; PROCAM = Prospective Cardiovascular Munster study; Revasc=revascularization; TIA=transient ischemic attack. 
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Some of these equations address the limitations identified above.  Therefore, the RAWG considered use of 
previously published risk scores with validation in NHLBI cohort data as one possible approach.  However, the 
RAWG identified a number of persistent concerns with existing risk equations, including the following: 

Some scores used samples for derivation that were not representative of the general U.S. population (for 
example, the participants were European or had been selected for inclusion in a clinical trial).23-27 

Most scores had been derived in exclusively or overwhelmingly White samples, without adequate representation 
of or sufficient events in non-White groups.1,19,23-28  The RAWG judged that it would be important to include 
data on African Americans and to produce sex- and race-specific equations, given known differences in event 
rates and possible differences in coefficients for Whites and African Americans.  The work group recognizes 
that data are limited for followup of Hispanic and Asian American samples and calls for further research in these 
and other groups. 

Many scores used end points that the RAWG judged to be suboptimal.  Existing scores have examined a number 
of different composite outcomes, some of which were deemed too narrow, such as CVD death only without 
nonfatal events;24 or CHD events only without other types of ASCVD;1,23,28 or composite end points, including 
CVD events that are less severe or difficult to diagnose reliably (e.g., angina or transient ischemic attack)25,28 or 
that are subject to significant variability depending on practice patterns (e.g., revascularization).25-27 

Some of the risk scores include data from older population samples derived from earlier birth cohorts.  
Participants in these studies may have lived during eras when exposure to risk factors and prevention strategies 
differed from those of contemporary patients.1,19,28 

Validation and calibration of existing risk scores in NHLBI cohorts also was deemed to be a suboptimal 
approach, given that some covariates were unavailable in NHLBI cohorts (as described below) and some end 
points were not collected or were defined differently than in the original scores. 

The ideal population from which to derive a risk prediction algorithm would be a contemporary, population-
based cohort that closely reflects the general population in racial, geographic, and lifestyle or environmental 
factors but is largely unaffected by new or alternate interventions during followup to provide a predicted risk 
estimate associated with risk in the absence of treatment.  Given the absence of such an ideal population from 
which to derive a risk prediction algorithm and the inherit limitations of existing scores, the RAWG deemed that 
a new risk score was needed.  A new risk score could address some of the deficiencies of existing scores with a 
population sample that approaches the ideal sample, to the degree possible. 

The RAWG created a new risk assessment algorithm using pooled NHLBI community-based cohort data.  The 
score estimates risk for fatal and nonfatal hard ASCVD events and is based on data from biracial, community-
based population samples.  This approach allowed inclusion of relatively contemporary cohorts whose event 
rates more closely approximate the current patient population in the United States. 
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Development of ASCVD Risk Equations 

The RAWG desired to build upon experience with prior Framingham 10-year CHD risk prediction 
equations1,20,28,29 and the more recent Framingham 10-year general CVD risk prediction equations,19 while also 
expanding the utility and generalizability of new equations.  Therefore, the RAWG elected to capitalize on the 
extensive data from several large NHLBI-sponsored cohort studies to derive a more geographically and racially 
diverse database.  Specifically, baseline data from the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study21 and 
Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS),30 along with applicable data from the Coronary Artery Risk Development 
in Young Adults (CARDIA) study31 (including participants ages 40 or older who attended the year 10 
examination) were combined with data from the Framingham Original Cohort and the Framingham Offspring 
Cohort. 

A total of 11,240 White women (902 ASCVD events), 9,098 White men (1,259 events), 2,641 African 
American women (290 events), and 1,647 African American men (238 events) who met the following criteria 
were included: ages 40 to 79; apparently healthy; African American or White; and free of a previous history of 
MI (recognized or unrecognized), stroke, heart failure, percutaneous coronary intervention, coronary bypass 
surgery, or atrial fibrillation.  Participants with atrial fibrillation at baseline were excluded because these 
participants have a clear need for risk reducing therapies due to the strong relationship between atrial fibrillation 
and stroke.  Participants older than age 79 were excluded due to complex age-covariate interactions.  Data from 
the included participants were used to develop sex- and race-specific equations to predict 10-year risk for a first 
hard ASCVD event.  Due to the growing health burden of heart failure, the work group examined the possibility 
of including heart failure as an outcome.  However, study-by-study ascertainment and adjudication of heart 
failure varied considerably; therefore, heart failure could not be included in the risk estimation.  Due to self-
selection and physician recommendation biases,32-36 coronary revascularization was not an included end point.  
The ASCVD risk estimates were developed from sex-and race-specific proportional hazards models that 
included the covariates of age, treated or untreated systolic blood pressure (SBP), total cholesterol, high-density 
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), current smoking (Y/N), and diabetes (Y/N).  A variable representing lipid 
treatment was considered but not retained in the final model because lipid therapy was relatively uncommon in 
the cohorts, and statistical significance was lacking.  Baseline characteristics of the participants included in the 
equation derivation model are shown in tables 2a and 2b.  Interactions with age were tested for each risk factor 
and retained in final models if the p value for the interaction term was less than.01, or the p value was .01 to .05 
and the continuous net reclassification improvement for nonevents was 15 percent or greater, or the integrated 
discrimination improvement index (IDI) was statistically significant.37,38  End points were censored at 12 years, 
and model fit was evaluated through the area under the receiver operating curve (C-statistic)for discrimination39 
and the calibration chi-squared statistic.40 

In developing the new 10-year ASCVD risk model, the RAWG also addressed the CQ regarding the value of 
novel risk factors in risk assessment (CQ1).  Based on the availability of data across cohorts at applicable 
examination cycles, additional risk markers were evaluated for potential improvement in model performance 
based on the framework of Hlatky et al., 200941 (table 3).  
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Table 2a.  Baseline Characteristics (Unadjusted) of the Risk Estimation Population of Women by Study Cohort and Race  
(Age Criterion 40 to 79) 

Women 

African 
American 

ARIC:  
Mean or % 

African 
American 

ARIC: 
Std 

African 
American 
CARDIA: 

Mean or % 

African 
American 
CARDIA: 

Std 

African 
American 

CHS:  
Mean or % 

African 
America
n CHS: 

Std 

White 
ARIC: 

Mean or 
% 

White 
ARIC: 

Std 

White 
CARDIA: 
Mean or 

% 

White 
CARDIA: 

Std 

White 
CHS: 

Mean or 
% 

White 
CHS: 
Std 

White 
Fram: 

Mean or % 
White Fram: 

Std 

Sample Size n=2,137 n=2,137 n=110 n=110 n=394 n=394 n=5,508 n=5,508 n=131 n=131 n=2,131 n=2,131 n=3,470 n=3,470 

Age Range (44–66) (44–66) (40–45) (40–45) (65–79) (65–79) (44–65) (44–65) (40–42) (40–42) (65–79) (65–79) (40–74) (40–74) 

Age (years) 53.1 5.7 40.4 1.0 71.2 4.0 53.9 5.7 40.1 0.3 70.8 3.8 53.5 8.7 

Total Chol (mg/dL) 216.4 45.1 181.3 35.4 215.4 38.2 218.1 42.2 181.2 28.9 223.3 37.7 224.2 43.1 

HDL Chol (mg/dL) 58.4 17.3 53.2 14.6 60.9 14.8 57.9 17.0 54.1 12.8 59.6 15.9 58.0 15.7 

Untreated SBP (mmHg) 124.2 19.6 111.4 15.0 136.7 19.8 114.3 16.4 104.5 10.5 130.4 20.0 126.7 18.8 

Treated SBP (mmHg) 132.5 21.3 129.7 19.4 146.3 24.6 129.1 18.0 108.0 4.4 140.8 19.9 147.9 19.7 

BP Meds (%) 39.3%   9.1%   58.1%   16.7%   2.3%   32.9%   13.2%   

Current Smoker (%) 24.0%   27.3%   14.2%   24.5%   17.6%   13.7%   32.8%   

Diabetes (1) (%) 17.1%   6.4%   22.3%   6.1%   1.5%   9.9%   4.7%   

10-yr KM CVD Rate 7.2%   0.9%   23.0%   3.6%   0.0%   18.0%   3.8%   

Note:  ARIC = Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities study; BP = blood pressure; CARDIA = Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults study; Chol = cholesterol; 
CHS = Cardiovascular Health Study; Fram = Framingham Heart Study; Std = standard. 
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Table 2b.  Baseline Characteristics (Unadjusted) of the Risk Estimation Population of Men by Study Cohort and Race  
(Age Criterion 40 to 79) 

Men 

African 
American 

ARIC:  
Mean or % 

African 
American 

ARIC: 
Std 

African 
American 
CARDIA: 

Mean or % 

African 
American 
CARDIA: 

Std 

African 
American 

CHS: 
Mean or % 

African 
American 

CHS: 
Std 

White 
ARIC: 

Mean or % 

White 
ARIC: 

Std 

White 
CARDIA: 

Mean or % 

White 
CARDIA: 

Std 

White 
CHS: 

Mean or % 

White 
CHS: 
Std 

White 
Fram: 

Mean or % 
White 

Fram: Std 

Sample Size n=1,364 n=1,364 n=64 n=64 n=219 n=219 n=4,692 n=4,692 n=103 n=103 n=1,308 n=1,308 n=2,995 n=2,995 

Age Range (44–66) (44–66) (40–45) (40–45) (65–79) (65–79) (44–65) (44–65) (40–42) (40–42) (65–79) (65–79) (40–74) (40–74) 

Age (years) 53.6 5.9 40.3 0.8 70.9 3.9 54.5 5.7 40.2 0.4 71.2 3.8 52.8 8.5 

Total Chol (mg/dL) 210.8 44.0 187.0 39.1 200.1 35.7 210.3 38.1 186.2 33.6 200.3 34.9 216.6 38.8 

HDL Chol (mg/dL) 51.0 16.9 46.8 17.2 52.2 13.6 43.1 12.4 42.8 11.1 47.5 12.5 45.0 12.4 

Untreated SBP (mmHg) 127.8 21.2 117.3 13.7 134.0 17.8 118.3 15.0 112.5 13.2 131.5 19.1 129.9 17.4 

Treated SBP (mmHg) 133.5 19.4 127.7 8.6 143.7 24.0 128.6 16.7 114.0 11.3 142.0 22.4 145.8 19.9 

BP Meds (%) 30.2%   10.9%   43.8%   16.6%   1.9%   30.4%   11.9%   

Current Smoker (%) 37.3%   37.5%   23.7%   24.5%   23.3%   10.7%   33.6%   

Diabetes (1) (%) 15.0%   3.1%   25.6%   7.8%   2.9%   15.4%   7.7%   

10-yr KM CVD Rate 11.1%   4.7%   24.9%   9.0%   1.0%   28.5%   9.5%   

Note:  ARIC = Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities study; BP = blood pressure; CARDIA = Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults study; Chol = cholesterol; CHS = 
Cardiovascular Health Study; Fram = Framingham Heart Study; Std = standard. 
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Table 3.  Considerations for Evaluating New Risk Factors When Assessing Clinical Utility for 
Risk Assessment (Derived From Hlatky 200941) 

Considerations 

1. Association: Has a statistically significant prospective association been demonstrated with the end point of 
interest for the new marker alone and after adjustment for traditional risk factors?  

2. Discrimination: Does addition of the new marker lead to significant improvement in discrimination (typically 
assessed by the C-statistic) after addition of the marker to a model with traditional risk factors? Information on the 
likelihood ratio or sensitivity and specificity would inform this consideration as well. 

3. Calibration: Does addition of the new factor to a traditional risk factor model result in improved calibration, 
defined as agreement between the predicted and observed rates of end points?  

4. Net reclassification improvement (categorical or category free): Does the addition of the new risk factor to a 
traditional risk model result in net reassignment of events to higher risk status and nonevents to lower risk status? 

5. Integrated discrimination index: The improvement in the r-square for the model, which is also a representation 
of how far a reclassified individual moves along the predicted risk spectrum, on average, when a new risk marker 
(or score) is added. 

6. Improvement in clinical outcomes: Does use of the new risk factor result in changes in clinical decisionmaking 
that leads to improved clinical outcomes (especially hard clinical outcomes)? Has this utility been demonstrated 
through use of the marker in a clinical trial? 

7. Safety: Are any risks outweighed by the benefits, overall and in subgroups of interest?  

8. Cost and cost-effectiveness: Are the benefits worth the costs of the new assessment? 

The additional risk markers that were evaluated included diastolic blood pressure (DBP); family history of 
ASCVD (defined in the ARIC, CARDIA, and Framingham Offspring study as a parent with an MI before age 
55 or a stroke before age 65, and in the CHS study as a sibling with an MI before age 55 or a stroke before age 
65); moderate or severe chronic kidney disease (CKD, defined as an estimated glomerular filtration rate 
(GFR)of less than 60 mL/min per 1.73 m2 as calculated by the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology 
Collaboration equation42); and BMI(continuous and categorical, modeled separately).None of these variables 
significantly improved discrimination for 10-year hard ASCVD risk prediction when added to the final base 
models.  Improvement in discrimination was defined as a relative IDI (rIDI) of 6 percent or more.  Moderate or 
severe CKD in African American women was the closest variable to the threshold, with an rIDI of 5.4 percent.  
None of the other potential risk factors had an rIDI above 2 percent.  Other risk markers (high-sensitivity 
C reactive protein (hs-CRP), apolipoprotein B (ApoB), microalbuminuria, cardiorespiratory fitness, coronary 
artery calcium (CAC) score, carotid artery intima-media thickness (CIMT), and ankle-brachial index (ABI)) 
could not be evaluated in creating this new model due to absence of data or lack of inclusion in the appropriate 
examination cycle of one or more of the studies. 

The RAWG also addressed the potential utility of novel risk markers in addition to established risk factors by 
reviewing existing systematic reviews and meta-analyses identified by the methodologists for CQ1.  That 
evidence is reviewed below.  Further research using state-of-the art statistical techniques (including net 
reclassification improvement and IDI37,38) will be needed to examine the utility of novel biomarkers when added 
to the new pooled cohort risk equations in different populations and patient subgroups.  RCTs demonstrating the 
utility of screening with novel risk markers would represent the best evidence for their inclusion in future risk 
assessment algorithms.  In the absence of evidence from trials, methodologically rigorous observational studies 
should be conducted to evaluate utility. 
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The equations for calculating an estimate of an individual’s 10-year risk for incident hard ASCVD are provided 
in tables 4a and 4b, and an example based on a specific risk profile is shown in table 5.  As can be seen from the 
C-statistics (tables 6a and 6b), these estimating equations have good to excellent43 ability to discriminate those 
who will experience hard ASCVD events from those who will not experience hard ASCVD events over a 10-
year followup interval in these population samples. 

Table 4a.  Example of Estimation of 10-Year Risk for Hard ASCVD, Defined as Occurrence of 
Coronary Death or Fatal Stroke or First Occurrence of Nonfatal MI or Stroke; Equation 
Parameters and Specific Example for Women of Each Race 

Women 
White: 

Coefficient 
White: 

Ind. Value 

White: 
Coefficient 

× Value* 

African 
American: 
Coefficient 

African 
American: 
Ind. Value 

African 
American: 
Coefficient 

× Value* 

Log Age (yr) –29.799 55 –119.41 17.114 55 68.58 

Log Age Squared 4.884   78.44 NA NA NA 

Log Total Cholesterol (mg/dL) 13.540 213 72.59 0.940 213 5.04 

Log Age×Log Total Cholesterol –3.114   –66.91 NA NA NA 

Log HDL Cholesterol (mg/dL) –13.578 50 –53.12 –18.920 50 –74.01 

Log Age×Log HDL Cholesterol 3.149   49.37 4.475 NA 70.15 

Log Treated SBP (mmHg) 2.019 – – 29.291 – – 

Log Age×Log Treated SBP NA NA NA –6.432 – – 

Log Untreated SBP (mmHg) 1.957 120 9.37 27.820 120 133.19 

Log Age×Log Untreated SBP NA NA NA –6.087  –116.79 

Current Smoker (1=Yes, 0=No) 7.574 0 0 0.691 0 0 

Log Age×Current Smoker –1.665   0 NA NA NA 

Diabetes (1=Yes, 0=No) 0.661 0 0 0.874 0 0 

Individual Sum     –29.67    86.16 

Mean (Coefficient×Value)     –29.18    86.61 

Baseline Survival     0.9665    0.9533 

Estimated 10-Yr Risk     2.1%    3.0% 

* Parameter × Value: For age, lipids, and blood pressure, defined as the natural log of the value multiplied by the 
parameter estimate.  When an age interaction is present with lipids or blood pressure, the natural log of age is 
multiplied by the natural log of the lipid or blood pressure, and the result is multiplied by the parameter estimate. 

Note: HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; Ind = individual. 
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Table 4b.  Example of Estimation of 10-Year Risk for Hard ASCVD, Defined as Occurrence of 
Coronary Death or Fatal Stroke or First Occurrence of Nonfatal MI or Stroke; Equation 
Parameters and Specific Example for Men of Each Race 

Men 
White: 

Coefficient 
White: Ind. 

Value 

White: 
Coefficient 

× Value* 

African 
American: 
Coefficient 

African 
American: 
Ind. Value 

African 
American: 
Coefficient 

× Value* 

Log Age (yr) 12.344 55 49.47 2.469 55 9.89 

Log Total Cholesterol (mg/dL) 11.853 213 63.55 0.302 213 1.62 

Log Age×Log Total Cholesterol –2.664   –57.24   NA NA 

Log HDL Cholesterol (mg/dL) –7.990 50 –31.26 –0.307 50 –1.20 

Log Age×Log HDL Cholesterol 1.769   27.73      

Log Treated Systolic BP (mmHg) 1.797 – – 1.916 – – 

Log Untreated Systolic BP (mmHg) 1.764 120 8.45 1.809 120 8.66 

Current Smoker (1=Yes, 0=No) 7.837 0 0.00 0.549 0 0.00 

Log Age×Current Smoker –1.795   0.00   NA NA 

Diabetes (1=Yes, 0=No) 0.658 0 0 0.645 0 0 

Individual Sum     60.69    18.97 

Mean (Coefficient×Value)     61.18    19.54 

Baseline Survival     0.9144    0.8954 

Estimated 10-Yr Risk     5.3%    6.1% 

* Parameter × Value: For age, lipids, and blood pressure, defined as the natural log of the value multiplied by the 
parameter estimate.  When an age interaction is present with lipids or blood pressure, the natural log of age is 
multiplied by the natural log of the lipid or blood pressure, and the result is multiplied by the parameter estimate. 

Note: HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; Ind = individual. 
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Table 5.  Estimating an Individual’s 10-Year Risk for Incident Hard ASCVD 

The hypothetical profile provided in tables 4a and 4b (the “Ind. Value” column) is identical for each race and sex group and 
is based on the overall sample mean.  The profile assumes an individual age 55, with a total cholesterol of 213 mg/dL, 
HDL cholesterol of 50 mg/dL, and an untreated SBP of 124 mmHg.  This individual is a current smoker and does not have 
diabetes.  For the equations, the values for age, lipids, and SBP are log transformed.  Interactions between age and lipids 
or age and SBP use the natural log of each variable (e.g., Ln[Age]×Ln[Total Cholesterol]). 

Calculation of the 10-year risk estimate can best be described as a series of steps.  The natural log of age, total 
cholesterol, HDL-C, and SBP are first calculated with SBP being either a treated blood pressure or untreated blood 
pressure.  Any appropriate interaction terms are then calculated.  These values are then multiplied by the coefficients for 
the equation (“Coefficient” column of tables 4a and 4b).  The “Coefficient×Value” column in the table provides the results of 
the multiplication for the risk profile described above. 

The sum of the “Coefficient×Value” column is then calculated.  For the profile above, this value is shown in table 4as 
“Individual Sum” for each race and sex group. 

The estimated probability of an incident hard ASCVD event within 10 years is formally calculated as 1 minus the survival 
rate at 10 years (“Baseline Survival” in tables 4a and 4b), raised to the power of the exponent of the “Coefficient×Value” 
sum minus the race and sex specific overall mean “Coefficient×Value” sum, or in equation form: 

 

Using White men as an example: 

 

equates to a 5.3 percent probability of an incident hard ASCVD event within 10 years. 

i. Internal Validation 

The RAWG evaluated the internal consistency of the discrimination and calibration performance measures using 
a 10x10 cross-validation technique.  The 10x10 cross-validation is an extension of a 10-fold cross-validation in 
which the 10-fold cross-validation is repeated a total of 10 times, beginning with a new group randomization.  In 
brief, each sex and race population was randomly divided into 10 equal groups.  One group was used as the 
validation sample while the other nine groups represented the training sample.  The model was run using the 
training sample, and the resulting prediction equation was then applied to the validation sample.  The 
discrimination C-statistic, calibration chi-squared statistic, and the calibration slope (defined as the beta 
coefficient from a model with the linear predictor as the sole covariate, the linear predictor being the sum of the 
beta coefficients times the risk factor value) from the validation run were then collected.  A single 10-fold cross-
validation was completed after each group served a turn as the validation sample while the other nine groups 
served as the training sample (10 model performance observations).  The process was repeated an additional 
nine times, beginning with a new randomization to create a total of 100 observed performance statistics, which 
were then averaged to provide summary statistics regarding the internal consistency of how the models 
performed. 

For the hard ASCVD end point, the internal validation results yielded average discrimination C-statistics and 
calibration chi-squared statistics that were in agreement with the full model (tables 6a and 6b).  The calibration 
slope was near 1 for all race-sex groups, but highest in African American females, with a slight tendency to 
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underestimate risk.  Variation in the discrimination C-statistic, calibration chi-squared, and calibration was 
notably higher in African American men compared to the other race-sex groups. 

Table 6a.  Summary of Internal Validation of Risk Prediction of Hard ASCVD and the 
Components of ASCVD Within 10 Years Using a 10x10 Cross-Validation for People Classified 
as White 

White 
Women: 
Original 

Women: 
Mean 

Women: 
Std 

Women: 
P5† 

Women: 
Median 

Women: 
P95† 

Men: 
Original 

Men: 
Mean 

Men: 
Std 

Men: 
P5† 

Men: 
Median 

Men: 
P95† 

N 11,240 1,124 0 1,124 1,124 1,124 9,098 909.8 0.402 909 910 910 

C-statistic 0.8058 0.8040 0.025 0.7625 0.8012 0.8449 0.7462 0.7443 0.023 0.7060 0.7444 0.7841 

Calib. Chi-sq. 6.43 7.29 3.89 2.40 6.62 14.70 4.86 8.31 3.44 3.47 7.97 15.24 

Calib. Slope* 1.00 1.024 0.131 0.824 1.010 1.250 1.00 1.029 0.130 0.829 1.027 1.262 

* Calibration slope: Beta coefficient from a proportional hazards model using the linear predictor as the sole independent variable. 
† P5 and P95 represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively. 
Note: Calib = calibration; Chi-sq = Chi-squared; Std = standard. 

Table 6b.  Summary of Internal Validation of Risk Prediction of Hard ASCVD and the 
Components of ASCVD Within 10 Years Using a 10x10 Cross-Validation for People Classified 
as African American 

African American 
Women: 
Original 

Women: 
Mean 

Women: 
Std 

Women: 
P5† 

Women: 
Median 

Women: 
P95† 

Men: 
Original 

Men: 
Mean 

Men: 
Std 

Men: 
P5† 

Men: 
Median 

Men: 
P95† 

N 2,641 264.1 0.302 264 264 265 1,647 164.7 0.461 164 165 165 

C-statistic 0.8182 0.8142 0.037 0.7467 0.8206 0.8661 0.7130 0.7036 0.051 0.6201 0.7040 0.7875 

Calib. Chi-sq. 7.25 5.30 2.95 1.56 4.81 10.68 6.71 6.25 3.25 2.59 5.57 13.79 

Calib. Slope* 1.00 1.058 0.220 0.722 1.083 1.456 1.00 0.991 0.314 0.486 0.960 1.577 

* Calibration slope: Beta coefficient from a proportional hazards model using the linear predictor as the sole 
independent variable. 

† P5 and P95 represent the 5th and 95th percentiles, respectively. 
Note: Calib = calibration; Chi-sq = Chi-squared; Std = standard. 

ii. External Validation 

The Work Group also evaluated the performance of the algorithms in predicting ASCVD events in two external 
cohorts and in the most contemporary available data from the derivation cohorts (specifically, the most recent 
examination cycles from ARIC and Framingham for which 10 years of followup is available).  The external 
cohorts consisted of Whites and African Americans from the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA)44 
and the Reasons for Geographic And Racial Differences in Stroke study (REGARDS).45  The MESA and 
REGARDS studies were approached for external validation due to their large size, contemporary nature, and 
comparability of end points.  Both studies have less than 10 years of followup.  Validation using “most 
contemporary cohort” data also was conducted using ARIC visit 4, Framingham original cohort (cycle 22 or 23), 
and Framingham offspring cohort (cycles 5 or 6) data.  The events that occurred during this followup period 
included 4.4 percent of the events included in the algorithm derivation period. 

After restricting the validation samples to Whites and African Americans ages 40 to 79, free of a history of MI, 
stroke, congestive heart failure (CHF), coronary revascularizations, or atrial fibrillation and with complete data, 
13,652 contemporary cohort participants, 4,234 MESA participants, and 18,675 REGARDS participants were 
available for validation.  For MESA and REGARDS, the algorithm was adjusted for the reduced followup time 
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by calculating a new baseline survival rate (S10 in the equation).  For MESA, a 6-year rate was used, and a  
4-year rate was used for REGARDS.  All other equation parameters remained the same as for the  
10-year prediction function.   

For the hard ASCVD end point, the external validation results yielded discrimination C-statistics that were 
lower than those observed for the 10-year prediction in the derivation data (tables 7a and 7b). 

Table 7a. Number of Events, C-Statistic, and Calibration Chi-Squared Statistic of the Combined 
Studies Hard CVD Risk Prediction Equation as Applied to the Validation Cohorts of a 
Contemporary Cohort Studies Population, MESA and REGARDS Studies for People Classified 
as White 

blank 
White 

Women: 
Algorithm 
Derivation 

Cohort 

Women:  
Validation Cohort 
Contemporary (4) 

Women: 
Validation 

Cohort 
MESA (5) 

Women: 
Validation 

Cohort 
REGARDS (6) 

Men: 
Algorithm 
Derivation 

Cohort 

Men: 
Validation Cohort 
Contemporary (4) 

Men: 
Validation 

Cohort 
MESA (5) 

Men: 
Validation 

Cohort 
REGARDS (6) 

Total N 11,240 6,509 1,273 5.914 9,098 5,041 1,184 4,970 

Events (1) 683 400 37 85 1,032 539 57 175 

Events (2) 722.9 426.7 38.4 90.8 1,095.2 580.9 59.7 186.8 

Exp Events (3) 723.5 549.4 49.9 105.4 1,098.5 798.9 94.9 242.2 

C-statistic 0.8058 0.7377 0.7109 0.7503 0.7462 0.6843 0.7044 0.6605 

Calib. Chi-sq 6.43 45.50 14.56 7.03 4.86 84.45 21.43 31.50 

(1) Actual number of events through followup window. 
(2) Observed number of events after Kaplan-Meier adjustment through followup window. 
(3) Expected number of events based on the combined cohort studies global CVD equation, calibrated for the individual components 

where appropriate, through follow up window. 
(4) Based on 10-year prediction.  Includes ARIC V4, Framingham cohort cycles 22, 23 (highest attended), and Framingham Offspring 

cycles 5, 6 (highest attended). 
(5) Based on 6-year prediction. 
(6) Based on 4-year prediction. 
Note: Calib = calibration; Chi-sq = Chi-squared; Exp  = expected; MESA = Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; REGARDS = Reasons 

for Geographic and Racial Differences in Stroke study. 
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Table 7b. Number of Events, C-Statistic, and Calibration Chi-Squared Statistic of the Combined 
Studies Hard CVD Risk Prediction Equation as Applied to the Validation Cohorts of a 
Contemporary Cohort Studies Population, MESA and REGARDS Studies for People Classified 
as African American 

blank 
African 
American 

Women: 
Algorithm 
Derivation 

Cohort 

Women:  
Validation Cohort 
Contemporary (4) 

Women: 
Validation 

Cohort 
MESA (5) 

Women: 
Validation 

Cohort 
REGARDS (6) 

Men: 
Algorithm 
Derivation 

Cohort 

Men: 
Validation Cohort 
Contemporary (4) 

Men: 
Validation 

Cohort 
MESA (5) 

Men: 
Validation 

Cohort 
REGARDS (6) 

Total N 2,641 1,367 978 4,957 1,647 735 799 2,834 

Events (1) 235 127 28 117 194 107 36 100 

Events (2) 248.7 131.3 30.1 129.0 213.8 114.0 38.3 110.1 

Exp Events (3) 250.6 173.5 59.4 161.0 212.5 120.8 72.3 145.2 

C-statistic 0.8182 0.7068 0.7684 0.7193 0.7130 0.7109 0.6689 0.6260 

Calib. Chi-sq 7.25 15.96 18.51 15.64 6.71 12.62 24.40 16.95 

(1) Actual number of events through followup window. 
(2) Observed number of events after Kaplan-Meier adjustment through followup window. 
(3) Expected number of events based on the combined cohort studies global CVD equation, calibrated for the individual components 

where appropriate, through follow up window. 
(4) Based on 10-year prediction.  Includes ARIC V4, Framingham cohort cycles 22, 23 (highest attended), and Framingham Offspring 

cycles 5, 6 (highest attended). 
(5) Based on 6-year prediction. 
(6) Based on 4-year prediction. 
Note: Calib  = calibration; Chi-sq  = Chi-squared; Exp  = expected; MESA = Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; REGARDS  = Reasons 

for Geographic and Racial Differences in Stroke study. 

Overprediction of events was noted in all validation cohorts, particularly for persons at higher risk in MESA and 
REGARDS (tables 7a and 7b).  Calibration chi-squared statistic was above the threshold of 20 for White men in 
REGARDS due to low observed event rates at higher predicted risk.  Calibration charts for each race-sex group 
in each validation cohort are shown in figure 1 for the ASCVD end point.  As opposed to traditional charts that 
show observed and predicted events in deciles, these calibration charts use clinically meaningful cutpoints in 
specific predicted risk categories (<.05, .05–<.075, .075–<.10, .10+) to illustrate prediction and also to help 
avoid categories with just a few events.  An estimated 10-year prediction was calculated in MESA and 
REGARDS in order to classify participants into the clinical risk groups; however, the observed and expected 
rates were based on the 6-year (MESA) or 4-year (REGARDS) prediction results.  Overestimation of risk was 
more pronounced at higher risk than at lower risk.  The reasons for this overestimation are not known.  
However, the clinical implications of risk overestimation would be more important in lower risk individuals, 
who might be treated unnecessarily as a result of overestimation of risk, than in higher risk individuals, who are 
likely to be well above risk-based treatment thresholds.   
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Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier Observed Event Rate and Predicted Event Rate for the ASCVD 
Outcome in the External Validation Samples From the Most Contemporary Cohort Studies 
Dataset, MESA, and REGARDS, by Race, Sex, and Selected Predicted Risk Groupings 
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The external validation has limitations that should be noted.  Although the “most contemporary” cohort sample 
is later in time than the derivation sample (approximately 9 years later for ARIC, 20 years later for the 
Framingham cohort, and 8 to 12 years later for the Framingham offspring), a small amount of overlap in terms 
of events does exist between this validation sample and the derivation sample.  MESA is a particularly low-risk 
population that excluded participants who would have been eligible for risk estimation if the study entry criteria 
had been less restrictive.   

External validation is also hampered by the recent rise in lipid-lowering therapy.  Statin use was just being 
introduced at the time of the derivation sample (<3 percent prevalence), and by the time of MESA, more than 15 
percent of that cohort was on cholesterol-lowering medications.  A sensitivity analysis was conducted excluding 
participants in the validation samples that were on lipid-lowering therapy at the time of examination.  Excluding 
these participants resulted in modest improvements in both discrimination and calibration (on average, the C-
statistic was .0135 higher and the calibration chi-squared statistic was lower in all cases, with the exception of 
the “most contemporary cohort’s” African American women).  However, the overall inferences were unchanged 
in terms of lower discrimination and overprediction in the validation samples.  Furthermore, at present, we have 
not accounted for uptake of statin or blood pressure lowering therapy during followup in any of the validation 
cohorts.  Whereas the purpose of the risk prediction equation is to estimate risk in the absence of future 
treatment, initiation of statins or blood pressure lowering therapy in higher risk cohort members during the 
followup periods may have significantly reduced events rates, and therefore impaired performance of the 
prediction equation in the manner observed. 

iii. Limitations 

Some remaining limitations of these models should be considered.  The number of African Americans, 
particularly men, is relatively low, creating a somewhat greater level of uncertainty with respect to these 
estimates.  The absence of other ethnicities limits the applicability of the equations to other populations, in 
particular to lower risk populations, such as Asians or Hispanics/Latinos.  Application of the risk scores to these 
and other patient subgroups should be performed with caution, as it may lead to unpredictable over- and 
underestimation in these and other patient subgroups.  As previously mentioned, there are also limitations with 
respect to incorporating novel risk markers or risk stratifiers.  Finally, although the cohorts from which the risk 
equations are derived contain more contemporary data, secular trends of declining ASCVD incidence may lead 
to an overestimation of the predicted risks.  In the ARIC communities, analysis of trends in incident acute 
myocardial infarction (AMI) and fatal CHD found significant declines in both African Americans and Whites 
from 1997 to 2008, whereas rates were fairly stable from 1987 to 1996.46  In a large Kaiser Permanente 
population, Yeh et al., 2010, found a small increase in AMI incidence from 1999 to 2000 but significant declines 
in incidence from 2000 to 2008.47  Public smoking bans, lower targets for blood pressure and cholesterol levels, 
and greater uptake in cardio-protective medications are potential contributors to recent declines in AMI 
incidence.  These secular trends in incidence also present challenges for risk prediction in which quantitative 
assessment for risk will continue to be an evolving process. 

Implications for Risk Assessment 

Tables 8a–11b illustrate the range of estimated risk for an incident hard ASCVD event within 10 years across a 
broad range of risk factor burden for selected combinations of the risk factors in sex-race groups (African 
American and White women and men).  The risk factor values were chosen to represent clinically meaningful 
ranges.  The tables can be read in a relatively straightforward manner.  Columns are first grouped according to 
diabetes status (Diabetes=No, then Diabetes=Yes), and each diabetes group has columns for “Current 
Smoker=No” and “Current Smoker=Yes.”  Finally, each smoking group has column groups for specific SBP 
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levels, with the first set of blood pressures being untreated systolic and then treated SBP.  Rows are first 
grouped by a specific age, followed by specific total cholesterol levels and, within each total cholesterol level, 
specific HDL-C levels. 
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Table 8a.  Predicted Probability of Incident ASCVD Within 10 Years by Specific Combinations of Total Cholesterol, 
HDL-Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure and Current Smoking for Non-Hispanic African American Women Without Diabetes 

Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

40 160 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.013 0.027 <.01 <.01 0.010 0.011 0.026 0.054 

40 160 55 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.020 0.041 <.01 <.01 0.015 0.017 0.039 0.080 

40 160 45 <.01 <.01 0.012 0.014 0.032 0.065 <.01 0.010 0.024 0.027 0.062 0.126 

40 200 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.016 0.034 <.01 <.01 0.012 0.014 0.032 0.066 

40 200 55 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.010 0.024 0.050 <.01 <.01 0.018 0.020 0.047 0.097 

40 200 45 <.01 <.01 0.015 0.017 0.039 0.080 <.01 0.013 0.029 0.033 0.076 0.153 

40 240 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.019 0.040 <.01 <.01 0.014 0.016 0.038 0.078 

40 240 55 <.01 <.01 0.011 0.012 0.029 0.059 <.01 <.01 0.021 0.024 0.056 0.114 

40 240 45 <.01 <.01 0.017 0.020 0.046 0.094 <.01 0.015 0.034 0.039 0.089 0.179 

50 160 65 <.01 <.01 0.018 0.017 0.032 0.055 <.01 0.019 0.035 0.034 0.062 0.106 

50 160 55 <.01 0.012 0.022 0.021 0.040 0.069 0.012 0.024 0.044 0.042 0.078 0.132 

50 160 45 <.01 0.016 0.029 0.028 0.053 0.090 0.015 0.031 0.058 0.056 0.103 0.171 

50 200 65 <.01 0.012 0.022 0.021 0.039 0.067 0.011 0.023 0.043 0.041 0.076 0.129 

50 200 55 <.01 0.015 0.027 0.026 0.049 0.084 0.014 0.029 0.054 0.052 0.096 0.160 

50 200 45 <.01 0.020 0.036 0.035 0.065 0.110 0.019 0.039 0.070 0.068 0.125 0.207 

50 240 65 <.01 0.014 0.026 0.025 0.046 0.079 0.013 0.027 0.050 0.049 0.090 0.151 

50 240 55 <.01 0.018 0.032 0.031 0.058 0.099 0.017 0.035 0.063 0.061 0.113 0.187 

50 240 45 0.011 0.023 0.043 0.041 0.076 0.129 0.022 0.046 0.083 0.081 0.147 0.241 

60 160 65 0.019 0.032 0.049 0.042 0.065 0.095 0.037 0.062 0.095 0.081 0.125 0.180 

60 160 55 0.021 0.035 0.054 0.046 0.071 0.104 0.041 0.068 0.104 0.090 0.137 0.197 
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Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

60 160 45 0.023 0.039 0.060 0.052 0.080 0.117 0.046 0.077 0.117 0.100 0.154 0.219 

60 200 65 0.023 0.039 0.060 0.051 0.079 0.116 0.045 0.076 0.116 0.099 0.152 0.217 

60 200 55 0.025 0.043 0.066 0.056 0.087 0.127 0.050 0.083 0.127 0.109 0.167 0.237 

60 200 45 0.029 0.048 0.074 0.063 0.098 0.142 0.056 0.094 0.142 0.122 0.186 0.263 

60 240 65 0.027 0.046 0.071 0.060 0.094 0.136 0.054 0.089 0.136 0.117 0.178 0.252 

60 240 55 0.030 0.050 0.078 0.066 0.103 0.149 0.059 0.098 0.149 0.128 0.195 0.275 

60 240 45 0.034 0.057 0.087 0.075 0.115 0.166 0.066 0.110 0.167 0.143 0.217 >.30 

70 160 65 0.061 0.085 0.114 0.088 0.117 0.149 0.117 0.163 0.214 0.168 0.220 0.276 

70 160 55 0.060 0.084 0.112 0.087 0.115 0.147 0.116 0.161 0.211 0.165 0.217 0.272 

70 160 45 0.059 0.083 0.110 0.085 0.113 0.145 0.114 0.158 0.208 0.163 0.213 0.268 

70 200 65 0.074 0.104 0.138 0.107 0.142 0.181 0.143 0.197 0.257 0.202 0.264 >.30 

70 200 55 0.073 0.103 0.136 0.106 0.140 0.178 0.141 0.195 0.254 0.200 0.260 >.30 

70 200 45 0.072 0.101 0.134 0.104 0.138 0.175 0.138 0.191 0.250 0.196 0.256 >.30 

70 240 65 0.087 0.122 0.162 0.126 0.167 0.211 0.167 0.230 0.297 0.235 >.30 >.30 

70 240 55 0.086 0.121 0.160 0.124 0.164 0.208 0.164 0.226 0.293 0.232 >.30 >.30 

70 240 45 0.085 0.119 0.157 0.122 0.161 0.205 0.162 0.223 0.289 0.229 0.296 >.30 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. 
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Table 8b.  Predicted Probability of Incident ASCVD Within 10 Years by Specific Combinations of Total Cholesterol, 
HDL-Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure and Current Smoking for Non-Hispanic African American Women With Diabetes 

Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

40 160 65 <.01 <.01 0.012 0.013 0.031 0.064 <.01 0.010 0.023 0.026 0.061 0.124 

40 160 55 <.01 <.01 0.018 0.020 0.046 0.095 <.01 0.015 0.035 0.039 0.090 0.180 

40 160 45 0.005 0.012 0.028 0.032 0.074 0.149 <.01 0.025 0.056 0.063 0.142 0.275 

40 200 65 <.01 <.01 0.014 0.016 0.038 0.079 <.01 0.013 0.029 0.032 0.075 0.151 

40 200 55 <.01 0.010 0.022 0.024 0.057 0.115 <.01 0.019 0.043 0.048 0.110 0.217 

40 200 45 <.01 0.015 0.035 0.039 0.090 0.181 0.012 0.030 0.068 0.077 0.172 >.30 

40 240 65 <.01 <.01 0.017 0.019 0.045 0.093 <.01 0.015 0.034 0.038 0.088 0.177 

40 240 55 <.01 0.011 0.026 0.029 0.067 0.136 <.01 0.022 0.050 0.057 0.129 0.252 

40 240 45 <.01 0.018 0.041 0.047 0.106 0.211 0.014 0.036 0.080 0.091 0.201 >.30 

50 160 65 0.011 0.023 0.041 0.040 0.074 0.126 0.022 0.045 0.081 0.078 0.143 0.235 

50 160 55 0.014 0.028 0.052 0.051 0.093 0.156 0.027 0.056 0.101 0.098 0.178 0.288 

50 160 45 0.018 0.038 0.069 0.067 0.122 0.202 0.036 0.074 0.132 0.128 0.229 >.30 

50 200 65 0.013 0.028 0.051 0.049 0.091 0.153 0.027 0.055 0.099 0.096 0.173 0.281 

50 200 55 0.017 0.035 0.064 0.062 0.114 0.189 0.034 0.069 0.124 0.120 0.214 >.30 

50 200 45 0.023 0.046 0.084 0.081 0.148 0.243 0.044 0.090 0.161 0.156 0.274 >.30 

50 240 65 0.016 0.033 0.060 0.058 0.107 0.178 0.032 0.064 0.116 0.113 0.202 >.30 

50 240 55 0.020 0.041 0.075 0.073 0.134 0.220 0.040 0.081 0.145 0.141 0.249 >.30 

50 240 45 0.027 0.055 0.099 0.096 0.173 0.282 0.053 0.106 0.188 0.182 >.30 >.30 

60 160 65 0.044 0.074 0.113 0.097 0.148 0.212 0.086 0.142 0.213 0.184 0.274 >.30 

60 160 55 0.049 0.081 0.124 0.107 0.163 0.232 0.095 0.156 0.232 0.201 0.298 >.30 
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Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

60 160 45 0.055 0.091 0.139 0.119 0.181 0.257 0.106 0.174 0.258 0.224 >.30 >.30 

60 200 65 0.054 0.090 0.137 0.118 0.180 0.255 0.105 0.172 0.256 0.222 >.30 >.30 

60 200 55 0.060 0.099 0.151 0.130 0.197 0.277 0.116 0.188 0.278 0.242 >.30 >.30 

60 200 45 0.067 0.111 0.168 0.145 0.219 >.30 0.130 0.210 >.30 0.268 >.30 >.30 

60 240 65 0.064 0.106 0.161 0.139 0.210 0.295 0.124 0.201 0.295 0.257 >.30 >.30 

60 240 55 0.071 0.117 0.176 0.152 0.229 >.30 0.136 0.219 >.30 0.280 >.30 >.30 

60 240 45 0.079 0.131 0.196 0.170 0.254 >.30 0.152 0.244 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 65 0.139 0.193 0.251 0.198 0.258 >.30 0.258 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 55 0.137 0.190 0.248 0.195 0.254 >.30 0.255 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 45 0.135 0.187 0.244 0.192 0.250 >.30 0.251 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 65 0.169 0.232 0.300 0.238 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 55 0.166 0.229 0.296 0.235 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 45 0.163 0.225 0.292 0.231 0.299 >.30 0.300 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 65 0.197 0.269 >.30 0.276 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 55 0.194 0.265 >.30 0.272 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 45 0.191 0.261 >.30 0.268 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

Note:  ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. 
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Table 9a.  Predicted Probability of Incident ASCVD Within 10 Years by Specific Combinations of Total Cholesterol, 
HDL-Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure and Current Smoking for Non-Hispanic White Women Without Diabetes 

Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

40 160 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.010 0.013 0.013 0.018 0.023 

40 160 55 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.013 0.018 0.018 0.025 0.032 

40 160 45 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.011 0.014 0.020 0.027 0.027 0.036 0.047 

40 200 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.009 0.011 0.015 0.021 0.021 0.028 0.036 

40 200 55 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.012 0.015 0.021 0.028 0.028 0.038 0.050 

40 200 45 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.010 0.010 0.018 0.022 0.031 0.042 0.042 0.057 0.073 

40 240 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.013 0.016 0.022 0.030 0.030 0.040 0.052 

40 240 55 <.01 <.01 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.018 0.022 0.031 0.041 0.041 0.055 0.072 

40 240 45 <.01 0.011 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.026 0.032 0.045 0.060 0.060 0.081 0.105 

50 160 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.016 0.013 0.019 0.025 0.025 0.034 0.045 

50 160 55 <.01 <.01 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.019 0.016 0.023 0.031 0.031 0.042 0.055 

50 160 45 <.01 0.010 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.025 0.021 0.030 0.040 0.040 0.054 0.070 

50 200 65 <.01 <.01 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.021 0.018 0.025 0.034 0.034 0.046 0.060 

50 200 55 <.01 0.011 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.026 0.022 0.031 0.042 0.042 0.057 0.074 

50 200 45 0.010 0.014 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.034 0.028 0.040 0.054 0.054 0.072 0.094 

50 240 65 <.01 0.011 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.027 0.023 0.032 0.044 0.043 0.059 0.076 

50 240 55 0.010 0.014 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.033 0.028 0.040 0.054 0.053 0.072 0.093 

50 240 45 0.013 0.018 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.043 0.036 0.051 0.068 0.068 0.092 0.118 

60 160 65 0.015 0.022 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.052 0.032 0.046 0.062 0.061 0.083 0.107 

60 160 55 0.017 0.024 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.058 0.036 0.051 0.069 0.069 0.093 0.119 
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Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

60 160 45 0.020 0.028 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.066 0.042 0.059 0.079 0.078 0.105 0.136 

60 200 65 0.018 0.026 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.061 0.039 0.055 0.073 0.073 0.098 0.127 

60 200 55 0.020 0.029 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.069 0.043 0.061 0.082 0.081 0.109 0.141 

60 200 45 0.023 0.033 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.078 0.049 0.070 0.093 0.093 0.124 0.160 

60 240 65 0.021 0.030 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.071 0.044 0.063 0.084 0.084 0.112 0.145 

60 240 55 0.024 0.034 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.079 0.050 0.070 0.094 0.093 0.125 0.161 

60 240 45 0.027 0.038 0.052 0.051 0.051 0.090 0.057 0.080 0.107 0.106 0.142 0.182 

70 160 65 0.054 0.076 0.102 0.101 0.101 0.174 0.088 0.123 0.162 0.161 0.214 0.270 

70 160 55 0.056 0.079 0.105 0.105 0.105 0.179 0.090 0.127 0.167 0.166 0.220 0.278 

70 160 45 0.058 0.082 0.109 0.109 0.109 0.186 0.094 0.131 0.173 0.173 0.228 0.287 

70 200 65 0.058 0.082 0.109 0.108 0.108 0.185 0.094 0.131 0.173 0.172 0.227 0.286 

70 200 55 0.060 0.084 0.112 0.112 0.112 0.191 0.097 0.135 0.178 0.177 0.234 0.294 

70 200 45 0.062 0.087 0.116 0.116 0.116 0.198 0.100 0.140 0.185 0.184 0.242 >.30 

70 240 65 0.061 0.086 0.115 0.114 0.114 0.195 0.099 0.138 0.182 0.181 0.239 0.300 

70 240 55 0.063 0.089 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.201 0.102 0.142 0.187 0.187 0.246 >.30 

70 240 45 0.066 0.092 0.123 0.122 0.122 0.208 0.106 0.148 0.194 0.193 0.254 >.30 

Note:  ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. 
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Table 9b.  Predicted Probability of Incident ASCVD Within 10 Years by Specific Combinations of Total Cholesterol, 
HDL-Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure and Current Smoking for Non-Hispanic White Women With Diabetes 

Age 
Total 

Cholesterol 
HDL-

Cholesterol 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

40 160 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.011 0.013 0.019 0.025 0.025 0.034 0.044 

40 160 55 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.011 0.015 0.018 0.026 0.035 0.035 0.047 0.061 

40 160 45 <.01 <.01 0.012 0.012 0.017 0.022 0.027 0.038 0.051 0.051 0.069 0.089 

40 200 65 <.01 <.01 0.010 0.010 0.013 0.017 0.021 0.029 0.040 0.039 0.053 0.069 

40 200 55 <.01 0.010 0.013 0.013 0.018 0.023 0.029 0.041 0.054 0.054 0.073 0.095 

40 200 45 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.020 0.027 0.035 0.042 0.059 0.080 0.079 0.107 0.137 

40 240 65 <.01 0.010 0.014 0.014 0.019 0.025 0.030 0.042 0.057 0.057 0.077 0.099 

40 240 55 0.010 0.014 0.019 0.019 0.026 0.034 0.041 0.058 0.078 0.078 0.105 0.135 

40 240 45 0.015 0.021 0.028 0.028 0.038 0.050 0.061 0.085 0.114 0.113 0.151 0.193 

50 160 65 <.01 0.013 0.017 0.017 0.023 0.030 0.025 0.036 0.049 0.048 0.065 0.085 

50 160 55 0.011 0.016 0.021 0.021 0.028 0.037 0.031 0.044 0.060 0.059 0.080 0.104 

50 160 45 0.014 0.020 0.027 0.027 0.037 0.048 0.040 0.057 0.076 0.076 0.102 0.131 

50 200 65 0.012 0.017 0.023 0.023 0.031 0.041 0.034 0.049 0.065 0.065 0.088 0.113 

50 200 55 0.015 0.021 0.028 0.028 0.038 0.050 0.042 0.060 0.080 0.079 0.107 0.138 

50 200 45 0.019 0.027 0.036 0.036 0.049 0.064 0.054 0.076 0.102 0.101 0.135 0.174 

50 240 65 0.015 0.022 0.029 0.029 0.040 0.052 0.044 0.062 0.083 0.082 0.111 0.142 

50 240 55 0.019 0.027 0.036 0.036 0.049 0.064 0.054 0.076 0.101 0.101 0.135 0.173 

50 240 45 0.024 0.035 0.046 0.046 0.063 0.081 0.069 0.097 0.128 0.128 0.170 0.217 

60 160 65 0.030 0.042 0.056 0.056 0.076 0.098 0.062 0.087 0.116 0.116 0.154 0.197 

60 160 55 0.033 0.047 0.063 0.063 0.084 0.109 0.069 0.097 0.129 0.129 0.171 0.218 
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Age 
Total 

Cholesterol 
HDL-

Cholesterol 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

60 160 45 0.038 0.054 0.072 0.071 0.096 0.124 0.079 0.111 0.147 0.146 0.194 0.246 

60 200 65 0.035 0.050 0.067 0.066 0.090 0.116 0.073 0.103 0.137 0.136 0.181 0.230 

60 200 55 0.039 0.056 0.075 0.074 0.100 0.129 0.082 0.115 0.152 0.152 0.201 0.255 

60 200 45 0.045 0.064 0.085 0.085 0.114 0.146 0.093 0.131 0.173 0.172 0.227 0.286 

60 240 65 0.040 0.057 0.077 0.076 0.103 0.132 0.084 0.118 0.156 0.156 0.206 0.261 

60 240 55 0.045 0.064 0.086 0.085 0.114 0.147 0.094 0.132 0.174 0.173 0.228 0.288 

60 240 45 0.052 0.073 0.098 0.097 0.130 0.167 0.107 0.149 0.197 0.196 0.257 >.30 

70 160 65 0.102 0.142 0.188 0.187 0.246 >.30 0.163 0.224 0.290 0.289 >.30 >.30 

70 160 55 0.105 0.147 0.193 0.193 0.253 >.30 0.168 0.231 0.298 0.297 >.30 >.30 

70 160 45 0.109 0.152 0.200 0.200 0.262 >.30 0.174 0.239 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 65 0.109 0.152 0.200 0.199 0.261 >.30 0.173 0.238 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 55 0.112 0.157 0.206 0.205 0.269 >.30 0.178 0.245 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 45 0.117 0.162 0.213 0.212 0.278 >.30 0.185 0.253 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 65 0.115 0.160 0.210 0.209 0.274 >.30 0.182 0.250 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 55 0.119 0.165 0.216 0.215 0.282 >.30 0.188 0.257 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 45 0.123 0.171 0.224 0.223 0.291 >.30 0.195 0.266 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol.  
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Table 10a.  Predicted Probability of Incident ASCVD Within 10 Years by Specific Combinations of Total Cholesterol, 
HDL-Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure and Current Smoking for Non-Hispanic African American Men Without Diabetes 

Age 
Total 

Cholesterol 
HDL-

Cholesterol 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

40 160 65 0.018 0.025 0.033 0.041 0.055 0.071 0.031 0.043 0.056 0.071 0.094 0.119 

40 160 55 0.019 0.027 0.035 0.044 0.059 0.075 0.033 0.046 0.060 0.075 0.099 0.127 

40 160 45 0.021 0.029 0.038 0.047 0.063 0.081 0.036 0.049 0.065 0.081 0.107 0.136 

40 200 65 0.019 0.027 0.035 0.044 0.059 0.076 0.033 0.046 0.060 0.075 0.100 0.127 

40 200 55 0.021 0.028 0.037 0.047 0.063 0.080 0.035 0.049 0.064 0.080 0.106 0.135 

40 200 45 0.022 0.031 0.040 0.051 0.068 0.086 0.038 0.053 0.069 0.086 0.114 0.145 

40 240 65 0.020 0.028 0.037 0.047 0.062 0.080 0.035 0.048 0.064 0.080 0.105 0.134 

40 240 55 0.022 0.030 0.040 0.050 0.066 0.085 0.037 0.051 0.067 0.084 0.112 0.142 

40 240 45 0.023 0.032 0.043 0.054 0.071 0.091 0.040 0.055 0.073 0.091 0.120 0.152 

50 160 65 0.031 0.043 0.057 0.071 0.094 0.120 0.053 0.073 0.096 0.119 0.157 0.198 

50 160 55 0.033 0.046 0.060 0.075 0.100 0.127 0.057 0.078 0.102 0.127 0.166 0.209 

50 160 45 0.036 0.049 0.065 0.081 0.107 0.136 0.061 0.084 0.109 0.136 0.178 0.224 

50 200 65 0.033 0.046 0.060 0.076 0.100 0.127 0.057 0.078 0.102 0.127 0.167 0.210 

50 200 55 0.035 0.049 0.064 0.080 0.106 0.135 0.060 0.083 0.108 0.135 0.177 0.222 

50 200 45 0.038 0.053 0.069 0.086 0.114 0.145 0.065 0.089 0.116 0.145 0.189 0.238 

50 240 65 0.035 0.049 0.064 0.080 0.106 0.134 0.060 0.083 0.108 0.134 0.176 0.221 

50 240 55 0.037 0.052 0.068 0.085 0.112 0.142 0.064 0.088 0.114 0.142 0.186 0.233 

50 240 45 0.040 0.056 0.073 0.091 0.120 0.153 0.069 0.094 0.123 0.152 0.199 0.249 

60 160 65 0.048 0.067 0.087 0.109 0.143 0.181 0.082 0.113 0.146 0.181 0.235 0.293 

60 160 55 0.051 0.071 0.092 0.115 0.152 0.192 0.087 0.119 0.155 0.191 0.248 >.30 
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Age 
Total 

Cholesterol 
HDL-

Cholesterol 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

60 160 45 0.055 0.076 0.100 0.124 0.163 0.205 0.094 0.128 0.166 0.205 0.265 >.30 

60 200 65 0.052 0.071 0.093 0.116 0.153 0.193 0.088 0.120 0.156 0.192 0.249 >.30 

60 200 55 0.055 0.076 0.099 0.123 0.162 0.203 0.093 0.127 0.165 0.203 0.263 >.30 

60 200 45 0.059 0.081 0.106 0.132 0.173 0.218 0.100 0.137 0.176 0.217 0.281 >.30 

60 240 65 0.055 0.075 0.098 0.122 0.161 0.202 0.093 0.126 0.164 0.202 0.261 >.30 

60 240 55 0.058 0.080 0.104 0.129 0.170 0.214 0.098 0.134 0.173 0.213 0.276 >.30 

60 240 45 0.062 0.086 0.112 0.139 0.182 0.229 0.106 0.144 0.185 0.228 0.294 >.30 

70 160 65 0.070 0.096 0.125 0.155 0.203 0.254 0.118 0.160 0.206 0.253 >.30 >.30 

70 160 55 0.074 0.102 0.132 0.164 0.214 0.267 0.125 0.170 0.218 0.267 >.30 >.30 

70 160 45 0.080 0.110 0.142 0.176 0.229 0.285 0.135 0.182 0.233 0.285 >.30 >.30 

70 200 65 0.075 0.102 0.133 0.165 0.215 0.269 0.126 0.171 0.219 0.268 >.30 >.30 

70 200 55 0.079 0.109 0.141 0.175 0.227 0.283 0.133 0.180 0.231 0.283 >.30 >.30 

70 200 45 0.085 0.117 0.151 0.187 0.243 >.30 0.143 0.193 0.247 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 65 0.079 0.108 0.140 0.174 0.226 0.282 0.133 0.179 0.230 0.281 >.30 >.30 

70 240 55 0.084 0.114 0.148 0.183 0.238 0.297 0.140 0.190 0.243 0.296 >.30 >.30 

70 240 45 0.090 0.123 0.159 0.197 0.255 >.30 0.151 0.203 0.259 >.30 >.30 >.30 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. 
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Table 10b.  Predicted Probability of Incident ASCVD Within 10 Years by Specific Combinations of Total Cholesterol, 
HDL-Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure and Current Smoking for Non-Hispanic African American Men With Diabetes 

Age 
Total 

Cholesterol 
HDL-

Cholesterol 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

40 160 65 0.034 0.047 0.062 0.078 0.103 0.131 0.058 0.080 0.105 0.130 0.171 0.215 

40 160 55 0.036 0.050 0.066 0.082 0.109 0.138 0.062 0.085 0.111 0.138 0.181 0.227 

40 160 45 0.039 0.054 0.071 0.089 0.117 0.149 0.067 0.092 0.119 0.148 0.194 0.243 

40 200 65 0.037 0.050 0.066 0.083 0.110 0.139 0.062 0.086 0.112 0.139 0.182 0.229 

40 200 55 0.039 0.054 0.070 0.088 0.116 0.147 0.066 0.091 0.118 0.147 0.192 0.241 

40 200 45 0.042 0.058 0.076 0.094 0.125 0.158 0.071 0.098 0.127 0.158 0.206 0.258 

40 240 65 0.039 0.053 0.070 0.087 0.115 0.146 0.066 0.090 0.118 0.146 0.191 0.240 

40 240 55 0.041 0.056 0.074 0.092 0.122 0.155 0.070 0.096 0.125 0.155 0.202 0.253 

40 240 45 0.044 0.061 0.080 0.100 0.131 0.166 0.075 0.103 0.134 0.166 0.216 0.270 

50 160 65 0.059 0.080 0.105 0.131 0.172 0.216 0.099 0.135 0.175 0.215 0.278 >.30 

50 160 55 0.062 0.085 0.111 0.138 0.181 0.228 0.105 0.143 0.185 0.227 0.293 >.30 

50 160 45 0.067 0.092 0.120 0.149 0.194 0.244 0.113 0.154 0.198 0.243 >.30 >.30 

50 200 65 0.062 0.086 0.112 0.139 0.182 0.229 0.106 0.144 0.186 0.228 0.294 >.30 

50 200 55 0.066 0.091 0.119 0.147 0.193 0.242 0.112 0.152 0.196 0.241 >.30 >.30 

50 200 45 0.071 0.098 0.127 0.158 0.206 0.258 0.120 0.163 0.210 0.258 >.30 >.30 

50 240 65 0.066 0.090 0.118 0.146 0.192 0.240 0.111 0.151 0.195 0.240 >.30 >.30 

50 240 55 0.070 0.096 0.125 0.155 0.202 0.253 0.118 0.160 0.206 0.253 >.30 >.30 

50 240 45 0.075 0.103 0.134 0.166 0.217 0.271 0.127 0.172 0.221 0.270 >.30 >.30 

60 160 65 0.090 0.123 0.160 0.197 0.256 >.30 0.151 0.204 0.260 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 160 55 0.096 0.131 0.169 0.208 0.269 >.30 0.160 0.215 0.274 >.30 >.30 >.30 
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Age 
Total 

Cholesterol 
HDL-

Cholesterol 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

60 160 45 0.103 0.140 0.181 0.223 0.288 >.30 0.172 0.230 0.292 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 200 65 0.096 0.131 0.170 0.209 0.271 >.30 0.161 0.216 0.275 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 200 55 0.102 0.139 0.180 0.221 0.285 >.30 0.170 0.228 0.290 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 200 45 0.110 0.149 0.192 0.237 >.30 >.30 0.182 0.244 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 240 65 0.101 0.138 0.178 0.220 0.284 >.30 0.169 0.227 0.288 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 240 55 0.108 0.146 0.189 0.232 0.299 >.30 0.179 0.240 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 240 45 0.116 0.157 0.202 0.248 >.30 >.30 0.192 0.256 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 65 0.129 0.175 0.225 0.275 >.30 >.30 0.213 0.284 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 55 0.137 0.185 0.237 0.290 >.30 >.30 0.225 0.299 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 45 0.147 0.198 0.253 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.241 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 65 0.138 0.186 0.238 0.291 >.30 >.30 0.226 0.300 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 55 0.146 0.197 0.251 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.239 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 45 0.156 0.211 0.269 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.255 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 65 0.145 0.196 0.250 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.237 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 55 0.153 0.207 0.264 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.250 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 45 0.165 0.221 0.281 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.267 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. 
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Table 11a.  Predicted Probability of Incident ASCVD Within 10 Years by Specific Combinations of Total Cholesterol, 
HDL-Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure and Current Smoking for Non-Hispanic White Men Without Diabetes 

Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

40 160 65 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 0.011 0.013 0.018 0.024 0.022 0.028 0.036 

40 160 55 <.01 <.01 0.010 <.01 0.011 0.014 0.018 0.025 0.032 0.029 0.038 0.048 

40 160 45 <.01 0.011 0.014 0.012 0.016 0.021 0.026 0.035 0.046 0.041 0.054 0.068 

40 200 65 <.01 <.01 0.011 0.010 0.013 0.017 0.021 0.029 0.038 0.034 0.044 0.056 

40 200 55 <.01 0.012 0.015 0.014 0.018 0.023 0.028 0.038 0.050 0.045 0.059 0.074 

40 200 45 0.012 0.017 0.022 0.019 0.026 0.032 0.040 0.055 0.072 0.064 0.084 0.105 

40 240 65 <.01 0.012 0.016 0.015 0.019 0.024 0.030 0.041 0.054 0.048 0.063 0.080 

40 240 55 0.012 0.017 0.022 0.019 0.026 0.032 0.040 0.055 0.072 0.064 0.084 0.105 

40 240 45 0.017 0.024 0.031 0.028 0.037 0.047 0.058 0.079 0.102 0.091 0.119 0.149 

50 160 65 0.015 0.020 0.027 0.024 0.031 0.040 0.033 0.046 0.059 0.053 0.069 0.087 

50 160 55 0.018 0.025 0.033 0.029 0.039 0.049 0.041 0.056 0.073 0.065 0.085 0.107 

50 160 45 0.024 0.033 0.043 0.038 0.050 0.064 0.053 0.073 0.094 0.085 0.110 0.138 

50 200 65 0.020 0.028 0.037 0.033 0.043 0.054 0.045 0.062 0.081 0.072 0.094 0.118 

50 200 55 0.025 0.035 0.045 0.040 0.053 0.067 0.056 0.076 0.099 0.089 0.116 0.144 

50 200 45 0.033 0.045 0.059 0.052 0.069 0.086 0.073 0.099 0.128 0.115 0.148 0.185 

50 240 65 0.026 0.036 0.047 0.042 0.055 0.070 0.059 0.080 0.103 0.093 0.121 0.151 

50 240 55 0.033 0.045 0.058 0.052 0.068 0.086 0.072 0.098 0.127 0.114 0.147 0.183 

50 240 45 0.042 0.058 0.075 0.068 0.088 0.111 0.093 0.126 0.162 0.146 0.188 0.233 

60 160 65 0.043 0.059 0.076 0.069 0.089 0.112 0.069 0.094 0.121 0.109 0.141 0.176 

60 160 55 0.050 0.068 0.088 0.079 0.103 0.129 0.080 0.108 0.140 0.126 0.162 0.202 
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Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

60 160 45 0.060 0.081 0.105 0.095 0.123 0.154 0.095 0.129 0.166 0.150 0.192 0.238 

60 200 65 0.053 0.072 0.094 0.084 0.109 0.137 0.085 0.115 0.148 0.133 0.172 0.213 

60 200 55 0.061 0.083 0.108 0.097 0.126 0.157 0.098 0.132 0.170 0.153 0.196 0.243 

60 200 45 0.073 0.100 0.129 0.116 0.150 0.186 0.116 0.157 0.201 0.181 0.232 0.285 

60 240 65 0.062 0.085 0.110 0.099 0.128 0.160 0.100 0.135 0.173 0.156 0.200 0.248 

60 240 55 0.072 0.098 0.127 0.114 0.148 0.184 0.115 0.155 0.198 0.179 0.229 0.281 

60 240 45 0.086 0.117 0.151 0.136 0.175 0.217 0.137 0.184 0.234 0.212 0.269 >.30 

70 160 65 0.104 0.140 0.180 0.162 0.208 0.256 0.126 0.170 0.217 0.196 0.250 >.30 

70 160 55 0.113 0.153 0.196 0.177 0.226 0.278 0.138 0.185 0.236 0.213 0.271 >.30 

70 160 45 0.127 0.170 0.217 0.197 0.251 >.30 0.154 0.206 0.261 0.237 0.300 >.30 

70 200 65 0.116 0.156 0.200 0.180 0.231 0.284 0.141 0.189 0.241 0.218 0.277 >.30 

70 200 55 0.127 0.170 0.217 0.197 0.251 >.30 0.154 0.206 0.261 0.237 0.300 >.30 

70 200 45 0.142 0.190 0.241 0.218 0.278 >.30 0.172 0.229 0.289 0.262 >.30 >.30 

70 240 65 0.127 0.171 0.218 0.197 0.251 >.30 0.154 0.206 0.262 0.237 0.300 >.30 

70 240 55 0.139 0.186 0.237 0.214 0.273 >.30 0.168 0.225 0.284 0.258 >.30 >.30 

70 240 45 0.155 0.207 0.263 0.238 >.30 >.30 0.188 0.249 >.30 0.285 >.30 >.30 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. 
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Table 11b.  Predicted Probability of Incident ASCVD Within 10 Years by Specific Combinations of Total Cholesterol, 
HDL-Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure and Current Smoking for Non-Hispanic White Men With Diabetes 

Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

40 160 65 <.01 0.011 0.014 0.012 0.016 0.021 0.026 0.035 0.046 0.041 0.054 0.068 

40 160 55 0.010 0.014 0.019 0.017 0.022 0.028 0.034 0.047 0.061 0.055 0.072 0.090 

40 160 45 0.015 0.020 0.027 0.024 0.031 0.040 0.049 0.067 0.087 0.078 0.102 0.128 

40 200 65 0.012 0.017 0.022 0.019 0.026 0.032 0.040 0.055 0.071 0.064 0.083 0.105 

40 200 55 0.016 0.022 0.029 0.026 0.034 0.043 0.053 0.073 0.095 0.085 0.110 0.138 

40 200 45 0.023 0.032 0.042 0.037 0.049 0.062 0.076 0.104 0.134 0.120 0.155 0.193 

40 240 65 0.017 0.024 0.031 0.028 0.037 0.046 0.057 0.078 0.102 0.091 0.118 0.148 

40 240 55 0.023 0.032 0.042 0.037 0.049 0.062 0.076 0.104 0.134 0.120 0.156 0.193 

40 240 45 0.033 0.046 0.060 0.053 0.070 0.088 0.108 0.146 0.187 0.169 0.217 0.267 

50 160 65 0.028 0.039 0.051 0.046 0.060 0.075 0.063 0.086 0.111 0.100 0.130 0.162 

50 160 55 0.035 0.048 0.063 0.056 0.073 0.092 0.078 0.105 0.136 0.122 0.158 0.197 

50 160 45 0.046 0.063 0.081 0.073 0.095 0.119 0.100 0.136 0.174 0.157 0.202 0.249 

50 200 65 0.039 0.053 0.069 0.062 0.081 0.102 0.086 0.116 0.150 0.135 0.174 0.216 

50 200 55 0.048 0.066 0.085 0.076 0.100 0.125 0.105 0.142 0.182 0.164 0.211 0.260 

50 200 45 0.062 0.085 0.110 0.099 0.128 0.160 0.135 0.182 0.232 0.210 0.267 >.30 

50 240 65 0.050 0.069 0.089 0.080 0.104 0.130 0.110 0.148 0.190 0.172 0.220 0.271 

50 240 55 0.062 0.084 0.109 0.098 0.127 0.159 0.134 0.181 0.230 0.208 0.265 >.30 

50 240 45 0.080 0.109 0.141 0.126 0.163 0.203 0.172 0.229 0.290 0.263 >.30 >.30 

60 160 65 0.081 0.110 0.142 0.128 0.165 0.205 0.129 0.173 0.221 0.200 0.255 >.30 

60 160 55 0.094 0.127 0.163 0.147 0.189 0.234 0.148 0.199 0.252 0.228 0.290 >.30 
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Age 
Total 

Cholesterol HDL-C 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(No) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

100 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Untreated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

120 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

140 

Current 
Smoking 

(Yes) 

Treated 
Systolic: 

160 

60 160 45 0.112 0.151 0.194 0.175 0.224 0.275 0.176 0.234 0.296 0.269 >.30 >.30 

60 200 65 0.099 0.135 0.173 0.156 0.200 0.247 0.157 0.210 0.266 0.241 >.30 >.30 

60 200 55 0.115 0.155 0.198 0.178 0.228 0.281 0.180 0.239 >.30 0.274 >.30 >.30 

60 200 45 0.137 0.183 0.233 0.211 0.269 >.30 0.213 0.281 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 240 65 0.117 0.158 0.202 0.182 0.233 0.286 0.183 0.244 >.30 0.279 >.30 >.30 

60 240 55 0.135 0.181 0.230 0.208 0.265 >.30 0.210 0.277 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

60 240 45 0.160 0.214 0.271 0.246 >.30 >.30 0.247 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 65 0.190 0.253 >.30 0.289 >.30 >.30 0.229 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 55 0.207 0.274 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.249 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 160 45 0.230 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.276 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 65 0.212 0.280 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.254 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 55 0.230 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.276 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 200 45 0.255 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 65 0.231 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.277 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 55 0.251 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 0.300 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

70 240 45 0.277 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 >.30 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; HDL-Cholesterol = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol. 
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The estimated risk probabilities shown are specific to defined combinations of risk factors, and the tables 
demonstrate how the estimated probabilities vary over a broad spectrum of potential profiles.  Risk factor levels 
that are more adverse than those shown in the following tables should always be associated with a higher 
estimated risk.  For example, if a given risk factor combination indicates a 10-year risk for hard ASCVD of 
8 percent but a patient has a higher level of systolic blood pressure or total cholesterol or a lower level of 
HDL-47C than shown for that cell, then the estimated risk would be at least 8 percent.  Because the estimated 
probabilities can become unstable when approaching the limits of the sample data, the risk probabilities are 
truncated at 1 percent and 30 percent. 

The proportion of the U.S. adult population in selected strata of estimated 10-year risk for hard ASCVD are 
shown overall and by sex and race (table 12), and by sex and age group (table 13), by applying the risk 
equations to data from the most recent National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES,  
2007–2010).  Note that, at present, the risk equations apply most accurately to non-Hispanic Whites and African 
Americans.  For Hispanics and other groups, the equations for Whites of the same sex were used, which may 
provide overestimation of risk for some groups (e.g., East Asian Americans) and underestimation in others (e.g., 
South Asian Americans). 

Tables 14a–14c display a cross-tabulation of results from NHANES 2007–2010, using the same individuals ages 
40 to 79, to show the different risk classification that is achieved using the ATP III 10-year risk assessment 
equations1 for hard CHD (coronary death or nonfatal MI) as the end point, compared with use of the new 
10-year risk equations with hard ASCVD as the end point.  Overall, approximately two-thirds of individuals 
remain in the same estimated risk stratum with either approach.  As can be seen, some individuals are up-
classified by the new equations, meaning they are in a higher risk category using the new equations than using 
the older ATP III 10-year risk equations.  Likewise, some individuals are down-classified using the newer risk 
equations.  One might expect that most of the reclassification would have been upward given the expanded end 
point that includes stroke in addition to hard CHD.  However, a number of issues lead to differential 
reclassification, indicating that simple multiplication of the older ATP III risk estimate would be an unreliable 
means for assessing risk under the new algorithm.  For example, the new risk estimates are based on race- and 
sex-specific coefficients, which differ from the older ATP III coefficients.  Furthermore, men tend to be at 
somewhat lower risk for stroke compared with CHD, whereas for women the opposite tends to be true.  Down-
classification in risk occurred among those younger than age 55, when stroke is at low risk, and also potentially 
due to secular changes in age at onset.  Thus, when men are reclassified by the new equations, more tend to be 
down-classified, whereas women who are reclassified are more often up-classified.  In addition, diabetes was 
considered a coronary risk equivalent in ATP III, so all individuals with diabetes were considered to be in the 
highest risk category in the ATP III algorithm.1  In the new algorithm, individuals with diabetes may have a risk 
estimate of less than 10 percent. 
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Table 12.  Distribution of 10-Year Risk for Hard ASCVD in the CVD-Free, Nonpregnant U.S. Population Ages 40 to 79 (NHANES 
2007–2010), by Sex and Race (N=5,367, Weighted to 100,542,000 U.S. Population) 

Group <2.5% 2.5–4.9% 5.0–7.4% 

Predicted 10-Year 
Risk for Hard ASCVD 

Event: 
7.5–9.9% 

Predicted 10-Year 
Risk for Hard ASCVD 

Event: 
10.0–14.9% 

Predicted 10-Year 
Risk for Hard ASCVD 

Event: 
15.0–19.9% 

Predicted 10-Year 
Risk for Hard ASCVD 

Event: 
≥20.0% 

Total People: % (95% CI) 33.4 (31.2-35.5) 21.0 (19.4-22.7) 12.7 (11.4-14.0) 7.4 (6.5-8.3) 8.9 (8.1-9.6) 6.3 (5.6-7.1) 10.2 (9.5-11.0) 

Total People: n 33,534,000 21,151,000 12,766,000 7,470,000 8,940,000 6,380,000 10,300,000 

Total Men: % (95% CI) 17.4 (15.2-19.7) 22.7 (20.3-25.1) 15.6 (13.8-17.4) 10.1 (8.5-11.6) 12.1 (10.7-13.5) 8.8 (7.4-10.2) 13.3 (12.1-14.4) 

Total Men: n 8,386,000 10,950,000 7,511,000 4,847,000 5,849,000 4,248,000 6,388,000 

Total Women: % (95% CI) 48.0 (44.8-51.3) 19.5 (17.3-21.6) 10.0 (8.3-11.8) 5.0 (3.8-6.2) 5.9 (5.1-6.7) 4.1 (3.4-4.7) 7.5 (6.5-8.4) 

Total Women: n 25,148,000 10,200,000 5,256,000 2,622,000 3,091,000 2,131,000 3,912,000 

White Men: % (95% CI) 18.0 (15.0-21.1) 22.4 (19.4-25.3) 15.7 (13.3-18.1) 10.0 (8.2-11.8) 11.7 (9.9-13.5) 8.7 (7.0-10.4) 13.6 (12.3-14.9) 

White Men: n 6,467,000 8,016,000 5,616,000 3,584,000 4,189,000 3,112,000 4,870,000 

White Women: % (95% CI) 47.1 (43.0-51.1) 20.4 (17.7-23.0) 10.7 (8.6-12.8) 5.1 (3.6-6.7) 5.5 (4.6-6.5) 4.1 (3.4-4.9) 7.1 (5.9-8.2) 

White Women: n 18,175,000 7,863,000 4,136,000 1,984,000 2,132,000 1,596,000 2,725,000 

African American Men: % 
(95% CI) 

1.4 (0.3-2.6) 23.9 (19.9-28.0) 20.6 (17.0-24.2) 11.8 (8.8-14.8) 17.4 (14.3-20.5) 11.1 (8.2-13.9) 13.8 (11.0-16.7) 

African American Men: n 60,000 1,008,000 866,000 495,000 731,000 466,000 583,000 

African American Women:  
% (95% CI) 

36.5 (32.4-40.6) 18.7 (15.6-21.8) 10.9 (8.6-13.2) 6.5 (5.0-7.9) 9.4 (7.2-11.7) 5.7 (4.2-7.2) 12.3 (9.5-15.0) 

African American Women: n 1,921,000 985,000 572,000 339,000 496,000 300,000 645,000 

Hispanic Men: % (95% CI) 24.0 (19.8-28.1) 22.1 (17.9-26.2) 13.2 (10.8-15.6) 10.6 (8.1-13.0) 11.4 (9.9-12.9) 6.2 (4.6-7.9) 12.6 (9.4-15.7) 

Hispanic Men: n 1,303,000 1,200,000 718,000 574,000 619,000 339,000 683,000 

Hispanic Women: % (95% CI) 59.4 (54.3-64.4) 14.5 (11.5-17.5) 7.5 (5.4-9.6) 4.5 (2.6-6.4) 4.9 (3.4-6.5) 3.0 (2.0-3.9) 6.3 (4.7-7.9) 

Hispanic Women: n 3,293,000 803,000 418,000 248,000 273,000 164,000 347,000 

Other Men: % (95% CI) 20.8 (10.8-30.7) 27.1 (18.0-36.3) 11.6 (4.9-18.2) 7.2 (0.6-13.8) 11.5 (4.5-18.6) 12.3 (5.9-18.8) 9.4 (3.0-15.8) 

Other Men: n 555,000 726,000 310,000 193,000 309,000 330,000 251,000 

Other Women: % (95% CI) 59.8 (50.2-69.3) 18.6 (10.8-26.5) 4.4 (0-8.7) 1.7 (0-3.5) 6.4 (2.1-10.7) 2.4 (0.4-4.5) 6.7 (2.3-11.0) 

Other Women: n 1,757,000 548,000 128,000 49,000 188,000 71,000 195,000 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CI = confidence interval; CVD = cardiovascular disease; NHANES = National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. 
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Table 13.  Distribution of 10-Year Risk for Hard ASCVD in the CVD-Free, Nonpregnant U.S. Population Ages 40 to 79 (NHANES 
2007–2010), Stratified by Age and Sex Groups (N=5,367, Weighted to 100,542,000 U.S. Population) 

Group 

10-Year Hard ASCVD 
Risk Estimate 
<2.5%, % (n) 

10-Year Hard ASCVD 
Risk Estimate 

2.5–4.9%, % (n) 

10-Year Hard ASCVD 
Risk Estimate 

5.0–7.4%, % (n) 

10-Year Hard ASCVD 
Risk Estimate 

7.5–9.9%, % (n) 

10-Year Hard ASCVD 
Risk Estimate 

10.0–14.9%, % (n) 

10-Year Hard ASCVD 
Risk Estimate 

15.0–19.9%, % (n) 

10-Year Hard ASCVD 
Risk Estimate 
≥20.0%, % (n) 

Total: Age 40–50 
(n=1,684, weighted to 
37,263,000 U.S. pop.) 

63.9 (23,812,000) 22.7 (8,473,000) 6.6 (2,480,000) 3.1 (1,164,000) 2.0 (746,000) 1.0 (378,000) 0.6 (209,000) 

Men: Age 40–50 
(n=1,684, weighted to 
37,263,000 U.S. pop.) 

42.7 (8,018,000) 35.4 (6,632,000) 10.6 (1,985,000) 5.4 (1,013,000) 3.4 (636,000) 1.8 (333,000) 0.7 (138,000) 

Women: Age 40–50 
(n=1,684, weighted to 
37,263,000 U.S. pop.) 

85.3 (15,794,000) 9.9 (1,840,000) 2.7 (495,000) 0.8 (150,000) 0.6 (110,000) 0.2 (45,000) 0.4 (71,000) 

Total: Age 50–60 
(n=1,435, weighted to 
32,569,000 U.S. pop.) 

28.5 (9,286,000) 28.8 (9,366,000) 19.3 (6,280,000) 9.4 (3,050,000) 8.1 (2,644,000) 4.1 (1,319,000) 1.9 (622,000) 

Men: Age 50–60 
(n=1,435, weighted to 
32,569,000 U.S. pop.) 

2.3 (368,000) 26.8 (4,278,000) 29.2 (4,648,000) 16.6 (2,643,000) 14.5 (2,317,000) 7.9 (1,253,000) 2.7 (434,000) 

Women: Age 50–60 
(n=1,435, weighted to 
32,569,000 U.S. pop.) 

53.6 (8,918,000) 30.6 (5,088,000) 9.8 (1,632,000) 2.4 (406,000) 2.0 (327,000) 0.4 (65,000) 1.1 (188,000) 

Total: Age 60–70 
(n=1,375, weighted to 
19,927,000 U.S. pop.) 

2.2 (436,000) 16.6 (3,312,000) 19.5 (3,894,000) 14.8 (2,953,000) 20.2 (4,027,000) 13.6 (2,704,000) 13.1 (2,602,000) 

Men: Age 60–70 
(n=1,375, weighted to 
19,927,000 U.S. pop.) 

0  0.4 (40,000) 9.7 (876,000) 13.1 (1,186,000) 28.9 (2,606,000) 24.5 (2,213,000) 23.3 (2,105,000) 

Women: Age 60–70 
(n=1,375, weighted to 
19,927,000 U.S. pop.) 

4.0 (436,000) 30.0 (3,272,000) 27.7 (3,017,000) 16.2 (1,767,000) 13.0 (1,421,000) 4.5 (490,000) 4.6 (497,000) 

Total: Age 70–79 
(n=873, weighted to 
10,782,000 U.S. pop.) 

0 0 1.0 (110,000) 2.8 (302,000) 14.1 (1,523,000) 18.4 (1,979,000) 63.7 (6,866,000) 

Men: Age 70–79 
(n=873, weighted to 
10,782,000 U.S. pop.) 

0 0 0 0.1 (5,000) 6.5 (291,000) 10.1 (449,000) 83.3 (3,710,000) 

Women: Age 70–79 
(n=873, weighted to 
10,782,000 U.S. pop.) 

0 0 1.8 (110,000) 4.7 (298,000) 19.5 (1,232,000) 24.2 (1,530,000) 49.9 (3,156,000) 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CI = confidence interval; CVD = cardiovascular disease; NHANES = National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey;  
U.S. pop. = U.S. population. 
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Table 14a.  Distribution of 10-Year Risk for Hard CHD (Per ATP III Risk Equation) vs. 10-Year Risk for Hard ASCVD (Per NHLBI 
Risk Equations) in the Total CVD-Free, Nonpregnant U.S. Population Ages 40 to 79 (NHANES 2007–2010) 

10-Year Risk for Hard CHD  
(ATP III)1 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

<5% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

5.0–7.4% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

7.5–9.9% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

≥10.0% 
% of total N (N)   

0–< 5% 44.1 (44,310,000) 3.5 (3,540,000) 1.2 (1,184,000) 1.2 (1,200,000) 50.0% (50,236,000) 

5–7.4% 6.3 (6,380,000) 3.0 (3,046,000) 0.9 (864,000) 1.8 (1,849,000) 12.1% (12,139,000) 

7.5–9.9% 1.0 (1,043,000) 2.2 (2,211,000) 1.0 (1,031,000) 1.8 (1,847,000) 6.1% (6,132,000) 

≥10% or DM 2.9 (2,951,000) 3.9 (3,969,000) 4.4 (4,390,000) 20.6 (20,724,000) 31.9% (32,035,000) 

  54.4% (54,685,000) 12.7% (12,766,000) 7.4% (7,470,000) 25.5% (25,620,000)   

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; ATP III = Adult Treatment Panel III; CVD = cardiovascular disease; DM = diabetes mellitus; NHANES = National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey. 

Table 14b.  Distribution of 10-Year Risk for Hard CHD (Per ATP III Risk Equation) vs. 10-Year Risk for Hard ASCVD (Per NHLBI 
Risk Equations) in the CVD-Free, U.S. Male Population Ages 40 to 79 (NHANES 2007–2010) 

10-Year Risk for Hard CHD  
(ATP III)1 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

<5% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

5.0–7.4% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

7.5–9.9% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

≥10.0% 
% of total N (N)   

0–< 5% 24.0 (11,535,000) 0.6 (296,000) 0.1 (24,000) 0 24.6% (11,855,000) 

5–7.4% 11.8 (5,672,000) 4.2 (2,026,000) 0.4 (209,000) 0.1 (37,000) 16.5% (7,944,000) 

7.5–9.9% 2.0 (960,000) 4.2 (2,003,000) 2.0 (967,000) 1.2 (561,000) 9.3% (4,491,000) 

≥10% or DM 2.4 (1,169,000) 6.6 (3,186,000) 7.6 (3,647,000) 33.0 (15,887,000) 49.6% (23,889,000) 

  40.1% (19,336,000) 15.6% (7,511,000) 10.1% (4,848,000) 34.2% (16,486,000)   

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; ATP III = Adult Treatment Panel III; CVD = cardiovascular disease; DM = diabetes mellitus; NHANES = National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey. 
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Table 14c.  Distribution of 10-Year Risk for Hard CHD (Per ATP III Risk Equation) vs. 10-Year Risk for Hard ASCVD(Per NHLBI 
Risk Equations) in the CVD-Free, Nonpregnant U.S. Female Population Ages 40 to 79 (NHANES 2007–2010) 

10-Year Risk for Hard CHD  
(ATP III)1 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

<5% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

5.0–7.4% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

7.5–9.9% 
% of total N (N) 

10-Year Risk for Hard 
ASCVD (NHLBI Equations) 

≥10.0% 
% of total N (N)   

0–< 5% 62.6 (32,775,000) 6.2 (3,245,000) 2.2 (1,160,000) 2.3 (1,200,000) 73.3% (38,80,000) 

5–7.4% 1.4 (709,000) 1.9 (1,020,000) 1.3 (655,000) 3.4 (1,811,000) 8.0% (4,195,000) 

7.5–9.9% 0.2 (83,000) 0.4 (208,000) 0.1 (63,000) 2.4 (1,128,000) 3.1% (1,640,000) 

≥10% or DM 3.4 (1,782,000) 1.5 (783,000) 1.4 (743,000) 9.2 (4,838,000) 15.6% (8,145,000) 

  67.5% (35,349,000) 10.0% (5,256,000) 5.0% (2,622,000) 17.4% (9,134,000)   

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; ATP III = Adult Treatment Panel III; CVD = cardiovascular disease; DM = diabetes mellitus; NHANES = National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey. 
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Section 2. Critical Questions 

A. CQ1 

CQ1: 

What is the evidence regarding reclassification or contribution to risk assessment when high-sensitivity C-reactive 
protein, apolipoprotein B, glomerular filtration rate, microalbuminuria, family history, cardiorespiratory fitness, 
ankle-brachial index, coronary artery calcium score, or carotid intima-media thickness are considered in addition 
to the variables that are in the traditional risk scores? 

The RAWG applied the PICOTSS paradigm to ensure that the CQ and the I/E criteria were well stated with 
regard to the seven PICOTSS dimensions.  Following are the high-level elements of CQ1 that were assessed 
using PICOTSS (table B–1): 

 Population: Adult primary prevention populations with no clinical manifestation of CVD 

 Intervention/Assessment: 

– Total cholesterol, non-HDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), or ApoB 
– HDL-C 
– Assessed smoking, diabetes, blood pressure level or hypertension, age, sex 
– Family history, hs-CRP, ApoB, microalbuminuria, GFR, cardiorespiratory fitness, CAC, CIMT, or ABI 

 Comparator: Comparison to the variables that are in the traditional risk scores 

 Outcomes: One or more of CVD mortality, fatal or nonfatal MI, fatal or nonfatal stroke, hospitalization for 
or death from arrhythmia; hospitalization for or death from CHF; composite CVD outcomes that include any 
of the previous outcomes 

 Timing: Longer than 1year 

 Setting: Any geographic location (single or multicenter); any clinical, diagnostic, or research setting 

 Study design: Systematic reviews, prospective or retrospective cohort studies 

Appendix B describes the PICOTSS analysis in more detail. 

i. Selection of the I/E Criteria 

In addition to using the PICOTSS analysis to refine the CQ, the RAWG used the analysis to refine the I/E 
criteria.  In addition to the seven PICOTSS dimensions, the work group added criteria for: 

 Measures of association: Quantitative assessment of model performance, such as relative risk (RR), 
C-statistic, reclassification, and model fit 

 Language: Articles must be available in English text 

 Publications: Published articles only 

The final I/E criteria do not completely correspond to the PICOTSS analysis due to subsequent refinements.  
Table B–2 presents the detailed I/E criteria. 
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ii. Rationale for Selecting This CQ and I/E Criteria and Identifying Them as a Priority 

The concept of matching the intensity of risk factor management to the estimated risk for CVD has been well 
established since at least the 27th Bethesda Conference in 1996.12  As a consequence, great attention has been 
placed on the accuracy and reliability of risk assessment.  The claim (subsequently disproved)48 that only 
50 percent of the risk for CVD can be explained by the major traditional risk factors has helped to stimulate and 
maintain interest in the search for new risk factors for CVD.  Recently, a general CVD risk profile for use in 
primary care has been published that is associated with C-statistics of 0.763 in men and 0.793 in women.19  As 
good as this level of discrimination is, the pursuit of even better risk prediction has sustained interest in 
identifying new risk markers that might enhance risk assessment. 

This CQ was developed to address whether new risk markers have been identified that actually improve risk 
assessment enough to warrant routine measurement in clinical practice.  This CQ is meant to apply to risk 
assessment in the general population; that is, the typical asymptomatic adult in routine clinical practice.  This 
CQ does not address other highly selected patient subgroups, such as those with symptoms suggestive of CVD. 

Members of the RAWG proposed new risk markers of potential interest, and the initial list was prioritized based 
on several rounds of discussion within the RAWG and with the Guidelines Executive Committee.  In selecting 
the final list, the RAWG gave priority to factors that have engendered substantial discussion in the scientific 
community and that could be reasonably considered as potentially feasible for widespread population use by 
primary care providers in routine clinical settings in the United States.  Issues of availability, cost, assay 
reliability, and risks of the test or downstream testing were considered in these deliberations.  The final list of 
new risk markers to be evaluated by the RAWG included several blood and urine biomarkers (hs-CRP, ApoB, 
creatinine (or estimated GFR), and microalbuminuria), several measures of subclinical CVD (CAC, CIMT, and 
ABI), family history, and cardiorespiratory fitness.  When considering the utility of incorporating these new risk 
factors into routine risk assessment, the RAWG was guided by the considerations published by Hlatky (2009)41 
shown in table 3. 

The RAWG addressed this CQ using two independent approaches.  First, the work group developed a risk 
prediction model (described above) for hard ASCVD using data from a multicohort database (Framingham Heart 
Study, Framingham Offspring Study, ARIC, CHS, and CARDIA) at NHLBI.  In the process of developing the 
risk model, the additional new risk markers were tested for inclusion in the model if they were available in the 
databases and could be evaluated on the basis of at least 10 years of followup.  Second, a review of meta-analyses 
and systematic reviews published before April 26, 2011, was conducted.  Resources were not available to support 
de novo systematic reviews of the nine new risk factors; hence, individual original scientific reports were not 
evaluated.  Pertinent published meta-analyses were examined, a general approach that was adopted across the 
workgroups and panels.  The reliance on published meta-analyses to evaluate novel biomarkers is a conservative 
approach that helps avoid the influence of positive publication bias that can occur early in the evaluation of a 
novel association and assures that the work group relied on a mature body of evidence. 

iii. Methods for CQ1 

The RAWG identified and reviewed published systematic reviews and meta-analyses (see appendix B for more 
detail).  These articles were screened according to the I/E criteria noted previously.  Given the relatively small 
amount of detailed information reported for an overall systematic review or meta-analysis, in a few instances the 
articles might have contained a small number of individual studies that do not strictly conform to the individual 
CQ1 criteria.  Formal evidence and summary tables were not constructed.  Rather, the workgroup developed the 
“Systematic Review Evidence Conclusion” document shown in table B–3 for this purpose. 
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iv. Evidence Summaries 

Summary Table for CQ1 

Eight systematic review articles met the I/E criteria.  Five were meta-analyses; one was an individual-level 
meta-analysis.  Publication dates ranged from 2008 to 2011.  Two of the articles were products of the Emerging 
Risk Factor Coalition Study and two were by the USPSTF. 

Summary of Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses for CQ1 

Formal evidence and summary tables were not generated for this CQ.  The work group reviewed the eight 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses and created a table to list their key findings, as shown in table B–3.  The 
following paragraphs summarize the available evidence for each of the nine novel risk markers considered. 

hs-CRP 

The work group was not able to evaluate hs-CRP in the risk prediction model development process due to the 
lack of data in the appropriate examination cycle of one or more of the studies.  The work group examined 
several published systematic reviews pertinent to hs-CRP. 

A review by Buckley et al., 2009, for the USPSTF provided evidence rated by the methodology staff as good 
quality.49  This review focused on the potential risk related to CRP greater than 3.0 mg/L versus CRP less than 
1.0 mg/L.  The authors concluded the following: 

Strong evidence indicates that CRP is associated with CHD events.  Moderate, consistent evidence suggests 
that adding CRP to risk prediction models among initially intermediate-risk persons improves risk 
stratification.  Few studies directly assessed the effect of CRP on risk reclassification in intermediate-risk 
persons.49 

No evidence was provided in the review pertinent to discrimination, calibration, net reclassification index, IDI, 
improvement in clinical outcomes, safety, or cost-effectiveness. 

The 2009 USPSTF report on CRP and eight other risk factors authored by Helfand et al. provided evidence rated 
by the methodology staff as good quality.50  The authors concluded the following: 

The current evidence does not support the routine use of any of the nine risk factors for further risk 
stratification of intermediate-risk persons.50 

This report was based on the same evidence reviewed in more detail by the Buckley 2009paper49 and provided 
no new evidence pertinent to this issue. 

Kaptoge et al., 2010, published an individual-level meta-analysis pertinent to CRP under the auspices of the 
Emerging Risk Factor Collaboration.51  This meta-analysis was rated by the methodology staff as fair quality 
evidence.  The authors concluded the following: 

CRP concentration has continuous associations with the risk for coronary heart disease, ischaemic stroke, 
vascular mortality, and death from several cancers and lung disease that are each of broadly similar size.  
The relevance of CRP to such a range of disorders is unclear.  Associations with ischaemic vascular disease 
depend considerably on conventional risk factors and other markers of inflammation.51 

No evidence was provided in this meta-analysis pertinent to discrimination, calibration, net reclassification 
index, IDI, improvement in clinical outcomes, safety, or cost-effectiveness. 
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Schnell-Inderst et al., 2010, published a systematic review-based modeling evaluation of the utility of hs-CRP 
screening in asymptomatic adults.52  This review was rated by the methodology staff as air quality evidence.  
The authors concluded the following: 

Adding hs-CRP to traditional risk factors improves risk prediction, but the clinical relevance and cost-
effectiveness of this improvement remain unclear.52 

The authors reported a small increase in the C-statistic from 0.00 to 0.027 and provided some evidence of cost-
effectiveness in some modeling scenarios characterized by intermediate- and higher-risk populations and lower 
cost (generic) statins of at least moderate efficacy.  Although the authors did not provide interpretation ranges 
for CRP, they quoted the Justification for the Use of Statins in Primary Prevention: An Intervention Trial 
Evaluating Rosuvastatin (JUPITER) study53 for high levels equal to or greater than 2 mg/L.  This review 
provided no evidence pertinent to calibration, net reclassification improvement, IDI, or safety. 

The RAWG concluded that this review provided evidence that hs-CRP is associated with risk independent of 
traditional risk factors and results in some net reclassification compared with models containing only traditional risk 
factors.  The JUPITER trial53 provides evidence that clinical outcomes can be influenced in those with CRP greater 
than 2 mg/L, but it did not evaluate the utility of CRP screening per se (because it did not include those with hs-CRP 
less than 2 mg/L).  The Schnell-Inderst modeling exercise provides some evidence of cost-effectiveness in some risk 
subgroups.52  The work group did not review evidence pertinent to calibration, net reclassification index, IDI, or 
safety, and the evidence it did review on improvement of clinical outcomes or cost-effectiveness was not applicable 
to the general population that composes the target population for this report. 

The RAWG is aware of individual scientific reports evaluating the utility of hs-CRP that have provided 
evidence supporting the value of assessing hs-CRP.  The RAWG encourages additional research on this risk 
marker, including attention to the considerations elaborated by Hlatky 200941 in studies evaluating the addition 
of hs-CRP to the new NHLBI risk equations in the context of updated prevention guideline recommendations 
and in representative populations, and when updating pertinent systematic reviews. 

ApoB 

The RAWG was not able to evaluate ApoB in the risk prediction model development process due to the lack of 
data in the appropriate examination cycle of one or more of the studies.  The work group examined several 
published systematic reviews pertinent to ApoB.  It is important to note that ApoB has most often been 
discussed as a substitute for total cholesterol, non-HDL-C, or LDL-C in risk assessment, rather than as an 
additional variable to be incorporated along with traditional lipid measurements in risk assessment.  The RAWG 
did not need to evaluate the potential additional value of non-HDL-C to risk assessment because non-HDL-C is 
already in the traditional risk equation.  The inclusion of total cholesterol and HDL cholesterol in a model is 
equivalent to the inclusion of total cholesterol and non-HDL-C.  The only way that HDL-C can differ between 
two individuals with the same level of total cholesterol is if non-HDL-C also differs by an equivalent and 
offsetting amount. 

Di Angelantonio et al., 2009, published an individual-level meta-analysis pertinent to ApoB under the auspices 
of the Emerging Risk Factor Collaboration.54  This meta-analysis was rated by the methodology staff as fair 
quality evidence.  The authors concluded that the associations of CVD with non-HDL-C and ApoB were 
roughly equivalent after full adjustment (including HDL-C).  By inference, the RAWG concluded that this result 
means ApoB and total cholesterol also are roughly equivalent with similar full adjustment. 

Sniderman et al., 2011, provided a study-level meta-analysis that focused on the question of whether ApoB was 
more strongly related to risk for CVD than either LDL-C or non-HDL-C.55  This meta-analysis was rated by the 
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methodology staff as fair quality evidence.  The authors concluded that ApoB was more strongly related to risk 
for CVD than was either non-HDL-C or LDL cholesterol in substitution models.  By inference, the RAWG 
concluded that these results may mean that ApoB is more strongly related to risk than is total cholesterol.  
Whereas the relative risks evaluated in this meta-analysis were adjusted for some baseline covariates at the study 
level, the adjustments were judged by the RAWG to be incomplete, leaving substantial potential for residual 
confounding. 

The RAWG is aware of individual scientific reports evaluating the utility of ApoB that have provided evidence 
supporting its value.  However, little evidence was found from systematic reviews that directly assessed the 
considerations outlined by Hlatky 2009 (e.g., discrimination, calibration, net reclassification index, or IDI),41 nor 
was the evidence reviewed on improvement of clinical outcomes or cost-effectiveness applicable to the general 
population.  The RAWG encourages additional research on this marker, including attention to the considerations 
elaborated by Hlatky 2009,41 in studies evaluating substitution of ApoB in the new NHLBI risk equations in the 
context of updated prevention guideline recommendations, in representative populations, and when updating 
pertinent systematic reviews. 

CKD 

The RAWG was able to examine moderate CKD (defined as an estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) of 
less than 60 mL/min per 1.73 m2 as calculated by the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration 
equation42) in its risk prediction model development process.  It is important to note that very few participants 
with CKD in this database had stage 4 or worse CKD.  When added to the final base models, moderate CKD 
(eGFR<60 vs. ≥60) did not significantly improve model discrimination.  The RAWG is aware of individual 
scientific reports evaluating the utility of incorporating information about CKD into risk assessment, but the 
work group found no pertinent systematic reviews.  The RAWG encourages additional research on this marker, 
including attention to the considerations elaborated by Hlatky 2009,41 in studies evaluating the addition of 
measures of CKD to the new risk equations in the context of updated prevention guideline recommendations, in 
representative populations, and when producing pertinent systematic reviews. 

Microalbuminuria 

The RAWG was not able to evaluate microalbuminuria (30 to 300 mg albumin/gm creatinine in urine) in the 
risk prediction model development process due to the lack of data in the appropriate examination cycle of one or 
more of the studies.  The work group found no pertinent systematic reviews.  The RAWG is aware of individual 
scientific reports evaluating the utility of incorporating information regarding microalbuminuria into risk 
assessment, especially for population subgroups, such as Native Americans and individuals with diabetes.  The 
RAWG encourages additional research on this marker, including attention to the considerations elaborated by 
Hlatky 2009,41 in studies evaluating the addition of albuminuria to the new risk equations in the context of 
updated prevention guideline recommendations, in representative populations, and when updating pertinent 
systematic reviews. 

Family history of premature CVD 

The RAWG was able to examine family history of premature CVD in its risk prediction model development 
process.  Family history was defined in the ARIC, CARDIA, and Framingham Offspring studies as a parent with 
an MI before age 55 or a stroke before age 65 and in the CHS study as a sibling with an MI before age 55 or a 
stroke before age 65.  When added to the final base models, family history did not significantly improve model 
discrimination.  The RAWG is aware of individual scientific reports evaluating the utility of incorporating 
information about family history into risk assessment, but it found no pertinent systematic reviews. 
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Assessing family history of multiple medical conditions remains a best practice in clinical medicine.  The 
RAWG encourages additional research on this characteristic, including attention to the considerations elaborated 
by Hlatky 2009,41 in studies evaluating the addition of family history to the new NHLBI risk equations in the 
context of updated prevention guideline recommendations, in representative populations, and when producing 
pertinent systematic reviews. 

Cardiorespiratory fitness 

The RAWG was not able to evaluate cardiorespiratory fitness in the risk prediction model development process 
due to the lack of data in the appropriate examination cycle of one or more of the studies.  The work group is 
aware of individual scientific reports evaluating the utility of incorporating information about cardiorespiratory 
fitness into risk assessment.  The work group found one pertinent systematic review by Kodama et al., 2009.56  
In that review, better fitness was associated with a lower risk for all-cause mortality and CVD.  In studies with 
complete adjustment for other risk factors, evidence of association was weak but still significant.  Utility in risk 
prediction was not assessed in a comprehensive manner.  That is, Kodama 2009 did not discuss discrimination, 
calibration, reclassification, or cost-effectiveness.  The RAWG encourages additional research on this marker, 
including attention to the considerations elaborated by Hlatky 2009,41 in studies evaluating the addition of 
cardiorespiratory fitness to the new NHLBI risk equations in the context of updated prevention guideline 
recommendations, in representative populations, and when producing pertinent systematic reviews. 

ABI 

The RAWG was not able to evaluate ABI in the risk prediction model development process due to lack of data 
in the appropriate examination cycle in one or more studies.  The RAWG examined one meta-analysis on ABI 
for prediction, rated by the methodology staff as fair quality and an additional meta-analysis graded as good 
quality.  In a meta-analysis by Fowkes et al., 2008,57 16 population cohort studies were included.  During 
480,325 person-years of followup of 24,955 men and 23,339 women, the risk for all-cause death had a reverse J-
shaped distribution, with the group having a normal ABI of 1.11 to 1.40 at lowest risk for death.  A J-shaped 
distribution was not observed for CVD death.  The hazard ratio for 10-year CVD mortality in men with a low 
ABI (≤0.90) compared to men with normal ABI (1.11–1.40) was 4.2(95 percent confidence interval (CI):  
3.3–5.4).  The hazard ratio in women (low ABI vs. normal) was 3.5 (95 percent CI: 2.4–5.1).  Overall, the FRS, 
as applied by the investigators, showed relatively poor discrimination in this meta-analysis, with C-statistics of 
0.646 (95 percent CI: 0.643–0.657) in men and 0.605 (95 percent CI: 0.590–0.619) in women.  When ABI was 
added to a model with FRS, the C-statistic improved in both men, 0.655 (95 percent CI: 0.643–0.666) and 
women, 0.658 (95 percent CI: 0.644–0.672).  The improvement in the C-statistic was greater and significant in 
women but was not significant in men.  ABI also was associated with significant risk reclassification when 
added to the FRS, and the pattern of reclassification was different by sex.  Inclusion of ABI tended to 
down-classify higher risk men to lower risk groups.  Among women, the addition of ABI tended to increase the 
predicted risk for women initially predicted to be at low risk.  No evidence on calibration, net reclassification 
improvement, or cost-effectiveness was provided in this meta-analysis.57 

The USPSTF performed systematic reviews of nine risk markers, including ABI.50  ABI was associated with 
CHD and some reclassification, but it is uncertain how much and how valuable this reclassification is.  Evidence 
suggests some improvement in discrimination, but the document provides little evidence about calibration and 
cost-effectiveness. 

The RAWG concluded that ABI is associated with total CHD risk and leads to some reclassification and some 
improvement in discrimination for prediction of CHD (strength of evidence: Moderate).  Nevertheless, there is 
insufficient evidence on calibration, net reclassification improvement, or cost of the screening strategy to 
determine whether routine assessment of ABI adds value to risk assessment for CVD events.  The RAWG 
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encourages additional research on this characteristic, including attention to the considerations elaborated by 
Hlatky 2009.41 

CAC 

The RAWG was not able to evaluate CAC in the risk prediction model development process due to lack of data 
in several of the cohort studies.  The work group examined the USPSTF systematic reviews of nine risk 
markers, one of which was CAC.50  In this review of papers published before 2009, CAC was associated with 
CHD risk and with some reclassification, but it was unclear how much and how valuable this reclassification is.  
The document provides little evidence about discrimination, calibration, and cost-effectiveness.  The RAWG 
also was concerned about radiation exposure,58,59 and relatively limited information was available on how 
incidental findings from CAC testing are actually handled in routine clinical practice.60-62 

The RAWG recognizes that individual study results have been published since 2009 and concludes that updated 
systematic reviews addressing discrimination, calibration, reclassification, cost, and safety issues in the context 
of the newer NHLBI risk equations are needed.  The RAWG encourages additional research on this 
characteristic, including attention to the considerations elaborated by Hlatky 2009.41 

CIMT by Ultrasound 

The RAWG was not able to evaluate CIMT in the risk prediction model development process due to lack of data 
in several of the cohort studies.  The RAWG examined the USPSTF systematic reviews of nine risk markers, 
one of which was CIMT.50  In this review of papers published before 2009, CIMT was associated with CHD, but 
the USPSTF document provides little evidence about reclassification, discrimination, calibration, and cost-
effectiveness.  The RAWG also has concerns about measurement of CIMT.  Specifically, standardization of 
CIMT measurement from laboratory to laboratory is a major challenge.63  The RAWG recognizes that individual 
study results since 2009 have been published.  Updated systematic reviews addressing discrimination, 
calibration, reclassification, cost, and measurement (standardization) issues in the context of the new risk 
equations are needed. 

B. CQ2 

CQ2: 

Are models constructed to assess the long-term (≥15 years or lifetime) risk for a first CVD event in adults effective 
in assessing variation in long-term risk among adults at low and/or intermediate short-term risk, whether analyzed 
separately or combined? As described in appendix B, the draft version of CQ2, including I/E criteria, had an initial 
phrasing that was revised by the RAWG after additional discussion and deliberation and application of the 
PICOTSS framework. 

The work group applied the PICOTSS paradigm to ensure that CQ2 and the I/E criteria were well stated with 
regard to the seven PICOTSS dimensions.  Following are the high-level elements of CQ2 that were assessed 
using PICOTSS (table B–4): 

 Population: Adults at low and/or intermediate short-term risk without CHD/CVD or CHD risk equivalents 
as defined by ATP III 

 Intervention/Assessment: Short-term risk (defined as 5-year or 10-year risk estimate) assessed by a risk 
factor model with at least the following risk factors: age, sex, smoking, and either blood pressure measure or 
hypertension variable 
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 Comparator: Long-term (≥15 years or lifetime) risk models 

 Outcomes: Risk for a first CVD event 

 Timing: Minimum average followup of 15 years 

 Setting: Any geographic location—single or multicenter 

 Study design: Prospective or retrospective cohort studies, RCTs, or systematic reviews; appropriate 
statistical significance reporting 

Appendix B describes the PICOTSS analysis in more detail. 

i. Selection of the I/E Criteria 

In addition to using the PICOTSS analysis to refine the CQ, the RAWG used the analysis to refine the I/E 
criteria.  The work group added several criteria to the seven PICOTSS dimensions: 

 Study design: Prospective or retrospective cohort studies, RCTs, or systematic reviews, appropriate 
statistical significance reporting 

 Measures of association: Quantitative assessment of model performance, such as C-statistics and 
reclassification results 

 Language: Articles must be available in English text 

 Publications: Published studies and brief research communications with sufficient information 

Table B–5 presents the detailed I/E criteria. 

ii. Rationale for Selecting This CQ and I/E Criteria and Identifying Them as a Priority 

As noted above, the most widely accepted current paradigm for preventing CVD was first described by the 
27th Bethesda Conference in 1996.12  The central concept is that, for a given patient or group, the intensity of 
prevention efforts (including lifestyle modification and pharmacologic therapy) should match the absolute risk 
for developing CHD or CVD.  A number of U.S. and international guidelines1,17,18 have adopted this perspective, 
which requires estimation of absolute risk levels, most often using multivariable equations derived from 
population-based cohorts to estimate short-term (5- or 10-year) predicted risk for development of CHD. 

The ATP III1 operationalized this concept by employing a modified version of the FRS to predict 10-year 
absolute risk for development of coronary death or nonfatal MI, so-called “hard CHD” events.  These 10-year 
risk estimates were used (with or without first counting major traditional risk factors) in an algorithm to define 
thresholds of LDL-C for initiation of drug therapy and targets for LDL-C reduction on therapy.  At the time, 
short-term (rather than long-term) risk estimates were deemed most useful in that they would help to identify 
individuals at highest risk in the near term, who were most likely to benefit from costly cholesterol-lowering 
therapies (i.e., branded statin medications) and in whom the cost-effectiveness and risk/benefit ratios would be 
most favorable.  In addition, safety data about use of statin medications for longer than 5- to 10-years’ duration 
were limited.  Quantitative risk estimates have been used to guide decisions regarding lipid-lowering therapy, 
and the risk assessment approach also can be used to guide management of hypertension.  The Seventh Report 
of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure 
(JNC 7)2 adopted a less quantitative approach to risk assessment.  Nevertheless, more intensive blood pressure 
treatment thresholds and goals were recommended for subgroups of patients at higher risk (e.g., patients with 
diabetes or CKD). 

A number of studies have noted that younger men and most women may have low (e.g., <5 percent or 
10 percent) predicted 10-year risks despite the presence of significant risk factor burden.64-68  In part, this 
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observation is expected.  Given the importance of age in the clinical appearance of ASCVD events and, hence, 
the generalized risk equations, it is unusual for younger individuals to exceed risk thresholds of 10 percent or 
20 percent predicted risk, corresponding to treatment thresholds selected by several previous guidelines.  
However, extensive epidemiologic, pathologic, and basic science data indicate that the development of 
atherosclerosis—the precursor of ASCVD—occurs over decades and is related to long-term and cumulative 
exposure to causal, modifiable risk factors.  Thus, a life course perspective to risk assessment and prevention 
must be considered, especially among younger individuals. 

A consistent observation in a number of studies has been that individuals who have lower predicted 10-year 
risks may still be at very high risk for developing CHD or ASCVD in the long-term or over their remaining 
lifespan.  Indeed, the Bethesda Conference12 and ATP III1 panels anticipated this issue by suggesting clinicians 
consider long-term and lifetime risk in addition to short-term risk estimates in evaluating patients and making 
decisions regarding intensity of prevention therapy. 

In the past decade, novel means for considering long-term risk assessment for ASCVD (including use of life 
table methods and competing Cox models that account for the risk for CHD or ASCVD and also adjust for the 
competing risk for death from other causes) have increasingly been employed to assess long-term risk for 
ASCVD.  Long-term risk assessment requires consideration of these competing risks because traditional 
survival methods (Kaplan-Meier analysis and standard Cox proportional hazards regression models) may 
overestimate long-term risks for ASCVD substantially, especially for younger individuals over the long term or 
when the competing risks from non-ASCVD death are high. 

When posing this CQ, the RAWG did not anticipate that long-term or lifetime risk would replace 10-year risk 
assessment as the foundation for absolute risk assessment.  Rather, longer-term risk estimates, if found to be 
useful, could provide adjunctive information for risk communication.  This additional risk information could 
assist with treatment decisions for selected subgroups of patients at very high risk over the long term.  The 
primary value of risk factor measurement and quantitative long-term risk estimation in younger adults is 
twofold: first, to identify risk in individuals with extreme values of risk factors (e.g., familial 
hypercholesterolemia); second, to provide risk information and context regarding the potential benefits of 
lifestyle modification. 

The RAWG developed this CQ to assess the utility of long-term and lifetime risk assessment as an adjunct to 
short-term (10-year) risk assessment.  The RAWG recognized that there is little “disconnect” regarding 
approaches to prevention when the 10-year risk estimate is high (e.g., >10 percent predicted 10-year risk); such 
patients clearly merit intensive prevention efforts and should be considered for drug therapy to reduce or modify 
adverse levels of causal risk factors.  The RAWG selected this CQ for evaluation to determine whether 
quantitative or semi-quantitative long-term risk assessment would provide differential information that could be 
useful in risk communication, specifically to patients estimated to be at lower short-term risk.  However, it has 
been unclear what the long-term predicted and observed risks for CHD and ASCVD are among individuals who 
are at low predicted 10-year risk.  This CQ was designed to identify studies that assessed both short- and long-
term risk, particularly focusing on those studies that provide long-term outcomes data for groups predicted to be 
at low 10-year risk.  If a sufficiently large proportion of the population is at high long-term risk despite being at 
low short-term risk, then incorporating long-term risk assessment into routine clinical practice might have value 
for informing risk conversations with patients and guiding therapeutic lifestyle counseling and other aspects of 
care. 
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iii. Methods for CQ2 

All of the CQ2 articles were original research publications and did not include systematic reviews or meta-
analyses because none were identified (see appendix B for more detail).  The methods used to summarize these 
studies in evidence and summary tables are described in appendix A.  Because the articles often used different 
techniques for summarizing results, the work group judged it more useful to primarily present summary text 
statements in the tables rather than comparing summary statistics. 

iv. Evidence Summaries 

Summary Table for CQ2 

Table B–6 shows the Risk Assessment CQ2 Summary Table. 

Summary Text for CQ2 

Ten articles met the CQ2 I/E criteria.  Publication dates ranged from 1999 to 2009.  Five of these articles 
reported results from the Framingham Heart Study.  Average ages of participants were as young as their late 
thirties, although many studies did not report overall mean ages.  Followup times ranged from 23 to 35 years.  
All of the studies were observational, which is consistent with the data requirements of the statistical modeling 
approach for risk assessment. 

v. Evidence Statements for CQ2 

The following evidence statements are derived solely from studies that met I/E criteria for CQ2 and reflect the 
findings from these studies.  All of the studies were considered in developing the evidence statements and 
recommendations, although some were deemed by the RAWG to be more or less relevant to the CQ.  Because 
of the nature of this CQ, all evidence is derived from observational studies.  Therefore, although there may be 
consistent, reproducible evidence from large, well-designed studies, the highest grade of evidence possible is 
“moderate,” given that randomized clinical trial data are not appropriate to answer this CQ.  

ES1. No evidence assessing variations in long-term or lifetime risk for CVD outcomes among persons at low or 
intermediate short-term risk in race/ethnic groups other than non-Hispanic Whites in the United States 
and Europe was found. 

ES2. Traditional CVD risk factors measured in young and middle-aged adults, considered singly or jointly, 
generally are associated with short-term (≤10 years), long-term (≥15 years), and lifetime risk for CVD. 

Strength of evidence: Low (for diabetes and metabolic syndrome) to  
Moderate (for BMI, cholesterol, systolic blood pressure, and smoking) 

It is important to note that the strength of evidence assignments provided above are based on the evidence 
reviewed that was pertinent to CQ2 and do not reflect the totality of the available evidence regarding risk factor 
associations.  In the included studies, diabetes was associated with both short-term and longer-term CVD risk 
(strength of evidence: Low).  Berry et al., 2008, examined 33-year followup in 16,608 participants of the 
Chicago Heart Association Detection Project in Industry (CHA Study) ages 40 to 59 at baseline.69  Compared to 
participants of the same sex without diabetes at the baseline examination, men with diabetes consistently had 
approximately twofold elevations in risk for death occurring between 0 to 10 years, between 10 and 20 years, 
and with >20 years’ followup.  Women with diabetes had a nearly fourfold increased hazard for CVD death in 
the short term (<10 years); relative hazards remained significant but decreased to 1.6 for events occurring after 
>20 years’ followup.69  Data from the FHS indicate that diabetes is associated with the highest lifetime risk for 
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any single CVD risk factor.  Remaining lifetime risks for ASCVD events through age 75 in men and women 
with diabetes who are age 50 were 67.1 percent and 57.3 percent, respectively, compared with 30.2 percent and 
16.3 percent for men and women who do not have diabetes.70  Clear differences were seen in cumulative risks 
for ASCVD between those with and without diabetes in the short term (<10 years), and differences increased 
over time.  Metabolic syndrome does not add additional utility beyond traditional risk factors in short- and long-
term multivariable CVD risk estimation (strength of evidence: Low).71 

BMI or categorical obesity is not associated independently with short-term CVD risk but is generally associated 
with long-term or lifetime risk even after adjustment for major traditional risk factors (strength of evidence: 
Moderate).  There was a significant trend of increasing risk for CVD death, with greater duration of followup 
associated with higher baseline BMI among middle-aged men in the CHA Study.69  For women, the independent 
risks associated with higher baseline BMI were similar across 0 to 10, 10 to 20, and greater than 20 years’ 
followup, but they became significant only with CVD deaths occurring after greater than 20 years’ followup.  
In a similar analysis of 14,403 men ages 40 to 49 by Håheim et al., 2007,72 baseline BMI was not significantly 
associated with fatal CHD events occurring before 15 years of followup but was associated with fatal CHD 
events occurring 16 to 21 years after baseline.  In another similarly designed analysis of 1,622 men followed for 
CHD death for up to 35 years, BMI was not significantly associated with CHD death during any 5-year 
followup interval.  Data from the FHS including younger and middle-aged adults confirm the association of 
higher BMI with increased 30-year (but not short-term) risk for hard CVD events and associations of overweight 
and obesity with higher lifetime risks for ASCVD events, even after considering competing outcomes of non-
CVD death.70,73 

Total cholesterol is associated with short-term, long-term, and lifetime CVD risk (strength of evidence: 
Moderate).  All three studies that examined baseline total cholesterol levels in association with fatal CVD events 
found generally consistent associations without evidence for trend in the magnitude of effect of total cholesterol 
levels across different followup intervals.69,72,74  Pencina et al., 2009,73 and Lloyd-Jones et al., 200670 also observed 
associations of total cholesterol levels with 30-year competing risks and lifetime risks for CVD events using 
Framingham data. 

In all of the identified studies, SBP is associated with short-term, long-term, and lifetime CVD risk (strength of 
evidence: Moderate).  The association of baseline SBP with ASCVD events remains significant during all 
followup intervals69,72,74 and in the context of 30-year competing risks for CVD as well as lifetime risk for CVD 
in Men and women.70,73 

Current smoking is consistently associated with short-term and longer-term CVD risk (strength of evidence: 
Moderate).  As expected, baseline current smoking is associated with CVD events throughout diverse followup 
intervals.69,72,75  In a 30-year competing Cox model analysis, current smoking at baseline was associated with 
approximately a twofold greater risk for CVD events over 30 years.73  Remaining lifetime risks for ASCVD 
were similar for smokers and nonsmokers among men and women ages 50 through 95.  However, smokers had 
CVD events at substantially younger ages and substantially shorter median survival compared with nonsmokers, 
who survived longer and had their CVD events much later in life.70 

The above studies generally considered the individual associations of risk factors across different followup time 
intervals but also tended to perform multivariable adjustment for other risk factors or stratify by aggregate risk 
factor burden.  These findings suggest the need for continued clinical screening efforts for these short-term and 
long-term modifiable risk factors. 
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ES3. Multivariable short-term (10-year) CHD risk prediction models underestimate absolute lifetime risk for 
CHD but may stratify relative lifetime risk for CHD in women and older men.* 

Strength of evidence: Low 

* CHD is defined as all manifestations of CHD, or as CHD death/nonfatal MI 

The Framingham investigators76 examined the ability of the FRS28—designed to predict 10-year risk for  
CHD—to predict observed levels of lifetime risk for CHD.  As expected, 10-year predicted risks were 
substantially lower than observed lifetime risks, especially for younger men and women.  At older ages (70 or 
80), as remaining lifespan approached 10 years, predicted 10-year risks were more similar to observed lifetime 
risks.  When participants were stratified into tertiles based on their 10-year predicted risks, the Framingham 
10-year CHD risk score did stratify relative CHD lifetime risk fairly well for women at all ages.  For example, 
for 40-year-old women in the lowest, middle, and highest tertiles of predicted 10-year CHD risk, the remaining 
lifetime risks for CHD through age 84 were 12.2 percent, 25.4 percent, and 33.2 percent, respectively.  Ten-year 
predicted CHD risks stratified remaining lifetime risks less well in younger men: At age 40, lifetime risks 
through age 84 were 38.4 percent, 41.7 percent, and 50.7 percent, respectively.  Overall, there were 1.5-fold to 
3.0-fold gradients in lifetime risk across FRS tertiles among younger women and 1.2-fold to 1.3-fold gradients 
in younger men. 

Thus, the RAWG judged that 10-year risk estimates do not serve as a reliable estimate of absolute lifetime risk 
for CVD for younger men and women and they may not adequately represent the full spectrum of risk 
information regarding CHD.  Likewise, the RAWG had limited confidence that younger individuals, particularly 
younger men, with lower predicted 10-year risks would consistently “track” in the lower strata of risk over the 
long term.  This lack of tracking may be due to changes in risk factor profiles with aging or due to the influence 
of competing risks.76 

ES4. Long-term (30-year) risk equations based on traditional risk factors* provide more accurate prediction of 
long-term ASCVD† risk than do extrapolations of short-term (10-year) risk equations among individuals 
ages 20 to 59 free from ASCVD. 

Strength of evidence: Low 

* Age, sex, total and HDL-C, SBP, use of antihypertensive therapy, diabetes, current smoking 
† CHD death, nonfatal MI, or fatal/nonfatal stroke; or all ASCVD 

An important question addressed by the included studies is whether extrapolation of 10-year risk equations 
provides the same estimate of absolute long-term risk as models designed specifically to predict long-term risk.  
Pencina 2009 addressed this question in their study estimating 30-year competing risks for CVD.73  They 
compared the results of 30-year risk estimates obtained by diverse methods: (1) tripling a 10-year risk estimate 
(“naïve approach”); (2) estimating three separate models based on the baseline age, age plus 10 years, and age 
plus 20 years, maintaining the same risk factor levels in all three models (“combined approach”), and calculating 
the 30-year risk as 1 minus the product of these three 10-year probabilities; (3) a 30-year risk estimate not 
accounting for competing risks (“unadjusted approach”); and (4) a 30-year risk estimate accounting for 
competing risks (“adjusted approach”).  The naïve approach of tripling the 10-year risk estimate consistently 
underestimated observed 30-year risks.  As expected, the unadjusted approach overestimated 30-year risks 
somewhat, given that it does not account for competing risks that would constrain CVD rates.  Estimates from 
the combined approach tended to be the highest, although correlation with the adjusted approach was 
unpredictable and varied with risk factor burden.  Thus, the adjusted approach provided the most appropriate 
and reliable estimates of 30-year risk.73 
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On the basis of the evidence reviewed (for Evidence Statements 3 and 4), long-term or lifetime risk estimation 
models adjusting for competing causes of mortality are more valid than is extrapolation of results from 10-year 
risk equations.  

ES5. The presence and severity of traditional CVD risk factors* stratify absolute levels of lifetime risk for 
ASCVD† among non-Hispanic White adults ages 45 to 50 who are free of ASCVD and not at high short-
term risk. 

Strength of evidence: Low 

* Risk factors were considered in five mutually exclusive strata encompassing the full spectrum of risk levels as follows: 
(1) two or more major risk factors (defined as total cholesterol ≥240 mg/dL or treated, SBP ≥160 or DBP ≥100 mmHg or 
treated, or diabetes, or current smoking); (2) one major risk factor only; (3) one or more elevated risk factors (defined as 
untreated total cholesterol 200 to 239 mg/dL, or untreated SBP 140 to 159 or DBP 90 to 99 mmHg, and no diabetes and 
no current smoking); (4) one or more risk factors at nonoptimal levels (untreated total cholesterol 180 to 199 mg/dL, or 
untreated SBP 120 to 139 or DBP 80 to 89 mmHg, and no diabetes and no current smoking); and (5) all optimal levels 
of risk factors (defined as untreated total cholesterol <180 mg/dL, and untreated BP <120/<80 mmHg, and no diabetes, 
and no current smoking). 

† CHD death, MI, coronary insufficiency, angina, fatal/nonfatal atherothrombotic stroke, claudication, other CVD death 

Participants in the FHS were stratified by their aggregate risk factor burden at ages 45 to 50, and the remaining 
lifetime risk for ASCVD was evaluated.70  The data allowed for comparisons of short- and long-term risks by 
aggregate risk factor burden.  In the Lloyd-Jones et al., 2006, paper, the following prevalences and short-term 
and lifetime risks were noted for the selected strata of aggregate risk factor burden in non-Hispanic White men 
and women in Framingham: 

 Approximately 20 percent had two or more major traditional risk factors, with an average 10-year ASCVD 
risk for 10 to 25 percent and an average lifetime risk for ASCVD exceeding 50 percent. 

 Approximately 40 percent had one major traditional risk factor, with an average 10-year ASCVD risk 
ofapproximately10 percent and an average lifetime risk for ASCVD of 39 to 50 percent. 

 Approximately 23 percent had one or more elevated traditional risk factors, with an average 10-year 
ASCVD risk of approximately 5 percent and an average lifetime risk for ASCVD of 39 to 46 percent. 

 Approximately 12 percent had nonoptimal levels of traditional ASCVD risk factors, with an average10-year 
ASCVD risk of less than 5 percent and an average lifetime risk for ASCVD of 27 to 36 percent. 

 Approximately 4 percent had optimal levels of all traditional ASCVD risk factors, with an average 10-year 
ASCVD risk of less than 5 percent and lifetime risk for ASCVD of less than 10 percent.70 

The RAWG reviewed another study that was not included in the 10 manuscripts for the evidence base for CQ2 
because it did not include observed lifetime risk outcomes.  It did include predicted lifetime risks, and the report 
merits some discussion.  In this study, Marma et al., 2010,65 examined the nationally representative sample from 
NHANES 2003–2006 and predicted 10-year risks using the ATP III risk estimator for hard CHD and the 
updated general risk score for total CVD published by D’Agostino et al., 2008.19  Lifetime risk was estimated 
using the algorithm (discussed immediately above) developed in the FHS and subsequently validated in other 
studies.  Marma 2010 stratified participants into three groups: (1) those with low 10-year (<10 percent)/low 
lifetime (<39 percent) predicted risk; (2) those with low 10-year (<10 percent)/high lifetime (≥39 percent) 
predicted risk; and (3) those with high 10-year (≥10 percent) predicted risk or diagnosed diabetes.  Overall, 
82 percent of U.S. adults had low 10-year predicted risk for hard CHD.  However, most of those with low 
10-year CHD risk had a high lifetime risk for ASCVD (56 percent, or 87 million individuals).  A further 
18 percent (28 million individuals) had high short-term predicted risk.  The addition of lifetime risk estimation 
to 10-year risk estimation identified large subgroups of women and younger men in particular as being at low 
short-term but high lifetime risk.65  Thus, although this study did not include observed outcomes, the magnitude 
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of predicted short-term and lifetime risks differed substantially for the majority of individuals with 10-year risk 
of less than 10 percent.  

ES6. Long-term (≥15 years) risk prediction models based on traditional risk factors* predict CHD death with 
good discrimination and calibration, and better in women than men, in U.S. non-Hispanic White 
populations. 

Strength of evidence: Low 

* Age, sex, total cholesterol, SBP, diabetes, smoking 

Liao et al., 1999, created risk-prediction models for CHD death using short-term traditional risk factors as 
covariates for 15 to 24 years’ followup in the Framingham Heart Study and NHANES I and NHANES II 
mortality followup cohorts.77  When applied to the same cohorts from which they were derived, or to the other 
cohorts, the models had similar ability to rank-order risk (discrimination), with C-statistics of 0.71 to 0.75 for 
men and 0.76 to 0.81 for women.  The Framingham equations for women predicted CHD death rates well (were 
well calibrated) for women in the NHANES I and II cohorts; the Framingham equations tended to over predict 
15-year risk for men somewhat.77 

ES7. Measuring and updating ASCVD risk factors every 4 to 6 years improves short- and long-term risk 
prediction. 

Strength of evidence: Moderate 

Using FHS data, Karp et al., 2004,78 sought to compare the predictive utility of risk equations based on 
covariates updated at intervals rather than on single baseline measurements, and to establish the optimal 
frequency of updating.  They used two approaches to examine risk estimates for 10-, 14- and 30-year followup 
for all CHD events: a “prognostic” approach, using current (baseline) and/or subsequent risk covariate measures, 
and a “lagged” approach, which incorporated baseline and earlier examination data at different intervals to 
attempt to optimize model fit.  In brief, they found that assessment of short-term coronary risk was improved by 
using updated risk factor values to calculate the multivariable risk score.  Whereas the optimal frequency and 
utility of updating varied somewhat across subgroups, they suggest that updating risk factor values every 6 years 
led to the best predictive utilities.78 

In the aforementioned Pencina 2009 study73 from Framingham that generated 30-year risk competing risk 
prediction models for hard CVD events, the authors compared the results of models using baseline levels of 
covariates alone with models using time-dependent covariates for the risk factors, with updating of values every 
4 years.  For some of the risk factors, the hazard ratios associated with 30-year CVD events were similar 
whether baseline or time-dependent covariates were used.  However, the association was stronger for smoking 
and weaker for BMI when 4-year risk factor updating was used.73 

Taken together, these findings suggest that, in the context of short-term and long-term risk assessment, use of 
updated covariate values, rather than single baseline long-term values, may enhance validity. 
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Research Gaps 

The RAWG strongly recommends continued research to fill gaps in knowledge regarding short- and long-term 
ASCVD risk assessment and outcomes in all race/ethnic groups, across the age spectrum, and in women and 
men.  Future research should include analyses of: 

 Short- and long-term risk in diverse groups 

 Optimal communication of ASCVD risk information 

 Utility of short-and long-term risk assessment for motivating behavioral change and adherence to therapy 

 Utility of short-and long-term risk assessment for influencing risk factor levels and clinical outcomes 

 Utility of differential information conveyed by short- and long-term risk assessment 

 Utility of novel risk markers in short- and long-term risk assessment 
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Section 3. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

ABI ankle-brachial index 

AMI acute myocardial infarction 

ApoB apolipoprotein B 

ASCVD atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease 

ATP III Adult Treatment Panel III 

ATP IV Adult Treatment Panel IV 

BMI body mass index 

BP blood pressure 

CAC coronary artery calcium 

CHD coronary heart disease 

CHF congestive heart failure 

CHO carbohydrate 

CI confidence interval 

CIMT carotid artery intima-media thickness 

CKD chronic kidney disease 

CQ critical question 

CRP C-reactive protein 

CVD cardiovascular disease 

DBP diastolic blood pressure 

ES evidence statement 

FRS Framingham Risk Score 

GFR glomerular filtration rate 

GLIA GuideLine Implementability Appraisal 

GRADE Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation 

HDL-C high-density lipoprotein cholesterol 

HF heart failure 

HR hazard ratio 

hs-CRP high-sensitivity C-reactive protein 

IDI integrated discrimination improvement index 

I/E inclusion/exclusion 

IOM Institute of Medicine 

ITT intent-to-treat 

LDL-C low-density lipoprotein cholesterol 

MeSH Medical Subject Headings 

MI myocardial infarction 

NHANES National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys 

NHLBI National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 

PICOTSS population, intervention/exposure, comparison group, outcome, time, setting, study design 
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RCT randomized controlled trial 

RAWG Risk Assessment Work Group 

SBP systolic blood pressure 

TG triglycerides 

VCW virtual collaborative Workspace 

USPSTF U.S. Preventive Services Task Force 
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Appendix A. Detailed Methods Applying to All Critical 
Questions 

i. Description of How Expert Panel Members Were Selected 

NHLBI initiated a public call for nominations for panel membership to ensure adequate representation of key 
specialties and stakeholders and appropriate expertise among expert panel and work group members.  A 
nomination form was posted on NHLBI’s Web site for several weeks and distributed to a guidelines leadership 
group that had given advice to NHLBI on its guideline efforts.  Information from nomination forms, including 
contact information and areas of clinical and research expertise was entered into a database. 

After the close of the call for nominations, NHLBI staff reviewed the database and selected a potential chair and 
co-chair for each expert panel and work group.  The potential chairs and co-chairs provided to NHLBI conflict 
of interest disclosures and a copy of their curriculum vitae.  NHLBI’s Ethics Office reviewed the disclosures and 
cleared or rejected persons being considered as chairs and co-chairs.  The selected chairs were then formed into 
a Guidelines Executive Committee, which worked with NHLBI to select panel members from the list of 
nominees.  Beginning in September 2011, the GEC set up its own approach to manage relationships with 
industry and other potential conflicts of interest (see http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/cvd_adult/coi-
rwi_policy.htm). 

NHLBI received 440 nominations for potential panel members with appropriate expertise for the task.  Panel 
selection focused on creating a diverse and balanced composition of members.  Panel members were selected 
based on their expertise in the specific topic area (e.g., high BP, high blood cholesterol, obesity) as well as in 
such specific disciplines as primary care, nursing, pharmacology, nutrition, exercise, behavioral science, 
epidemiology, clinical trials, research methodology, evidence-based medicine, guideline development, guideline 
implementation, systems of care, or informatics.  The panels also included, as voting ex officio members, senior 
scientific staff from NHLBI and other Institutes from the National Institutes of Health who are recognized 
experts in the topics under consideration. 

ii. Description of How Expert Panels Developed and Prioritized Critical Questions 

After panels were convened, members were invited to submit topic areas or questions for systematic review.  
Members were asked to identify topics of the greatest relevance and impact for the target audience of the 
guideline, primary care providers. 

Proposed questions and topic areas were collected from panel members over a period of several months.  The 
number of CQs was scoped, and questions were prioritized based on available resources.  After group 
discussion, panel members ranked priority CQs through a combination of collaborative dialogue and voting.  
The rationale for each priority CQ is addressed in the sections on CQ1 and CQ2. 

With support from the methodologist and systematic review team, priority CQs were formulated.  I/E criteria 
were defined and formatted using the PICOTSS framework.  PICOTSS is a framework for a structured research 
question.  It includes the following components in the statement of the CQ or in the question’s I/E criteria: 
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P person, population 
I intervention, exposure 
C comparator 
O outcome 
T timing 
S setting 
S study design 

I/E criteria define the parameters for the selection of literature for a particular CQ.  I/E criteria were developed 
with help from the methodologist and systematic review team to ensure that criteria were clear and precise and 
could be applied consistently across literature identified in the search. 

The final CQs and criteria were submitted to the literature search team for search strategy development. 

iii. Literature Search Infrastructure, Search Strategy Development, and Validation 

The literature search was performed using an integrated suite of search engines that explored a central repository 
of citations and full-text journal articles.  The central repository, search engines, search results, and Web-based 
modules for literature screening and data abstraction were integrated within a technology platform called the 
Virtual Collaborative Workspace (VCW).  The VCW was custom-developed for NHLBI’s guidelines initiative. 

The central repository consisted of 1.9 million citations and 71,000 full-text articles related to CVD risk 
reduction.  Citations were acquired from several databases: PubMed, Embase, CINAHL®, Cochrane, PsycINFO®, 
Wilson Science, and Biological Abstracts®.  Literature searches were conducted using a collection of search 

engines, including TeraText, Content Analyst, Collexis, and Lucene.  The first three engines were used for 
executing search strategies, and Lucene was used to correlate the search with literature screening results. 

For every CQ, the literature search and screening were conducted according to the understanding of the question 
and the I/E criteria that provided specific characteristics of studies relevant to the question.  Criteria were framed 
in the PICOTSS format, and the question and PICOTSS components were translated into a search strategy 
involving Boolean and conceptual queries. 

A Boolean query encodes both inclusion and exclusion rules.  It grants access to the maximum quantity of 
citations, which are then analyzed by text analytics tools and ranked to produce a selection for literature 
screening.  Two independent reviewers conducted this screening in the VCW’s Web-based module.  Boolean 
queries select citations by matching words in titles and abstracts as well as medical subject headings (MeSH) 
and subheadings.  The number of citations resulting from Boolean queries has ranged from a few hundred to 
several thousand, depending on the question.  The text analytics tools suite included: 

 A natural language processing module for automated extraction of data elements to support the application of 
I/E criteria.  Frequently extracted and utilized data elements were study size and intervention followup period. 

 Content Analyst for automatically expanding vocabulary of queries, conceptual retrieval, and conceptual 
clustering.  The conceptual query engine employed in Content Analyst leverages word frequency features 
and co-occurrence in similar contexts to index, select, and rank results.  The indexing uses the singular value 
decomposition (SVD) algebraic method. 

 TeraText for ranking search results and executing operations on literature collections. 

Search strategy development was intertwined with the results of literature screening, which provided feedback on 
search quality and context.  Screened literature was categorized into two subsets: relevant or not relevant to the 
question.  Next, results were analyzed to determine the characteristics of relevant versus not relevant citations.  
Additional keywords and MeSH terms were used to expand or contract the scope of the query as driven by 
characteristics of relevant citations.  If the revised search strategy produced citations that did not undergo the 
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screening process, then a new batch of citations was added for review.  The search strategy refinement/literature 
review cycle was repeated until all citations covered by the most recent Boolean query had been screened. 

Each search strategy was developed and implemented in the VCW.  The search strategy was reviewed by the 
methodologist and panel members and was available for viewing and printing at any time by panel members and 
staff collaborating on the systematic review.  It was available for execution and for supplying literature updates 
until the literature search and screening cut-off date. 

Search strategies for a sample of questions were validated by an independent methodology team.  This 
validation process involved developing and executing a separate search strategy and screening a random sample 
of citations against I/E criteria.  These results were compared with the search and screening results developed by 
the systematic review team.  As an additional validation method, studies identified in systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses were cross-checked against a CQ’s “include” list to ensure completeness of the search strategy. 

iv. Process for Literature Review 

Using results of the search strategy, criteria were applied to screen literature for inclusion or exclusion in the 
evidence base for the CQ.  I/E criteria address the parameters in the PICOTSS framework and determine what 
types of studies are eligible and appropriate to answer the CQ.  Additional criteria, such as sample size 
restrictions, were included by the panel to fit the context of the CQ. 

a. Pilot Literature Screening Mode 

In the pilot literature screening mode, two reviewers independently screened the first 50 titles/abstracts in the 
search strategy results by applying I/E criteria.  Reviewers voted to include or exclude the publication for full-
text review.  Reviewers compared their results to ensure that I/E criteria were applied consistently.  
Discrepancies in votes were discussed, and clarification on criteria was sought from the panel when appropriate.  
For example, if criteria were not specific enough to be clearly applied to include or exclude a citation, then 
guidance was sought to word criteria more explicitly. 

During this phase, reviewers provided feedback to the literature search team about the relevance of search 
strategy results; this feedback was used to further refine and optimize the search. 

Phase 1: Title and Abstract Screening Phase 

After completing the pilot mode phase, two reviewers independently screened search results at the title and 
abstract levels by applying I/E criteria.  Reviewers voted to include or exclude the publication for full-text review. 

Titles and abstracts that one or both reviewers voted to include advanced to phase 2, full-text screening.  Titles 
and abstracts that both reviewers voted to exclude were excluded and not reviewed further; these citations are 
maintained in the VCW and marked as “excluded at title/abstract phase.” 

Phase 2: Full-Text Screening Phase 

Titles and abstracts that at least one reviewer voted to include were reviewed at the full-text level in phase 2.  In this 
phase, two reviewers independently applied I/E criteria to the full-text article and voted for “include,” “exclude,” or 
“undecided.”  The reviewer had to specify the rationale for exclusion (e.g., population, intervention, etc.) in this phase. 

Articles that both reviewers voted to include were moved to the “include” list.  Articles that both reviewers 
voted to exclude were moved to the “exclude” list; these citations were maintained in the VCW and identified as 
“excluded at the full article phase,” and the rationale for exclusion was noted.  Any article with discrepant votes 
(i.e., one include and one undecided, one include and one exclude) advanced to phase 3. 
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Phase 3: Resolution and Consultation Phase 

In this phase, reviewers discussed their vote for “include,” “exclude,” or “undecided” and cited the relevant 
criteria for their decision.  The two reviewers attempted to achieve consensus through collaborative discussion.  
If a decision was not reached between the two reviewers, input was sought from the methodologist.  If a 
decision was not reached after consultation with the methodologist, then input was sought from the panel; 
however, the methodologist had the final decision.  The final disposition of the article (“include” or “exclude”) 
was recorded in the VCW along with comments from the adjudication process. 

Similarly to search strategies being posted and available for viewing on the VCW, all citations screened for a 
CQ were maintained in the VCW with their reviewer voting status and all collected comments. 

v. Description of Methods for Quality Assessment of Individual Studies 

The methodology team assessed the quality (internal validity) of all studies meeting the I/E criteria after the 
three-phase literature review process.  Separate quality rating tools were used for each study design. 

a. Design of the Quality Assessment Tools 

Appraisal of individual study quality was based on six quality assessment tools developed jointly by NHLBI and 
the methodology team.  The tools were based on quality assessment methods, concepts, and other tools 
developed by researchers in the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ) Evidence-based 
Practice Centers, the Cochrane Collaborative, the USPSTF, the National Health Service Centre for Reviews and 
Dissemination, as well as consulting epidemiologists and others working in evidence-based medicine, with 
adaptations by methodology and NHLBI staff for this project. 

The tools were designed to assist reviewers in focusing on concepts that are key for critical appraisal of the 
internal validity of a study.  The tools were not designed to provide a list of factors comprising a numeric score.  
The tools were specific to individual types of included study designs and are described in more detail below. 

The tools included items for evaluating potential flaws in study methods or implementation, including sources of 
bias (e.g., patient selection, performance, attrition, and detection), confounding, study power, the strength of 
causality in the association between interventions and outcomes, and other factors.  Quality reviewers could 
select “yes,” “no,” or “cannot determine (CD)/not reported (NR)/not applicable (NA)” in response to each item 
in the tool.  For each item where “no” was selected, reviewers were instructed to consider the potential risk of 
bias that could be introduced by that flaw in the study design or implementation.  CD and NR also were noted as 
representing potential flaws. 

Each of the six quality assessment tools has a detailed guidance document (except for the tool for case series 
studies), which was also developed by the methodology team and NHLBI.  The guidance documents are specific 
to each tool and provided detailed descriptions and examples about how to apply the items, as well as 
justifications for including each item.  For some items, examples were provided to clarify the intent of the 
question and the appropriate rater response.  The four quality assessment tools and guidance documents used in 
this evidence review are included in tables A–1 through A–4 below. 

b. Significance of the Quality Ratings of Good, Fair, or Poor 

Reviewers used the study ratings on the range of items included in each tool to judge each study to be of “good,” 
“fair,” or “poor” quality.  The ratings on the different items were used by the reviewers to assess the risk of bias 
in the study due to flaws in study design or implementation. 
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In general terms, a “good” study has the least risk of bias and results are considered to be valid.  A “fair” study 
is susceptible to some bias deemed not sufficient to invalidate its results.  The fair quality category is likely to be 
broad, so studies with this rating will vary in their strengths and weaknesses. 

A “poor” rating indicates significant risk of bias.  Studies rated poor were excluded from the body of evidence to 
be considered for each CQ.  The only exception to this policy was if there was no other evidence available, then 
poor quality studies could be considered.  However, this exception was not applied in this project because no 
situations occurred in which only poor quality studies were available for a body of evidence for a particular CQ. 

c. Training for Application of the Quality Assessment Tools 

The methodology team conducted a series of training sessions on the use of four of the quality assessment tools.  
Initial training consisted of two 2-day, in-person training sessions.  Reviewers trained in the quality rating were 
master's or doctorate-level staff with a background in public health or health sciences.  Training sessions 
provided instruction on identifying the correct study designs, the theory behind evidence-based research and 
quality assessment, explanations and rationales for the items in each tool, and methods for achieving overall 
judgments regarding quality ratings of “good,” “fair,” or “poor.”  Participants engaged in interactive evaluation 
of multiple example articles, both with the instructors and during group work.  Reviewers also were instructed to 
refer to related articles on study methods if such papers were cited in the articles being rated. 

Following the in-person training sessions, the methodology team assigned several articles with pertinent study 
designs to test the abilities of each reviewer.  The reviewers were asked to individually identify the correct study 
design, complete the appropriate quality assessment tool, and submit it to the methodology team for grading 
against a methodologist-developed key.  A second round of training sessions was then conducted by telephone 
to review the results and resolve any remaining misinterpretations.  Based on the results of these evaluations, a 
third round of exercises and training sessions was sometimes convened. 

d. Quality Assessment Process 

For all studies except for systematic reviews and meta-analyses, each article that met the CQ’s inclusion criteria 
was rated independently for quality by two reviewers using the appropriate tool.  If the ratings differed, the 
reviewers discussed the article in an effort to reach consensus.  When consensus was not achieved, the article 
was forwarded to a methodologist for quality adjudication. 

Quality rating of systematic reviews and meta-analyses was performed independently by two methodologists.  If 
ratings differed, then the reviewers discussed the article in an effort to reach consensus.  When consensus was 
not achieved, the article was forwarded to a third methodologist for adjudication. 

Panel members could appeal the quality of a particular study or publication after the initial rating was reported 
to the panel members.  However, to enhance the objectivity of the quality rating process, the final decision on 
quality ratings was made by the methodology team, and not by panel members. 

vi. Quality Assessment Tool for Controlled Intervention Studies 

The quality assessment tool for controlled intervention studies is included in table A–1.  The guidance document 
for that tool is also included in table A–1.  This tool was developed by the methodology team and NHLBI based 
in part on criteria from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ) Evidence-based Practice 
Centers, the USPSTF, and the National Health Service Centre for Reviews and Dissemination. 

This tool addresses 14 elements of quality assessment.  They include randomization and allocation concealment, 
similarity of compared groups at baseline, use of intent-to-treat analysis (i.e., analysis of all randomized patients 
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even if some were lost to followup), adequacy of blinding, the overall percentage of subjects lost to followup, 
the differential rates of loss to followup between the intervention and control groups, and other factors. 

Table A–1.  Quality Assessment Tool for Controlled Intervention Studies 

Criteria Yes No 
Other 

(CD, NR, NA) 

1. Was the study described as randomized, a randomized trial, a randomized clinical trial, 
or an RCT? 

      

2. Was the method of randomization adequate (i.e., use of randomly generated 
assignment)? 

      

3. Was the treatment allocation concealed (so that assignments could not be predicted)?       

4. Were study participants and providers blinded to treatment group assignment?       

5. Were the people assessing the outcomes blinded to the participants’ group assignments?       

6. Were the groups similar at baseline on important characteristics that could affect 
outcomes (e.g., demographics, risk factors, co-morbid conditions)? 

      

7. Was the overall dropout rate from the study at its endpoint 20% or less than the 
number originally allocated to treatment? 

      

8. Was the differential drop-out rate between groups at the study’s endpoint 15% or less?       

9. Was there high adherence to the intervention protocols for each treatment group?       

10. Were other interventions avoided or similar in the groups (e.g., similar background 
treatments)? 

      

11. Were outcomes assessed using valid and reliable measures, implemented 
consistently across all study participants? 

      

12. Did the authors report that the sample size was sufficiently large to be able to detect a 
difference in the main outcome between groups with at least 80% power? 

      

13. Were outcomes reported or subgroups analyzed prespecified (i.e., identified before 
analyses were conducted)? 

      

14. Were all randomized participants analyzed in the group to which they were originally 
assigned (i.e., did they use an intention-to-treat analysis)? 

      

 
 

Quality Rating (Good, Fair, Poor) (see guidance): 

Rater #1 initials: 

Rater #2 initials: 

Additional Comments (If POOR, please state why): 

Note: CD = cannot determine; NA = not applicable; NR = not reported. 
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vii. Guidance for Assessing the Quality of Controlled Intervention Studies 

The guidance document below is organized by question number from the tool for quality assessment of 
controlled intervention studies. 

Question 1.  Described as randomized 

Literally, was the study described as randomized?  A study does not satisfy quality criteria as randomized 
simply because the authors call it randomized.  But as a first step, did the authors of the study say it was 
randomized? 

Questions 2 and 3.  Treatment Allocation—two interrelated pieces 

 Adequate randomization: The randomization is adequate if it occurred according to the play of chance (e.g., 
computer-generated sequence in more recent studies, or random number table in older studies). 

Inadequate randomization: “Randomization” is inadequate if there is a preset plan (e.g., alternation where every 
other subject is assigned to treatment arm or another method of allocation is used such as time or day of hospital 
admission or clinic visit, ZIP Code, phone number, etc.).  In fact, this is not randomization at all—it is another 
method of assignment to groups.  If assignment is not by the play of chance then the answer is no. 

There may be some tricky scenarios that will require careful reading and consideration for the role of chance in 
assignment.  For example, sites are randomized to receive treatment or not so all individuals at the site are 
thereby assigned to a treatment group.  This scenario is used for group-randomized trials, which can be truly 
randomized, but often are “quasi-experimental” studies with comparison groups rather than true control groups.  
(Few, if any, group-randomized trials are anticipated in this evidence review.) 

Allocation concealment: This means that one does not know in advance, or cannot guess accurately, to what 
group the next person eligible for randomization will be assigned.  Methods include sequentially numbered 
opaque sealed envelopes, numbered or coded containers, central randomization by a coordinating center, 
computer-generated randomization that is not revealed ahead of time, etc. 

Questions 4 and 5.  Blinding 

Blinding means that one does not know to which group—intervention or control—the participant is assigned.  It 
is also sometimes called “masking.”  You are looking to see if each of the following is blinded to knowledge of 
treatment assignment: (1) the person assessing the primary outcome(s) for the study (e.g., taking the 
measurements, examining medical records to determine type of event as in an adjudication committee, etc.); 
(2) the person receiving the intervention (e.g., the patient or volunteer participant); and (3) the person providing 
the intervention (e.g., the physician, nurse, or behavioral interventionist). 

Generally placebo-controlled medication studies are blinded to patient, provider, and outcome assessors; 
behavioral or lifestyle studies may often be blinded only to the outcome assessors.  Sometimes the person 
providing the intervention is the same person doing the outcome assessment.  If so, make note of it in your 
comments section. 

Question 6.  Similarity of groups at baseline 

This question relates to whether the intervention and control groups have similar characteristics on average.  The 
whole point of doing a randomized trial is to create similar groups to enable valid comparisons of intervention 
effects between groups.  If there is a significant difference, you should see it when you abstract baseline 
characteristics.  Baseline characteristics for intervention groups are usually presented in a table in the article 
(often Table 1). 
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Groups can differ at baseline without raising red flags if: (1) the differences would not be expected to have any 
bearing on the interventions and outcomes; or (2) the differences are not statistically significant.  If you have 
any concerns about baseline difference in the groups, write them down in the comments section and consider 
them in your overall determination of the study quality. 

Questions 7 and 8.  Dropout 

Here “dropout” means participants for whom there are no endpoint measurements—the most common reason 
being that they dropped out of the study (for whatever reason) and were lost to followup. 

Generally, an acceptable overall dropout rate is considered 20 percent or less of participants who were 
randomized or allocated into each group, and an acceptable differential dropout is considered an absolute 
difference between groups of 15 percentage points at most (calculated by subtracting the dropout rate of one 
group minus the dropout rate of the other group).  However, these are general rates.  Higher overall dropout 
rates may be acceptable.  If you are conducting a systematic review on comparative efficacy of antidepressants, 
then setting the cap at 20 percent for overall dropout makes sense.  On the other hand, if you are looking at joint 
space narrowing for targeted immune modulators, you may be able to raise the cap for what you define as an 
overall acceptable dropout rate.  Studies comparing targeted immune modulators for this outcome are going to 
be of longer duration which means dropouts are more likely.  This is the kind of thing that should be decided by 
the experts for your systematic review.  It may or may not be the same cap for all expert panels for NHLBI’s 
systematic reviews. 

Differential dropout, however, is not flexible.  Stick with the 15 percent cap.  If you have a differential dropout 
rate of 15 percent or higher between arms, then you have serious potential for bias and this constitutes a fatal 
flaw resulting in a poor quality rating for the study. 

Question 9.  Adherence 

Did participants in each treatment group adhere to the protocols for assigned interventions?  For example, if 
Group 1 was assigned to 10 mg/day of Drug A, did most of them take 10 mg/day of Drug A?  Another example 
is a study evaluating the difference between a 30-pound weight loss and a 10-pound weight loss on specific 
clinical outcomes (e.g., heart attacks), but the 30-pound weight loss group did not achieve its intended weight 
loss target.  A third example is whether a large percentage of participants assigned to one group “crossed over” 
and got the intervention provided to the other group.  A final example is when one group that was assigned to 
receive a particular drug at a particular dose had a large percentage of participants who did not end up taking the 
drug or the dose as designed in the protocol. 

Question 10.  Avoid other interventions 

Changes that occur in the study outcomes being assessed should be attributable to the interventions being 
compared in the study.  If participants in any of the groups receive other interventions that are not part of the 
study protocol and that could affect the outcomes being assessed, and they receive these interventions 
differentially, there is cause for concern, as it could bias the results.  For example, if a study is comparing two 
different dietary interventions on serum cholesterol, but one of the groups had a significantly higher percentage 
of participants taking statin drugs, it could unduly influence the results of the study because you would not know 
whether the difference in outcome was due to the dietary intervention or the drugs. 

Question 11.  Outcome measures assessment 

What tools or methods were used to measure outcomes in the study?  Were the tools/methods accurate and 
reliable—for example, have they been validated, or are they objective?  This is important because it indicates 
the confidence you can have in the reported outcomes.  Perhaps even more important is whether the outcomes 
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were assessed in the same manner within groups and between groups.  One example is that a self-report of 
dietary salt intake is not as valid and reliable as testing urine for sodium content.  Another example is 
measurement of BP that only uses clinicians’ usual measurement approaches rather than measurers being trained 
on a standard approach using the same instrument and taking BP multiple times.  In each of these cases, the 
question would get a “no” for the former and a “yes” for the latter scenario.  Another example of a “no” is when 
an intervention group is seen much more often, enabling more opportunities to report clinical events, than the 
control group. 

Question 12.  Power calculation 

Generally, a paragraph in the methods section of the study will explain sample size needed to detect differences in 
primary outcomes.  The current standard is at least 80 percent power to detect a clinically relevant difference in an 
outcome using a two-sided alpha of 0.05.  Often, however, older studies will not report anything about power. 

Question 13.  Prespecified outcomes 

Outcomes reported in the study must have been prespecified in order to be hypothesis testing, which is the 
whole purpose of doing a RCT.  If they are not prespecified, then the study may be reporting ad hoc analyses, 
simply looking for differences that support the findings they wanted.  In addition to outcomes, the subgroups 
being examined should be prespecified in order to be considered hypothesis testing.  Most RCTs conduct 
numerous post-hoc analyses as a way of exploring findings and generating additional hypotheses.  The intent of 
this question is to give more weight to reports that are not simply exploratory in nature. 

Question 14.  Intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis 

ITT means everybody who was randomized is analyzed according to the original group to which they are 
assigned.  This is an extremely important concept, because doing an ITT analysis preserves the reason for doing 
a randomized trial—that is, to compare groups that differ only in the intervention being tested.  Once the ITT 
analysis philosophy is not followed, you are not really sure that the main reason for doing an RCT is upheld 
because the groups being compared may no longer be the same.  If a study does not use an ITT analysis, it 
should probably be rated as “poor.”  However, if some other analysis is used and you think it is valid, explain 
that in the “other” box of the quality review form.  Some studies will use a completers analysis (which analyzes 
only the participants that completed the intervention and the study); this introduces significant potential for bias.  
Characteristics of participants who do not complete the study are unlikely to be the same as those who do.  The 
likely impact of participants who withdraw from the study treatment must be considered carefully.  ITT analysis 
provides a more conservative (and potentially less biased) estimate of effectiveness. 

General guidance for determining the overall quality rating 

The questions on the form are designed to help you to focus on the key concepts for evaluating the internal 
validity of a study.  They are not intended to create a list that you simply tally up to arrive at a summary 
judgment of quality. 

Internal validity is the extent to which the results (effects) reported in a study can truly be attributed to the 
intervention being evaluated and not to flaws in the design or conduct of the study—in other words, the ability 
for the study to make causal conclusions about the effects of the intervention being tested.  Any such flaws can 
increase the risk of bias.  Critical appraisal involves considering the risk for potential for allocation bias, 
measurement bias, or confounding (the mixture of exposures that one cannot tease out from each other.  
Examples of confounding include co-interventions, differences at baseline in patient characteristics, and other 
issues throughout the questions above).  High potential for risk of bias translates to a rating of poor quality.  
Low potential for risk of bias translates to a rating of good quality.  (Again, the greater the risk of bias, the lower 
the quality rating of the study.) 
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Fatal flaws: If a study has a “fatal flaw,” then the risk of bias is significant and the study is of poor quality.  
Examples of fatal flaws in RCTs include high dropout, high differential dropout, no ITT analysis or unsuitable 
statistical analysis (e.g., completers-only analysis). 

Generally, when you evaluate a study, you will not see a fatal flaw, but you will find some risk of bias.  By 
focusing on the concepts underlying the questions in the tool, you should ask yourself about the potential for bias 
in the study you are critically appraising.  For any box where you check “no,” you should ask what the potential 
for bias is as a result.  That is, does this factor cause you to doubt the results that are reported in the study? 

Although some background reading on critical appraisal can be provided for you, the best approach is for you to 
think about the questions in the tool and how each tells you something about the potential for bias for any study.  
It is not advisable to give you general rules as each study has nuances.  The more you familiarize yourself with 
the key concepts, the more comfortable you will be with critical appraisal. 

Some examples of studies that fall into each of the categories good, fair, and poor will be provided to you.  But 
again, these will be examples.  Each study must be assessed on its own given the details that are reported. 

viii. Quality Assessment Tool for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 

The quality assessment tool for systematic reviews and meta-analyses is included in table A–2.  The guidance 
document for that tool is also included in table A–2.  This tool was developed by the methodology team and 
NHLBI based in part on criteria from AHRQ’s Evidence-based Practice Centers and the Cochrane Collaborative. 

This tool addresses eight elements of quality assessment.  They include use of prespecified eligibility criteria, 
use of a comprehensive and systematic literature search process, dual review for abstracts and full-text articles, 
quality assessment of individual studies, assessment of publication bias, and other factors. 

Table A–2.  Quality Assessment Tool for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 

Criteria Yes No 
Other 

(CD, NR, NA) 

1. Is the review based on a focused question that is adequately formulated and 
described? 

      

2. Were eligibility criteria for included and excluded studies predefined and 
specified? 

      

3. Did the literature search strategy use a comprehensive, systematic 
approach? 

      

4. Were titles, abstracts, and full-text articles dually and independently reviewed 
for inclusion and exclusion to minimize bias? 

      

5. Was the quality of each included study rated independently by two or more 
reviewers using a standard method to appraise its internal validity? 

      

6. Were the included studies listed along with important characteristics and 
results of each study? 

      

7. Was publication bias assessed?       

8. Was heterogeneity assessed? (This question applies only to 
meta-analyses.) 
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Quality Rating (Good, Fair, or Poor): 

Reviewer #1 initials: 

Reviewer #2 initials: 

Comments: 

Note: CD = cannot determine; NA = not applicable; NR = not reported. 

A systematic review is a study that attempts to answer a question by synthesizing the results of primary studies 
using strategies to limit bias and random error.79  These strategies include a comprehensive search of all 
potentially relevant articles and the use of explicit, reproducible criteria in the selection of articles included in 
the review.  Research designs and study characteristics are appraised, data are synthesized, and results are 
interpreted using a predefined systematic approach that adheres to evidence-based methodological principles. 

Systematic reviews can be qualitative or quantitative.  A qualitative systematic review summarizes the results of 
the primary studies but does not combine the results statistically.  A quantitative systematic review, or 
meta-analysis, is a type of systematic review that employs statistical techniques to combine the results of the 
different studies into a single pooled estimate of effect, often given as an odds ratio. 

ix. Guidance for Quality Assessment of Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 

The guidance document below is organized by question number from the tool for quality assessment of 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses. 

Question 1.  Focused question 

The review should be based on a question that is clearly stated and well formulated.  An example would be a 
question that uses the PICO (population, intervention, comparator, outcome) format, with all the components 
clearly described. 

Question 2.  Eligibility criteria 

The eligibility criteria used to determine whether studies were included or excluded from the review should be 
clearly specified and predefined.  It should be clear to the reader why studies were included or excluded. 

Question 3.  Literature search 

The search strategy should employ a comprehensive, systematic approach in order to capture all of the evidence 
possible that pertains to the question of interest.  At a minimum, a comprehensive review should have the 
following attributes: 

 Electronic searches were conducted using multiple scientific literature databases such as MEDLINE, 
EMBASE, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, PsychLit, and others as appropriate for the 
subject matter. 

 Manual searches of references found in articles and textbooks should supplement the electronic searches. 

Additional search strategies that may be used to improve the yield include the following: 

 Studies published in other countries 
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 Studies published in languages other than English 

 Identification by experts in the field of studies and articles that may have been missed 

 Search of the grey literature, which includes technical reports and other papers from government agencies or 
scientific groups or committees, presentations and posters from scientific meetings, conference proceedings, 
unpublished manuscripts, etc.  A search of the grey literature is important (whenever feasible) because 
sometimes only positive studies with significant findings are published in the peer-reviewed literature, 
which can bias the results of a review. 

The literature search strategy should be described clearly in the review and be reproducible by others with 
similar results. 

Question 4.  Dual review for determining which studies to include and exclude 

Titles, abstracts, and full-text articles (when indicated) should be reviewed by two independent reviewers to 
determine which studies to include and exclude in the review.  Disagreements between the reviewers should be 
resolved by discussion and consensus or with third party involvement.  The process for review, including 
methods for adjudicating disagreements, should be clearly stated. 

Question 5.  Quality appraisal for internal validity 

Each included study should be appraised for internal validity (study quality assessment) using a standardized 
approach for rating the quality of the individual studies.  Ideally, this should be done by at least two independent 
reviewers.  However, because there is not one commonly accepted, standardized tool for rating the quality of 
studies, the goal is to show that individual study quality was assessed, and details as to how this was done 
should be clearly stated by the authors. 

Question 6.  List and describe included studies 

All of the included studies should be listed in the review, along with descriptions of their key characteristics.  
This can be presented in narrative or table format. 

Question 7.  Publication bias 

Publication bias is when studies with positive results have a higher likelihood of being published, being 
published rapidly, being published in higher impact journals, being published in English, being published more 
than once, or being cited by others.80,81  Publication bias can be linked to favorable or unfavorable treatment of 
research findings due to the investigators, editors, industry, commercial interests, or peer reviewers.  A strategy 
that can minimize the potential for publication bias is to conduct a very comprehensive literature search that 
includes the strategies discussed in Question 3. 

A funnel plot is a commonly used graphical method for detecting publication bias.  The funnel plot is a scatter 
plot of component studies in a meta-analysis.  The graph looks like a symmetrical inverted funnel if there is no 
significant publication bias. 

The likelihood of publication bias should be assessed in the review.  This can be done in a number of different 
ways, but an assessment should be conducted and clearly described. 

Question 8.  Heterogeneity 

Heterogeneity is used to describe important differences in the included studies of a meta-analysis that may make it 
inappropriate to combine the studies.82  Heterogeneity can be clinical (e.g., important differences between study 
participants, baseline disease severity, interventions), methodological (e.g., important differences in the design 
and conduct of the study), or statistical (e.g., important differences in the quantitative results or reported effects). 
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Clinical or methodological heterogeneity is usually assessed qualitatively by determining whether it makes 
sense to combine studies. 

For example: 

 Should a study evaluating the effects of an intervention on CVD risk that involves elderly male smokers 
with hypertension be combined with a study that involves healthy adults ages 18 to 40?  (Clinical 
Heterogeneity) 

 Should a study that uses a randomized controlled trial design be combined with a study that uses a case-
control study design?  (Methodological Heterogeneity) 

Statistical heterogeneity describes the degree of variation in the effect estimates from a set of studies and is 
assessed quantitatively.  The two most common methods used to assess statistical heterogeneity are the Q test 
(also known as the χ2or chi-square test) or I2 test. 

An assessment for heterogeneity should be conducted and clearly described.  If the studies are found to be 
heterogeneous, the investigators should explore and explain the causes of the heterogeneity, and they should 
determine what influence, if any, the study differences had on the overall study results. 

x. Quality Assessment Tool for Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies 

The quality assessment tool for cohort and cross-sectional studies is included in table A–3.  The guidance 
document for that tool is also included in table A–3.  This tool was developed by the methodology team and 
NHLBI based in part on criteria from AHRQ’s Evidence-based Practice Centers, the USPSTF, consultation with 
epidemiologists, and other sources. 

This tool addresses 13 elements of quality assessment.  They include the clarity of the research question or 
research objective; the definition, selection, composition, and participation of the study population; the 
definition and assessment of exposure and outcome variables; the measurement of exposures before outcome 
assessment; the study timeframe and followup; study analysis and power; and other factors. 

Table A–3.  Quality Assessment Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies 

Criteria Yes No 
Other 

(CD, NR, NA) 

1. Was the research question or objective in this study clearly stated?       

2. Was the study population clearly specified and defined?       

3. Was the participation rate of eligible persons at least 50%?    

4. Were all the subjects selected or recruited from the same or similar populations 
(including the same time period)? Were inclusion and exclusion criteria for being 
in the study prespecified and applied uniformly to all participants? 

      

5. Was a sample size justification, power description, or variance and effect 
estimates provided? 

      

6. For the analyses in this study, were the exposures of interest measured prior to 
the outcome(s) being measured? 

      

7. Was the time frame sufficient so that one could reasonably expect to see an 
association between exposure and outcome if it existed? 
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Criteria Yes No 
Other 

(CD, NR, NA) 

8. For exposures that can vary in amount or level, did the study examine different 
levels of the exposure as related to the outcome (e.g., categories of exposure, 
or exposure measured as a continuous variable)? 

      

9. Were the exposure measures (independent variables) clearly defined, valid, 
reliable, and implemented consistently across all study participants? 

      

10. Were the exposures assessed more than once over time?       

11. Were the outcome measures (dependent variables) clearly defined, valid, 
reliable, and implemented consistently across all study participants? 

      

12. Were the outcome assessors blinded to the exposure status of participants?        

13. Was loss to follow-up after baseline 20% or less?       

14. Were key potential confounding variables measured and adjusted statistically for 
their impact on the relationship between exposures and outcomes? 

   

 
 

Quality Rating (Good, Fair, or Poor): 

Reviewer #1 initials: 

Reviewer #2 initials: 

Comments: 

Note: CD = cannot determine; NR = not reported; NA = not applicable. 

xi. Guidance for Assessing the Quality of Observational Cohort and  
Cross-Sectional Studies 

The guidance document below is organized by question number from the tool for quality assessment of 
observational cohort and cross-sectional studies. 

Question 1.  Research question 

Did the authors describe their goal in conducting this research?  Is it easy to understand what they were looking 
to find?  This issue is important for any scientific paper of any type.  Higher quality scientific research explicitly 
defines a research question. 

Questions 2 and 3.  Study population 

Did the authors describe the group of individuals from which the study participants were selected or recruited, 
using demographics, location, and time period?  If you were to conduct this study again, would you know who 
to recruit, from where, and from what time period?  Is the cohort population free of the outcome of interest at 
the time they were recruited? 

An example would be men over 40 years old with type 2 diabetes who began seeking medical care at Phoenix 
Good Samaritan Hospital between January 1, 1990 and December 31, 1994.  In this example, the population is 
clearly described as: (1) who (men over 40 years old with type 2 diabetes); (2) where (Phoenix Good Samaritan 
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Hospital); and (3) when (between January 1, 1990 and December 31, 1994).  Another example is women 
ages 34 to 59 in 1980 who were in the nursing profession and had no known coronary disease, stroke, cancer, 
hypercholesterolemia, or diabetes, and were recruited from the 11 most populous States, with contact 
information obtained from State nursing boards. 

In cohort studies, it is crucial that the population at baseline is free of the outcome of interest.  For example, the 
nurses’ population above would be an appropriate group in which to study incident coronary disease.  This 
information is usually found either in descriptions of population recruitment, definitions of variables, or 
inclusion/exclusion criteria. 

You may need to look at prior papers on methods in order to make the assessment for this question.  Those 
papers are usually in the reference list. 

If fewer than 50 percent of eligible persons participated in the study, then there is concern that the study 
population does not adequately represent the target population.  This increases the risk of bias. 

Question 4.  Groups recruited from the same population and uniform eligibility criteria 

Were the inclusion and exclusion criteria developed prior to recruitment or selection of the study population?  
Were the same underlying criteria used for all of the subjects involved?  This issue is related to the description 
of the study population, above, and you may find the information for both of these questions in the same section 
of the paper. 

Most cohort studies begin with the selection of the cohort; participants in this cohort are then measured or 
evaluated to determine their exposure status.  However, some cohort studies may recruit or select exposed 
participants in a different time or place than unexposed participants, especially retrospective cohort  
studies—which is when data are obtained from the past (retrospectively), but the analysis examines exposures 
prior to outcomes.  For example, one research question could be whether diabetic men with clinical depression 
are at higher risk for CVD than those without clinical depression.  So, diabetic men with depression might be 
selected from a mental health clinic, while diabetic men without depression might be selected from an internal 
medicine or endocrinology clinic.  This study recruits groups from different clinic populations, so this example 
would get a “no.” 

However, the women nurses described in the question above were selected based on the same I/E criteria, so that 
example would get a “yes.” 

Question 5.  Sample size justification 

Did the authors present their reasons for selecting or recruiting the number of individuals included or analyzed?  
Do they note or discuss the statistical power of the study?  This question is about whether or not the study had 
enough participants to detect an association if one truly existed. 

A paragraph in the methods section of the article may explain the sample size needed to detect a hypothesized 
difference in outcomes.  You may also find a discussion of power in the discussion section (such as the study 
had 85 percent power to detect a 20 percent increase in the rate of an outcome of interest, with a 2-sided alpha of 
0.05).  Sometimes estimates of variance and/or estimates of effect size are given, instead of sample size 
calculations.  In any of these cases, the answer would be “yes.” 

However, observational cohort studies often do not report anything about power or sample sizes because the 
analyses are exploratory in nature.  In this case, the answer would be “no.”  This is not a “fatal flaw.”  It simply 
may indicate that attention was not paid to whether the study was sufficiently sized to answer a prespecified 
question(i.e., it may have been an exploratory, hypothesis-generating study). 
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Question 6.  Exposure assessed prior to outcome measurement 

This question is important because, in order to determine whether an exposure causes an outcome, the exposure 
must come before the outcome. 

For some prospective cohort studies, the investigator enrolls the cohort and then determines the exposure status 
of various members of the cohort (large epidemiological studies like Framingham use this approach).  However, 
for other cohort studies, the cohort is selected based on its exposure status, as in the example above of depressed 
diabetic men (the exposure being depression).  Other examples include a cohort identified by its exposure to 
fluoridated drinking water and then compared to a cohort living in an area without fluoridated water, or a cohort 
of military personnel exposed to combat in the Gulf War compared to a cohort of military personnel not 
deployed in a combat zone. 

With either of these types of cohort studies, the cohort is followed forward in time (i.e., prospectively) to assess 
the outcomes that occurred in the exposed compared to nonexposed members of the cohort.  Therefore, you 
begin the study in the present by looking at groups that were exposed (or not) to some biological or behavioral 
factor, intervention, etc., and then you follow them forward in time to examine outcomes.  If a cohort study is 
conducted properly, the answer to this question should be “yes,” since the exposure status of members of the 
cohort was determined at the beginning of the study before the outcomes occurred. 

For retrospective cohort studies, the same principal applies.  The difference is that, rather than identifying a 
cohort in the present and following them forward in time, the investigators go back in time (i.e., retrospectively) 
and select a cohort based on their exposure status in the past and then follow them forward to assess the 
outcomes that occurred in the exposed and nonexposed cohort members.  Because in retrospective cohort studies 
the exposure and outcomes may have already occurred (it depends on how long they follow the cohort), it is 
important to make sure that the exposure preceded the outcome. 

Sometimes cross-sectional studies are conducted (or cross-sectional analyses of cohort-study data)where the 
exposures and outcomes are measured during the same timeframe.  As a result, cross-sectional analyses provide 
weaker evidence than regular cohort studies regarding a potential causal relationship between exposures and 
outcomes.  For cross-sectional analyses, the answer to Question 5 should be “no.” 

Question 7.  Sufficient timeframe to see an effect 

Did the study allow enough time for a sufficient number of outcomes to occur or be observed, or enough time for 
an exposure to have a biological effect on an outcome?  In the examples given above, if clinical depression has a 
biological effect on increasing risk for CVD such an effect may take years.  In the other example, if higher dietary 
sodium increases BP, a short timeframe may be sufficient to assess its association with BP, but a longer 
timeframe would be needed to examine its association with heart attacks. 

The issue of timeframe is important to enable meaningful analysis of the relationships between exposures and 
outcomes to be conducted.  This often requires at least several years, especially when looking at health 
outcomes, but it depends on the research question and outcomes being examined. 

Cross-sectional analyses allow no time to see an effect, since the exposures and outcomes are assessed at the 
same time, so those would get a “no” response. 

Question 8.  Different levels of the exposure of interest 

If the exposure can be defined as a range (examples: drug dosage, amount of physical activity, amount of sodium 
consumed), were multiple categories of that exposure assessed (for example, for drugs: not on the medication, on 
a low dose, medium dose, high dose; for dietary sodium, higher than average U.S. consumption, lower than 
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recommended consumption, between the two)?  Sometimes discrete categories of exposure are not used, but 
instead exposures are measured as continuous variables (for example, mg/day of dietary sodium or BP values). 

In any case, studying different levels of exposure (where possible) enables investigators to assess trends or 
dose-response relationships between exposures and outcomes; the higher the exposure, the greater the rate of the 
health outcome.  The presence of trends or dose-response relationships lends credibility to the hypothesis of 
causality between exposure and outcome. 

For some exposures, however, this question may not be applicable (e.g., the exposure may be a dichotomous 
variable like living in a rural setting versus an urban setting, or vaccinated/not vaccinated with a one-time 
vaccine).  If there are only two possible exposures (yes/no), then this question should be given an “NA,” and it 
should not count negatively towards the quality rating. 

Question 9.  Exposure measures and assessment 

Were the exposure measures defined in detail?  Were the tools or methods used to measure exposure accurate 
and reliable—for example, have they been validated or are they objective?  This issue is important as it 
influences confidence in the reported exposures.  When exposures are measured with less accuracy or validity, it 
is harder to see an association between exposure and outcome even if one exists.  Also as important is whether 
the exposures were assessed in the same manner within groups and between groups; if not, bias may result. 

For example, retrospective self-report of dietary salt intake is not as valid and reliable as prospectively using a 
standardized dietary log plus testing participants’ urine for sodium content.  Another example is measurement of 
BP, where there may be quite a difference between usual care—where clinicians measure BP however it is done 
is their practice setting (which can vary considerably)—and use of trained BP assessors using standardized 
equipment (e.g., the same BP device which has been tested and calibrated) and a standardized protocol (e.g., 
patient is seated for 5 minutes with feet flat on the floor, BP is taken twice in each arm, and all four 
measurements are averaged).  In each of these cases, the former would get a “no” and the latter a “yes.” 

Here is a final example that illustrates the point about why it is important to assess exposures consistently across 
all groups: If individuals with higher BP (exposed cohort) are seen by their providers more frequently than those 
without elevated BP (nonexposed group), it also increases the chances of detecting and documenting changes in 
health outcomes, including CVD-related events.  Therefore, it may lead to the conclusion that higher BP leads to 
more CVD events.  This may be true, but it could also be due to the fact that the subjects with higher BP were 
seen more often; thus more CVD-related events were detected and documented simply because they had more 
encounters with the health care system.  Thus, it could bias the results and lead to an erroneous conclusion. 

Question 10.  Repeated exposure assessment 

Was the exposure for each person measured more than once during the course of the study period?  Multiple 
measurements with the same result increase our confidence that the exposure status was correctly classified.  
Multiple measurements also enable investigators to look at changes in exposure over time (e.g., individuals who 
ate high dietary sodium throughout the followup period, compared to those who started out high then reduced 
their intake, compared to those who ate low sodium throughout).  Once again, this may not be applicable in all 
cases.  In many older studies, exposure was measured only at baseline.  However, multiple exposure 
measurements do result in a stronger study design. 

Question 11.  Outcome measures 

Were the outcomes defined in detail?  Were the tools or methods for measuring outcomes accurate and reliable?  
For example, have they been validated or are they objective?  This issue is important because it influences 
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confidence in the validity of study results.  Also important is whether the outcomes were assessed in the same 
manner within groups and between groups. 

An example of an outcome measure that is objective, accurate, and reliable is death—the outcome measured with 
more accuracy than any other.  But even with a measure as objective as death, there can be differences in the 
accuracy and reliability of how death was assessed by the investigators.  Did they base it on an autopsy report, 
death certificate, death registry, or report from a family member?  Another example is a study of whether dietary 
fat intake is related to blood cholesterol level (cholesterol level being the outcome), and the cholesterol level is 
measured from fasting blood samples that are all sent to the same laboratory.  These examples would get a “yes.”  
An example of a “no” would be self-report by subjects that they had a heart attack, or self-report of how much 
they weigh (if body weight is the outcome of interest). 

Similar to the example in Question 9, results may be biased if one group (e.g., individuals with high BP) is seen 
more frequently than another group (e.g., individuals with normal BP) because more frequent encounters with the 
health care system increases the chances of outcomes being detected and documented. 

Question 12.  Blinding of outcome assessors 

Blinding means that outcome assessors did not know whether the participant was exposed or unexposed.  It is 
also sometimes called “masking.”  The objective is to look for evidence in the article that the person(s) assessing 
the outcome(s) for the study (for example, examining medical records to determine the outcomes that occurred 
in the exposed and comparison groups) is masked to the exposure status of the participant.  Sometimes the 
person measuring the exposure is the same person conducting the outcome assessment.  In this case the outcome 
assessor would most likely not be blinded to exposure status because they also took measurements of exposures.  
If so, make a note of that in the comments section. 

As you assess this criterion, think about whether it is likely that the person(s) doing the outcome assessment 
would know (or be able to figure out) the exposure status of the study participants.  If the answer is “no,” then 
blinding is adequate.  An example of adequate blinding of the outcome assessors is to create a separate 
committee, whose members were not involved in the care of the patient and had no information about the study 
participants’ exposure status.  The committee would then be provided with copies of participants’ medical 
records, which would be stripped of any potential exposure information or personally identifiable information.  
The committee would then review the records for prespecified outcomes according to the study protocol.  If 
blinding was not possible, which is sometimes the case, mark “NA” and explain the potential for bias. 

Question 13.  Followup Rate 

Higher overall followup rates are always better than lower followup rates, even though higher rates are expected 
in shorter studies, and lower overall followup rates are often seen in studies of longer duration.  Usually an 
acceptable overall followup rate is considered 80 percent or more of participants whose exposures were 
measured at baseline.  However, this is just a general guideline.  For example, a 6-month cohort study 
examining the relationship between dietary sodium intake and BP level may have over 90 percent followup, but 
a 20-year cohort study examining effects of sodium intake on stroke may have only a 65 percent followup rate. 

Question 14.  Statistical analyses 

Were key potential confounding variables measured and adjusted for, such as by statistical adjustment for 
baseline differences?  Logistic regression or other regression methods are often used to account for the influence 
of variables not of interest. 

This is a key issue in cohort studies, because statistical analyses need to control for potential confounders, in 
contrast to a randomized controlled trial where the randomization process controls for potential confounders.  
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All key factors that may be associated both with the exposure of interest and the outcome—that are not of 
interest to the research question—should be controlled for in the analyses. 

For example, in a study of the relationship between cardiorespiratory fitness and CVD events (heart attacks and 
strokes), the study should control for age, BP, blood cholesterol, and body weight, because all of these factors 
are associated both with low fitness and with CVD events.  Well-done cohort studies control for multiple 
potential confounders. 

General guidance for determining the overall quality rating 

The questions on the form are designed to help you to focus on the key concepts for evaluating the internal 
validity of a study.  They are not intended to create a list that you simply tally up to arrive at a summary 
judgment of quality. 

Internal validity for cohort studies is the extent to which the results reported in the study can truly be attributed 
to the exposure being evaluated and not to flaws in the design or conduct of the study—in other words, the 
ability for the study to draw associative conclusions about the effects of the exposures being studied on 
outcomes.  Any such flaws can increase the risk of bias. 

Critical appraisal involves considering the risk for potential for selection bias, information bias, measurement 
bias, or confounding (the mixture of exposures that one cannot tease out from each other).  Examples of 
confounding include co-interventions, differences at baseline in patient characteristics, and other issues 
throughout the questions above.  High risk of bias translates to a rating of “poor” quality.  Low risk of bias 
translates to a rating of good quality.  (Thus, the greater the risk of bias, the lower the quality rating of the study.) 

In addition, the more attention in the study design to issues that can help determine whether there is a causal 
relationship between the exposure and outcome, the higher quality the study.  These include exposures occurring 
prior to outcomes, evaluation of a dose-response gradient, accuracy of measurement of both exposure and 
outcome, sufficient timeframe to see an effect, and appropriate control for confounding—all concepts reflected 
in the tool. 

Generally, when you evaluate a study you will not see a “fatal flaw,” but you will find some risk of bias.  By 
focusing on the concepts underlying the questions in the quality assessment tool, you should ask yourself about 
the potential for bias in the study you are critically appraising.  For any box where you check “no,” you should 
ask, “What is the potential risk of bias resulting from this flaw in study design or execution?”  That is, does this 
factor cause you to doubt the results that are reported in the study or doubt the ability of the study to accurately 
assess an association between exposure and outcome? 

The best approach is to think about the questions in the tool and how each one tells you something about the 
potential for bias in a study.  The more you familiarize yourself with the key concepts, the more comfortable 
you will be with critical appraisal.  Examples of studies rated good, fair, and poor are useful, but each study 
must be assessed on its own based on the details that are reported and consideration of the concepts for 
minimizing bias. 

xii. Quality Assessment Tool for Case-Control Studies 

The quality assessment tool for case-control studies is included in table A–4.  The guidance document for that 
tool is also included in table A–4.  This tool was developed by the methodology team and NHLBI based in part 
on criteria from AHRQ’s Evidence-based Practice Centers, consultation with epidemiologists, and other factors. 
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This tool includes 12 items for assessment of study quality.  They include clarity of the research objective or 
research question; definition, selection, composition, and participation of the study population; definition and 
assessment of case or control status; exposure and outcome variables; use of concurrent controls; confirmation 
that the exposure occurred before the outcome; statistical power; and other factors. 

Table A–4.  Quality Assessment Tool for Case-Control Studies 

Criteria Yes No 
Other 

(CD, NR, NA) 

1. Was the research question or objective in this study clearly stated and appropriate?       

2. Was the study population clearly specified and defined?       

3. Was an appropriate target population clearly defined per the research question? Did 
the cases adequately represent the cases that arose in the target population? 

   

4. Did the authors include a sample size justification?       

5. Were controls selected or recruited from the same or similar population that gave rise 
to the cases (including the same time frame)? 

      

6. Were the definitions, inclusion and exclusion criteria, algorithms, or processes used 
to identify or select cases and controls valid, reliable, and implemented consistently 
across all study participants?  

      

7. Were the cases clearly defined and differentiated from controls?        

8. If not all eligible cases and/or controls (e.g., fewer than 100 percent) were selected 
for the study, were the cases and/or controls randomly selected from those that were 
eligible? 

      

9. Was there use of concurrent controls?       

10. Were the investigators able to confirm that the exposure/risk occurred prior to the 
development of the condition or event that defined a participant as a case? 

      

11. Were the measures of exposure/risk clearly defined, valid, reliable, and implemented 
consistently (including the same time period) across all study participants? 

      

12. Were the assessors of exposure/risk blinded to the case or control status of 
participants? 

      

13. Were key potential confounding variables measured and adjusted statistically in the 
analyses? If matching was used, did the investigators account for matching during 
study analysis?  

      

 
 

Quality Rating (Good, Fair, or Poor): 

Reviewer #1 initials: 

Reviewer #2 initials: 

Comments: 

Note: CD = cannot determine; NR = not reported; NA = not applicable 
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xiii. Guidance for Assessing the Quality of Case-Control Studies 

The guidance document below is organized by question number from the tool for quality assessment of 
case-control studies. 

Question 1.  Research question 

Did the authors describe their goal in conducting this research?  Is it easy to understand what they were looking 
to find?  This issue is important for any scientific paper of any type.  Higher quality scientific research explicitly 
defines a research question. 

Question 2.  Study population 

Did the authors describe the group of individuals from which the cases and controls were selected or recruited, 
using demographics, location, and time period?  If you were to conduct this study again, would you know 
exactly who to recruit, from where, and from what time period? 

Case-control study populations are determined by the location, time period, and inclusion criteria for cases 
(individuals with the disease or problem) and controls (individuals without the disease or health problem).  An 
example population for a study of lung cancer and chemical exposure would be all incident cases of lung cancer 
diagnosed in patients ages 35 to 79 years from January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2007, in 6 regions of northern 
France, as well as lung cancer-free controls recruited from the same population during that time.  The population is 
clearly described as: (1) who (men and women ages 35 to 79 with (cases) and without (controls) incident lung 
cancer); (2) where (6 regions of northern France); and (3) when (between January 1, 2003 and December 31, 2007). 

Other studies may use disease registries or data from cohort studies to identify cases, in which case the 
populations are individuals in the area covered by the disease registry or included in a cohort study (i.e., nested 
case-control or case-cohort).  For example, a study of the relationship between vitamin D intake and MI might 
use patients identified via the GRACE registry, a database of heart attack patients. 

You may need to look at prior papers on methods in order to make this assessment.  Those papers are usually in 
the reference list. 

Question 3.  Target population and case representation 

IN order for a study to truly address the research question, the target population—the population from which the 
study population is drawn, and to which study results are believed to apply—should be carefully defined.  Some 
authors may compare characteristics of the study cases to characteristics of cases in the target population, either 
in text or in a table.  When study cases are shown to be representative of cases in the appropriate target 
population, it increases the likelihood that the study was well-designed per the research question. 

However, because these statistics are frequently difficult or impossible to measure, publications should not be 
penalized if case representation is not shown.  For most papers, the response to question 3 will be “NR.”  These 
subquestions are combined because the answer to the second subquestion—case representation—determines the 
response to this item.  However, it cannot be determined without considering the response to the first 
subquestion.  For example, if the answer to the first subquestion is “yes,” and the second, “CD,” then the 
response for item 3 is “CD.” 

Question 4.  Sample size justification 

Did the authors discuss their reasons for selecting or recruiting the number of participants included?  Do they 
discuss the statistical power of the study?  This question concerns whether or not the study was sufficiently sized 
to see an association if one exists. 
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Generally, a paragraph in the methods section of the article will explain sample size needed to detect differences 
in exposures.  However, you may also find a discussion of power in the discussion section. 

Question 5.  Groups recruited from the same population 

In order to determine whether cases and controls were recruited from the same population, one can ask 
hypothetically, “If a control was to develop the outcome of interest (the condition that was used to select cases), 
would that person have been eligible to become a case?”  Case-control studies begin with the selection of the 
cases (those with the outcome of interest) and controls (those in whom the outcome is absent).  Cases and 
controls are then evaluated and categorized by their exposure status.  For the lung cancer example, cases and 
controls are recruited from hospitals in a given region.  It may be reasonable to assume that controls in the 
catchment area for the hospitals, or those already in the hospitals for a different reason, would attend those 
hospitals if they became a case; therefore, the controls are drawn from the same population as the cases.  If 
controls are recruited or selected from a different region or time period, then the cases and controls are recruited 
from different populations. 

Another example: Eligible cases may be men and women between the ages of 18 and 39 who were diagnosed 
with atherosclerosis at hospitals in Perth, Australia between July 1, 2000 and December 31, 2007.  Appropriate 
controls for these cases might be sampled using voter registration information for men and women ages 18 to 39 
living in Perth (population-based controls); they could also be sampled from patients without atherosclerosis at 
the same hospitals (hospital-based controls).  As long as the controls are individuals that would have been 
eligible to be included in the study as cases (if they had been diagnosed with atherosclerosis), then the controls 
are considered to be selected appropriately from the same source population as cases. 

In a prospective case-control study, participants are enrolled as cases at the time they are found to have the 
outcome of interest; the number of cases usually increases as time progresses.  In this type of study, controls 
may be recruited or selected from the population without the outcome of interest at the time the case is 
diagnosed.  Cases may be identified or recruited through a surveillance system, with controls selected from the 
population covered by that surveillance system; this would be an example of population-based controls.  
Controls may also be sampled from a cohort study population, in which cases should be the cases that are 
identified in that cohort study population, and controls should be selected from outcome-free individuals in the 
same cohort study.  This is known as a nested case-control study. 

Question 6.  Inclusion and exclusion criteria prespecified and applied uniformly 

Were the inclusion and exclusion criteria developed prior to recruitment or selection of the study population?  
Were the same underlying criteria used for all of the groups involved?  The same selection criteria should be 
used except, of course, for whether or not they had the disease/condition, which by definition would be different 
for cases and controls.  Often, therefore, the same age (or age range), gender, race, etc., is used to select cases 
and controls.  This issue is related to the description of the study population, above, and you may find the 
information for both of these questions in the same section of the paper. 

Question 7.  Case and control definitions 

Was a specific description of “case” and “control” provided?  Is there a discussion of the validity of the case and 
control definitions and the processes or tools used to identify study participants as such?  Were the tools or 
methods accurate, reliable, and objective?  For example, cases might be identified as “adult patients admitted to 
a VA hospital from January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2009, with an ICD–9 discharge diagnosis code of AMI and 
at least one of the following confirmatory findings in their medical records:  at least 2mm of ST elevation 
changes in 2 or more ECG leads, an elevated troponin level.”  Investigators might also use ICD–9 or CPT codes 
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to identify patients.  All cases should be identified using the same methods.  Study results cannot be used to 
draw valid conclusions unless the distinction between cases and controls is accurate and reliable. 

Question 8.  Random selection of study participants 

If a case-control study did not use 100 percent of eligible cases and controls (e.g., not all disease-free 
participants were included as controls), did the authors indicate that random sampling was used to select 
controls?  When it is possible to identify the source population fairly explicitly (e.g., in a nested case-control 
study, or in a registry-based study), then random sampling of controls is preferred.  If consecutive sampling was 
used, as frequently occurs for cases in prospective studies, then study participants were not randomly selected, 
so the answer would be “no.”  This would not be considered a fatal flaw. 

If all eligible cases and controls were included as study participants, then mark “NA.” 

Question 9.  Concurrent controls 

A concurrent control is a control selected at the time another person became a case, usually on the same day.  
This means that one or more controls are recruited or selected from the population without the outcome of 
interest at the time a case is diagnosed.  This can be done in both prospective case-control studies and 
retrospective case-control studies.  For example (assuming our study of adenocarcinoma of the colon was 
performed retrospectively using data from hospital records), if hospital records indicate that Person A was 
diagnosed with adenocarcinoma of the colon on June 22, 2002, then one or more controls would be selected 
from the population of patients without adenocarcinoma of the colon on June 22, 2002.  One might also imagine 
this study to have been performed using patient records from a cohort study instead of from a hospital database, 
in which case it would be a nested case-control study. 

The use of concurrent controls can be done in the presence or absence of matching, and vice versa.  Just because 
a study incorporates matching does not mean that concurrent controls were used. 

Question 10.  Exposure assessed prior to outcome measurement 

Because case or control status is determined first (based on presence or absence of outcome of interest), and 
then exposure history of the case or control is assessed, it is important to make sure that the exposure preceded 
the outcome.  For example, if tissue samples were used to determine exposure, were the tissue samples collected 
from patients prior to their diagnosis?  If hospital records were used, did investigators verify that the date that a 
patient was exposed (e.g., received medication for atherosclerosis) occurred prior to the date that a person 
became a case (e.g., was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes)?  In order for an association between an exposure and 
an outcome to be considered causal, the exposure must occur prior to the outcome. 

Question 11.  Exposure measures and assessment 

Were the exposure measures defined in detail?  Were the tools or methods used to measure exposure accurate 
and reliable?  For example, have they been validated, or are they objective?  This is important as it influences 
confidence in the reported exposures.  As important is whether the exposures were assessed in the same manner 
within groups and between groups. 

For example, retrospective self-report of dietary salt intake is not as valid and reliable as prospectively using a 
standardized dietary log plus testing participants’ urine for sodium content.  Another example is measurement of 
BP in a study assessing BP as an exposure potentially affecting a particular outcome.  There may be quite a 
difference in BP measurements between usual care—where clinicians measure BP however it is done is their 
practice setting—and use of trained BP assessors using standardized equipment (e.g., the same BP device which 
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has been tested and calibrated) and a standardized protocol (e.g., patient is seated for 5 minutes with feet flat on 
the floor, BP is taken twice in each arm, and all four measurements are averaged). 

Question 12.  Blinding of exposure assessors 

Blinding means that persons assessing the exposure status of study participants did not know whether the 
participant was a case or control.  It is also sometimes called “masking.”  The objective is to look for evidence 
in the article that the person assessing the exposure(s) (for example, examining medical records to determine the 
exposures that occurred in the cases and controls) is masked to the case/control status of the participant.  
Sometimes the person measuring the exposure is the same person conducting case ascertainment.  If so, make a 
note of that in the comments section. 

One way to ensure good blinding of exposure assessment is to have a separate committee, whose members have 
no information about the study participants’ status as cases or controls.  As you assess this criterion, think about 
whether it is likely that the person doing the exposure assessment would know whether the study participant was 
a case or control.  If the answer is “no,” then the blinding should be adequate.  For example, if the investigators 
were using medical records to assess exposure, you would want them to: (1) Not be directly involved in the care 
of the study subjects, since they would probably have knowledge of the conditions of their patients; and (2) If 
the medical record contained information on the patient’s condition that identified him/ or her as a case (which 
is likely), that information would have to be removed before the exposure assessors reviewed the records. 

If blinding was not possible, which is sometimes the case, mark “NA” and explain the potential for bias. 

Question 13.  Statistical analysis 

Were key potential confounding variables measured and adjusted for, such as by statistical adjustment for 
baseline differences?  Logistic regression or other regression methods are often used to account for the influence 
of variables not of interest. 

This is a key issue in case-control studies, because the statistical analyses need to control for potential 
confounders, in contrast to a randomized controlled trial where the randomization process controls for potential 
confounders.  All key factors that may be associated both with the exposure of interest and the outcome should 
be controlled for in the analyses.  For example, in a study of the relationship between smoking and CVD events 
(heart attacks and strokes), the investigators need to control for age, gender, and body weight, because those are 
all associated both with smoking and with CVD events.  Well-done case-control studies control for multiple 
potential confounders. 

Matching is a technique used in an effort to improve study efficiency and control for known confounders.  For 
example, in the study of smoking and CVD events, one might identify cases that have had a heart attack or 
stroke and then select controls of similar age, gender, and body weight to the cases.  For case-control studies, it 
is important that if matching was performed during the selection or recruitment process, the variables used as 
matching criteria (e.g., age, gender, race) should be controlled for in the analysis. 

General guidance for determining the overall quality rating 

The questions on the form are designed to help you to focus on the key concepts for evaluating the internal 
validity of a study.  They are not intended to create a list that you simply tally up to arrive at a summary 
judgment of quality. 

Internal validity for case-control studies is the extent to which the associations between disease and exposure 
reported in the study can truly be attributed to the exposure being evaluated and not to flaws in the design or 
conduct of the study.  In other words, what is the ability of the study to draw associative conclusions about the 
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effects of the exposures being studied on outcomes?  Any such flaws can increase the risk of bias.  Critical 
appraisal involves considering the risk for potential for selection bias, information bias, measurement bias, or 
confounding (the mixture of exposures that one cannot tease out from each other.  Examples of confounding 
include co-interventions, differences at baseline in patient characteristics, and other issues throughout the 
questions above.  High risk of bias translates to a rating of poor quality; low risk of bias translates to a rating of 
good quality.  Thus, the greater the risk of bias, the lower the quality rating of the study. 

If a study has a “fatal flaw,” then risk of bias is significant and the study is deemed to be of poor quality.  An 
example of a fatal flaw in case-control studies is a lack of a consistent standard process to identify cases and 
controls. 

Generally, when you evaluate a study you will not see a “fatal flaw,” but you will find some risk of bias.  By 
focusing on the concepts underlying the questions in the quality assessment tool, you should ask yourself about 
the potential for bias in the study you are critically appraising.  For any box where you check “no” you should 
ask, “What is the potential risk of bias resulting from this flaw in study design or execution?”  That is, does this 
factor cause you to doubt the results that are reported in the study? 

The best approach is to think about the questions in the tool and how each one tells you something about the 
potential for bias in a study.  Specific rules are not useful, as each study has nuances that are a bit different.  The 
more you familiarize yourself with the key concepts, the more comfortable you will be with critical appraisal.  
Examples of studies rated good, fair, and poor are useful, but each study must be assessed on its own based on 
the details that are reported and consideration of the concepts for minimizing bias. 

xiv. Description of Data Abstraction and Review Process 

Articles rated “good” or “fair” during the quality rating process were abstracted into the VCW using a 
Web-based data entry form.  Requirements for abstraction were specified in an evidence table template that was 
developed by the methodologist for each CQ.  The evidence table template included data elements relevant to 
the CQ, such as study characteristics, interventions, population demographics, and outcomes. 

The abstractor carefully read the article and entered the required information into the Web-based tool.  Once 
abstraction was complete, an independent quality control review was conducted.  During this review, data were 
checked for accuracy, completeness, and the use of standard formatting. 

xv. Development of Evidence Tables and Summary Tables 

a. Evidence Tables 

For each CQ, methodologists worked with the expert panel or work group members to identify the key data 
elements needed to answer the question.  Using the PICOTSS criteria as the foundation, expert panel or work 
group members determined what information was needed from each study to be able to understand the design, 
sample, and baseline characteristics in order to interpret the outcomes of interest.  A template for a standard 
evidence table was created and then populated with data from several example studies for review by the expert 
panel or work group to ensure that all of the appropriate study characteristics were being considered.  Once a 
final template was agreed upon, evidence tables were generated by pulling the appropriate data elements from 
the master abstraction database for those studies that met the inclusion criteria for the CQ. 

Only studies rated “good” and “fair” were included in the evidence tables. 
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Templates varied by each individual CQ but generally provided the following information: 

 Study characteristics: Author, year, study name, country and setting, funding, study design, research 
objective, year study began, overall study N, quality rating 

 Criteria and end points: I/E criteria, primary outcome, secondary outcome, composite outcomes 

 Study design details: Treatment groups, descriptions of interventions, duration of treatment, duration of 
followup, run-in, wash-out, intervention N 

 Baseline population characteristics: Demographics, biomarkers, other measures relevant to the outcomes 

 Results: Outcomes of interest for the CQ with between-group p values or confidence intervals for risk 
ratios, adverse events, attrition, and adherence 

Studies are presented in alphabetical order by the study name (if none, the first author’s last name was used).  
Some expert panels combined all of the articles for a study and presented it as a single entry, but for those that 
did not, the articles were presented in chronological order within the group for the same study. 

b. Summary Tables 

To enable a more targeted focus on the specific aspects of a CQ, methodologists developed summary tables, or 
abbreviated evidence tables, in concert with the expert panels or work groups.  A summary table might be 
designed to address a general population or a specific subpopulation, such as individuals with diabetes, women, 
or the elderly, but it presents only concise data elements.  All of the available data in the evidence tables were 
reviewed to determine a consistent format to present the specific outcome of interest.  For example, some 
lifestyle interventions have lengthy descriptions in the evidence tables, but only the key features would be 
concisely stated in the summary tables.  Within an outcome, the time periods were clearly identified and the 
order of the different measures was consistently applied.  For example, weight loss was always listed in order of 
percentage change, followed by kilogram change, and lastly by number of subjects losing a certain percent of 
their body weight.  Templates varied by each aspect of the CQ being addressed but generally provide the 
following information: 

 Study characteristics: Study name, author/year, design, overall study N, quality rating 

 Sample characteristics: Relevant inclusion criteria 

 Study design details: Intervention doses and duration 

 Results: Change in outcomes by time periods, attrition, and adherence 

Each expert panel or work group determined its own ordering of studies to present the evidence within each 
summary table.  For some, trials were listed in chronological order; for others it was by the type or 
characteristics of the intervention. 

xvi. Development of Evidence Statement sand Expert Panel Voting 

Using the summary tables (and evidence tables as needed), evidence statements were collaboratively written by 
expert panel members with input from methodology staff and oversight of the process by NHLBI staff.  
Evidence statements aimed to summarize key messages from the evidence that could be provided to primary 
care providers and other stakeholders.  In some cases, the evidence was too limited or inconclusive, so no 
evidence statement was developed, or a statement of insufficient evidence was made. 

Methodology staff provided the expert panels with overarching guidance on how to grade the level of evidence 
(i.e., high, moderate, low), and the expert panels used this guidance to grade each evidence statement.  This 
guidance is documented in the following section. 
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Expert panel members who have relationships with industry or other possible conflicts of interest were allowed 
to participate in discussions leading up to voting as long as they declared their relationships, but they recused 
themselves from voting on any issue relating to their relationships with industry or potential conflicts of interest.  
Voting occurred by the panel or work group chair asking each member to signify his or her vote.  Beginning in 
September 2011, the GEC set up its own approach to manage relationships with industry and other potential 
conflicts of interest (see http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/cvd_adult/coi-rwi_policy.htm.) NHLBI project 
staff and contractors did not vote. 

xvii. Description of Methods for Grading the Body of Evidence 

The NHBLI Adult Cardiovascular Disease project team applied related but distinct processes for grading the 
bodies of evidence for CQs, and for bodies of evidence for different outcomes included within CQs.  Each of 
these processes is described in turn below. 

In developing the system for grading the body of evidence, NHLBI reviewed a number of systems, including 
GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation), USPSTF, AHRQ 
Evidence-based Practice Centers, American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA), 
American Academy of Pediatrics, Strength of Recommendation Taxonomy, Canadian Task Force on Preventive 
Health Care, Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network, and Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine in Oxford.  In 
particular, GRADE, USPSTF, and ACC/AHA were considered at length.  However, none of those systems fully 
met the needs of NHLBI’s project.  NHLBI therefore developed its own hybrid version that incorporated features 
of those systems.  The resulting system was strongly supported by expert panel and work group members.  In 
using the system, decisions about evidence rating were made by the expert panel and work group members and 
the methodology team working collaboratively to apply the system and guidance in a thoughtful manner. 

Two approaches were used for summarizing the body of evidence for each CQ.  The first process was to conduct 
a de novo literature search and literature review for all of the individual studies that met a CQ’s I/E criteria.  
This approach was used for most of the CQs.  The second process, developed in response to resource limitations 
for the overall project, was to focus the literature search on existing systematic reviews and meta-analyses, that 
themselves summarized a broad range of the scientific literature.  This was used for several CQs across expert 
panels and work groups.  Additional information on the use of systematic reviews and meta-analyses is provided 
in the following section. 

Once the expert panel and work group members reached consensus on the wording of the evidence statement, 
the next step was to assign a grade to the strength of the body of evidence to provide guidance to primary care 
providers and other stakeholders on how much support the evidence provided for the evidence statement.  Three 
options were identified for grades for the strength of evidence: high, moderate, or low. 

The table below describes the types of evidence that were used to grade the strength of evidence as high, 
moderate, or low by the expert panel and work group members, with assistance from methodologists. 
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Table A–5.  Evidence Quality Grading System 

Type of Evidence 
Strength of  

Evidence Grade 

■ Well-designed, well-executed RCTs that adequately represent populations to which the 
results are applied and directly assess effects on health outcomes. 

■ Meta-analyses of such studies. 
■ High confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. Further research is unlikely to 

change the high confidence in the estimate of effect. 

High 

■ RCTs with minor limitations that affect confidence in, or applicability of, the results; 
including minor flaws in design or execution. 

■ Well-designed, well-executed nonrandomized controlled studies and well-designed, 
well-executed observational studies. 

■ Meta-analyses of such studies. 
■ Moderate confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. Further research may 

change the moderate confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate. 

Moderate 

■ RCTs with major limitations. 
■ Nonrandomized intervention studies and observational studies with major limitations 

affecting confidence in, or applicability of, the results. 
■ Uncontrolled clinical observations without an appropriate comparison group (e.g., case 

series, case reports). 
■ Physiological studies in humans. 
■ Meta-analyses of such studies. 
■ Low confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. Further research is likely to 

change the low confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate. 

Low 

The strength of the body of evidence represents the degree of certainty, based on the overall body of evidence, 
that an effect or association is correct.  It is important to assess the strength of the evidence as objectively as 
possible.  For rating the overall strength of evidence, the entire body of evidence for a particular summary table 
and its associated evidence statement was used. 

Methodologists provided guidance to the expert panels and work groups on assessing the body of evidence for 
each outcome or summary table of interest using four domains: (1) risk of bias, (2) consistency, (3) directness, 
and (4) precision.  Each domain was assessed and discussed, and the aggregate assessment was used to increase 
or decrease the strength of the evidence, as determined by NHLBI’s Evidence Quality Grading System shown 
above.  The four domains are explained in more detail below. 

a. Risk of Bias 

Risk of bias refers to the likelihood that the body of included studies for a given question or outcome is biased 
due to flaws in the design or conduct of the studies.  Risk of bias and internal validity are similar concepts that 
are inversely correlated.  A study with a low risk of bias has high internal validity and is more likely to provide 
correct results than one with high risk of bias and low internal validity.  At the individual study level, risk of 
bias is determined by rating the quality of each individual study using standard rating instruments, such as 
NHLBI’s study quality rating tools presented and discussed in the previous section of this report.  Overall risk of 
bias for the body of evidence regarding a particular question, summary table, or outcome is then assessed by the 
aggregate quality of studies available for that particular question or outcome.  Expert panel and work group 
members reviewed the individual study quality ratings with methodologists to determine the aggregate quality of 
the studies available for a particular question, summary table, or outcome.  If the risk of bias was low, then it 
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increased the strength of evidence rating for the strength of the overall body of evidence.  If the risk of bias was 
high, then it decreased the strength of evidence rating. 

b. Consistency 

Consistency is the degree to which reported effect sizes are similar across the included studies for a particular 
question or outcome.  Consistency enhances the overall strength of evidence and is assessed through effect sizes 
being in the same direction (i.e., multiple studies demonstrate an improvement in a particular outcome) and the 
range of effect sizes across studies being narrow.  Inconsistent evidence is reflected in (1) effect sizes that are in 
different directions, (2) a broad range of effect sizes, (3) non-overlapping confidence intervals, or 
(4) unexplained clinical or statistical heterogeneity.  Studies included for a particular question or outcome can 
have effect sizes that are consistent, inconsistent, or unknown (or not applicable).  The latter occurs in situations 
where only a single study is available.  For NHLBI’s project, consistent with the approach of AHRQ’s 
Evidence-Based Practice Centers, evidence from a single study generally was considered insufficient for a high 
strength of evidence rating because a single trial, no matter how large or well designed, may not provide 
definitive evidence of a particular effect until confirmed by another trial.  However, a very large, multicentered, 
well-designed, well-executed RCT that performs well in the other domains could in some circumstances be 
considered high-quality evidence after thoughtful consideration. 

c. Directness 

Directness has two aspects: the direct line of causality and the degree to which findings can be extended from a 
specific population to a more general population.  The first defines directness as whether the evidence being 
assessed reflects a single direct link between the intervention (or service, approach, or exposure) of interest and 
the ultimate health outcome under consideration.  Indirect evidence relies on intermediate or surrogate outcomes 
that serve as links along a causal pathway.  Evidence that an intervention results in changes in important health 
outcomes (e.g., mortality, morbidity) increases the strength of the evidence.  Evidence that an intervention 
results in changes limited to intermediate or surrogate outcomes (e.g., a blood measurement) decreases the 
strength of the evidence.  However, the importance of each link in the chain should be considered, including 
existing evidence that a change in an intermediate outcome affects important health outcomes. 

Another example of directness involves whether the bodies of evidence used to compare interventions are the 
same.  For example, if Drug A is compared to placebo in one study and Drug B is compared to placebo in 
another study, using those two studies to compare Drug A with Drug B yields indirect evidence and provides a 
lower strength of the evidence than direct head-to-head studies of Drug A versus Drug B. 

The second aspect of directness refers to the degree to which participants or interventions in the study are 
different from those to whom the study results are being applied.  This concept is referred to as applicability.  
If the population or interventions are similar, then the evidence is direct and strengthened.  If they are different, 
then the evidence is indirect and weakened. 

d. Precision 

Precision is the degree of certainty about an estimate of effect for a specific outcome of interest.  Indicators of 
precision are statistical significance and confidence intervals.  Precise estimates enable firm conclusions to be 
drawn about an intervention’s effect relative to another intervention or control.  An imprecise estimate is where 
the confidence interval is so wide that the superiority or inferiority of an intervention cannot be determined.  
Precision is related to the statistical power of the study.  An outcome that was not the primary outcome or not 
prespecified will generally be less precise than the primary outcome of a study.  In a meta-analysis, precision is 
reflected by the confidence interval around the summary effect size.  For systematic reviews, which include 
multiple studies but no quantitative summary estimate, the quantitative information from each study should be 
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considered in determining the overall precision of the body of included studies because some studies may be 
more precise than others.  Determining precision across many studies without conducting a formal meta-analysis 
is challenging and requires judgment.  A more precise body of evidence increases the strength of evidence, and 
less precision reduces the strength of a body of evidence. 

Following discussion of the four criteria for the strength of evidence grading options, the expert panels and work 
groups also considered other factors in some cases.  For example, the objectivity of an outcome measure can be 
an issue in some cases.  Total mortality is a very objective measure because it is usually recorded accurately.  
Determination of angina is less objective and may be considered to result is lower strength of evidence.  
Similarly, urinary sodium excretion is a more objective measure than is dietary sodium intake reported by study 
subjects through recall.  Another example is measured height and weight used to calculate a study subject’s BMI 
versus self-reported weight and height, which provide less reliable data. 

Following the conclusion of review and discussion of this range of factors, the expert panel or work group 
members voted on the final grade for the strength of evidence for each evidence statement.  Methodologists 
provided analysis and recommendations regarding strength of evidence grading, but did not participate in the 
voting process.  A simple majority vote was sufficient to identify the strength of evidence grade, although in 
most cases the expert panels and work groups discussed the results if there were dissenting opinions until 
consensus or large majorities were achieved for the votes on the strength of evidence. 

xviii. Policy and Procedures for the Use of Existing Systematic Reviews and  
Meta-Analyses 

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are routinely used in evidence reviews, and well-conducted systematic 
reviews or meta-analyses of RCTs are generally considered to be among the highest forms of evidence.  As a 
result, systematic reviews and meta-analyses could be used to inform guideline development in the NHLBI 
CVD adult systematic review project if certain criteria were met.  Guidance on using existing systematic 
reviews has been published by AHRQ as a chapter of the Methods Guide for Effectiveness and Comparative 
Effectiveness Reviews and helped to inform the development of the NHLBI criteria.83 

To use existing systematic reviews or meta-analyses to inform NHLBI’s guideline recommendations, the project 
needed to identify: (1) those relevant to the topic of interest, (2) those where the risk of bias was low, and 
(3) those that were recent.  Examining the research question and component studies in the systematic reviews 
and meta-analyses as they related to the NHLBI CQs addressed the first issue; using a quality assessment tool 
addressed the second; and examining publication dates addressed the third. 

In general, for this project: 

 Eligibility of systematic reviews and meta-analyses was determined by the methodologists, consulting with 
expert panels and workgroups as needed. 

 Data were not abstracted from systematic reviews and meta-analyses, so they were not included in evidence 
tables.  However, if a systematic review or meta-analysis was used to make a recommendation, a summary 
of the evidence was provided in the text, information from the systematic review or meta-analysis was 
included in a summary table or appendix, and the citation was included in the reference list. 

 Systematic reviews and or meta-analyses were rated using the quality assessment tool for this project.  
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses were used to develop recommendations if they were rated “good” or 
“fair” or were comprehensive reviews commissioned by the Federal Government.  Systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses rated as “poor” were used only when there were no eligible “good” or “fair” publications; this 
occurred for the Obesity Expert Panel’s CQ2. 
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If an existing systematic review or meta-analysis was used to develop recommendations: 

 Multiple eligible systematic reviews and meta-analyses addressing the same topic were identified through a 
systematic search to minimize bias.  The systematic reviews and meta-analyses used were summarized in 
text, a table, or an appendix. 

 Rating the body of evidence followed the same system used for the de novo systematic reviews conducted 
for this project and resulted in a high (systematic reviews/meta-analyses rated “good” only), moderate, or 
low rating based on number, type, and quality of the studies in the systematic review or meta-analysis. 

Three criteria were used to determine when systematic reviews or meta-analyses could be used.  They are 
described in Situations 1–3 below. 

SITUATION #1—When a systematic review or meta-analysis addressed a topic relevant to NHLBI’s 
CVD guidelines that was not covered by an existing CQ (e.g., effects of physical activity on 
CVD risk): 

 In order for a systematic review or meta-analysis to be examined for relevance to the topic of interest, the 
topic needed to be prespecified in the form of a CQ using the PICOTSS structure.  If only portion(s) of a 
systematic review were relevant, those relevant portions that were reported separately could be used.  
Systematic reviews or meta-analyses could be used if they were recent, (i.e., published within 3 years of the 
end date of NHLBI’s systematic review publication window of December 31, 2009) or identified by the 
expert panel or work group if published after the end date of the project literature search and before the 
expert panel began deliberations on the evidence.  If the end date of the systematic review or meta-analysis 
literature search was before December 31, 2009, expert panels or work groups had the option of conducting 
a bridging literature search through December 31, 2009, if the members believed it was necessary because 
relevant studies were published after the end date.  In this situation, the bridging literature search could 
cover only the time period up to 1 year before the literature search cut-off date of the systematic review or 
meta-analysis and extend to no later than December 31, 2009. 

SITUATION #2—If the NHLBI literature review identified an existing systematic review or 
meta-analysis that could possibly replace NHLBI’s review of a CQ or subquestion: 

 The systematic review or meta-analysis was examined for consistency between the studies included in the 
systematic review and meta-analysis and the CQI/E criteria.  Component studies had to meet the I/E criteria.  
However, smaller sample sizes were allowed, as were studies published before the beginning of the project’s 
search date window, as long as a truly systematic approach was used. 

 Systematic reviews or meta-analyses could be used if they were recent (i.e., published within 3 years of the 
end date of the NHLBI systematic review publication window) or identified by the expert panel or work 
group if published after the end date of the project literature search and before the panel began deliberations 
on recommendations.  If the end date of the systematic review or meta-analysis literature search was before 
December 31, 2009, expert panels or work groups could conduct a bridging literature search through 
December 31, 2009, if the expert panel or work group members believed it was necessary because relevant 
studies were published after the end date.  In this situation, the bridging literature search could cover the 
time period only up to 1 year before the literature search cut-off date of the systematic review or meta-
analysis and extend to no later than December 31, 2009. 
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SITUATION #3—If the NHLBI literature review identified an existing systematic review or 
meta-analysis that addressed the same or a similar CQ or subquestion as one undergoing NHLBI 
review: 

 Systematic review or meta-analysis component articles that met all the I/E criteria for the CQ but were not 
identified in NHLBI’s literature search could be added to the included studies in NHLBI’s review and 
treated the same way (i.e., abstracted, quality rated, and added to evidence and summary tables). 
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Appendix B. Question-Specific Methods 

i. Search Strategy: Risk Assessment Critical Question 1 

What is the evidence regarding reclassification or contribution to risk assessment when high-sensitivity 
C-reactive protein, apolipoprotein B, glomerular filtration rate, microalbuminuria, family history, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, ankle-brachial index, coronary artery calcium score, or carotid intima-media thickness 
are considered in addition to the variables that are in the traditional risk scores? 

a. Study Type Query 

Study types eligible for this question: Published studies, research letters, and brief research communications 
where sufficient data on the population, intervention, and results are presented and adequate information is 
available for quality assessment. 

 {RCT} OR {Systematic Review} OR (subject=(“Cohort Studies” OR “Longitudinal Studies” OR “Follow 
Up Studies” OR “Prospective Studies” OR “Retrospective Studies” OR “Multivariate Analysis” OR 
“Prognosis” OR “Epidemiologic Methods” OR “Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic”) OR 
qualifier,subject,abstract,title=(epidemiol? or etiology) or prospective cohort stud? or retrospective cohort 
stud? ) 

b. Boolean Search 

 ( 

 publicationYear>1997 and language=eng and {Cardiovascular Diseases} 

 AND (predict? or estimat? or title,abstract,subject=prognosis or (association %3 risk factors %3 
(cardiovascular disease? or CVD)) ) 

 AND subject,title,abstract=risk 

 AND (subject,title,abstract=(“Risk Assessment” OR “Actuarial Analysis” OR “Life Tables” OR “Quality 
Adjusted Life Years” OR “Analysis of Variance” OR “Multivariate Analysis” OR “Bayes Theorem” OR 
“Markov Chains” OR “Regression Analysis” OR “Stochastic Processes” OR “Models Statistical” OR 
“Likelihood Functions” OR “Linear Models” OR “Logistic Models” OR “Proportional Hazards Models” 
OR “Multilevel Analysis”) or (lifetime %3 risk) or subject,abstract,title=“life expectancy” or risk score or 
risk estimation or ((risk or CHD or CVD or coronary or cardiovascular) %2 predict?) or Framingham or 
ATP III or Kannel or NORA or QRisk? or Cuore or SCORE model or Systemic Coronary Risk Evaluation 
or Reynolds or PROCAM or Northern Manhattan or ASSIGN score or risk assessment model) 

 AND (subject=(“age factors” or “age distribution” or “age groups” or “age of onset”) or age or ages or 
aged) 

 AND (subject=(“sex factors” or “sex distribution”) or sex? or gender? or male? or female? or men or 
women) 

 AND (qualifier,subject,abstract,title=(epidemiol? or etiology or mortality)) 

 AND (subject,title,abstract=“middle aged”)  
)  
OR ( 

 ((long-term or lifetime or 20-year or 30-year or 40-year or 50-year) and (short-term or 5-year or 10-year)) 

 AND subject,title,abstract=“Risk Assessment” 

 AND (qualifier,subject,abstract,title=(epidemiol? or etiology or mortality)) 
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 AND (subject,title,abstract=“middle aged”)  
) 

c. Boolean Filter 

 ((CVD or CHD or cardiovascular or coronary) %2 event?) 

 or subject,qualifier,title,abstract=mortality or death? 

 or subject,title,abstract=(myocardial infarction) or subject,title,abstract=(heart failure) or 
subject,title,abstract=stroke or subject,title,abstract=(myocardial revascularization) 

 or subject=(outcome assessment health care) or subject=(fatal outcome) or hospitalization 

 or peripheral vascular disease or abdominal aortic aneurism repair or coronary revascularization or 
peripheral revascularization or surgical revascularization or extremity revascularization 

 or (lifetime %3 risk) or “coronary risk assessment” 

d. Risk Assessment CQ1 Search Strategy Results and PRISMA Diagram 

Risk Assessment CQ1 was initially intended to be a de novo systematic review of original studies plus 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses.  In 2011, CQ1was de-scoped and restricted to systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses only.  The initial search included the following bibliographic databases: 

 PubMed from January 1998 to December 2009, later extended to April 2011 

 CINAHL from January 1998 to July 2008 

 Embase from January 1998 to July 2008 

 PsycINFO from January 1998 to July 2008 

 EBM (Evidence-Based Medicine) Cochrane Libraries from January 1998 to July 2008 

 Biological Abstracts from January 2004 to July 2008 

 Wilson Social Sciences Abstracts from January 1998 to July 2008 

On April 27, 2011, a supplemental PubMed search was executed that sought exclusively systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses.  The search strategy presented above is the final strategy, which queries for systematic reviews 
and meta-analyses. 

Duplicate citations that arose from the same citation being found in more than one database were removed from 
the central repository before screening.  (More information on the central repository is available in appendix A.) 
The search produced 2,803 citations; this number includes the search for original studies and systematic reviews 
and meta-analyses sought from the initial search plus results from the supplemental search that was restricted to 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses. 

The titles and abstracts of these 2,803 publications were independently screened against the I/E criteria by two 
reviewers, which resulted in the retrieval of 770 full-text papers.  These papers were independently screened by 
two reviewers, and 762 of these publications were excluded on one or more of the I/E criteria.  The most 
common reason for exclusion was that the intervention did not meet specified criteria.  The eight included 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses were quality rated using NHLBI’s quality assessment tool for systematic 
reviews and meta-analyses; two were rated as “good” and six were rated as “fair.”  Thus, eight systematic 
reviews and meta-analyses were eligible for inclusion in the evidence base for CQ1;six of these were published 
after December 2009 and captured by the supplemental search. 
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Figure B–1.  PRISMA Diagram Showing Selection of Articles for Risk Assessment Question 1 

 

ii. Search Strategy: Risk Assessment Critical Question 2 

Are models constructed to assess the long-term (≥15 years or lifetime) risk for a first CVD event in adults 
effective in assessing variation in long-term risk among adults at low and/or intermediate short-term risk 
whether analyzed separately or combined? 

a. Study Type Query 

Study types eligible for this question: Systematic reviews and meta-analyses. 

 {Systematic Review} 

b. Boolean Search 

 ( 

 publicationYear>1997 and language=eng and {Cardiovascular Diseases} 

 AND ( ((CVD or CHD or HF or cardiovascular or coronary or heart or cardiac) %3 event?) or 
subject,qualifier,title,abstract=mortality or death? or fatal? or subject,title,abstract=“myocardial infarction” 
or subject,title,abstract=“heart failure” or subject,title,abstract=stroke or heart attack or CHF or 
subject=“fatal outcome” or ((CVD or CHD or HF or cardiovascular or coronary or heart or cardiac) and 
(hospitaliz? or subject,abstract,title=inciden?)) or subject=“survival rate” or (lifetime %3 risk) or 
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((subject=(Cardiovascular or Coronary or Heart or Carotid or Myocardial)) with (qualifier=etiology)) or 
subject=“area under curve” or “Framingham Heart Study” or “net reclassification”) 

 AND (((subject=(cholesterol or Apolipoprotein or Apolipoproteins)) with (qualifier=blood)) or cholesterol 
or modifiable risk or traditional risk or standard risk or Framingham risk or vascular risk or “net 
reclassification”) 

 AND ( 

 subject,abstract,title=“body mass index” or BMI or (weight and height) or subject,abstract,title=(“Waist-Hip 
ratio” or “Waist Circumference”) 

 OR “Family History” or “Parental history” or familial or personal history 

 OR ((subject=“C-Reactive Protein”) with (qualifier=(metabolism or analysis))) or hs-CRP or CRP or 
“C-reactive protein” 

 OR apoB or ((subject=“Apolipoproteins B”) with (qualifier=(blood or metabolism))) or Lp(a) or 
((subject=“Lipoprotein (a)”) with (qualifier=blood)) or “Lipoprotein (a)” or Apolipoprotein? 

 OR microalbuminuria or subject=Albuminuria 

 OR GFR or subject,abstract,title=(“Glomerular Filtration Rate” or Creatinine) 

 OR (cardiorespiratory fitness OR subject,title,abstract=(“Physical Fitness” OR “Exercise Tolerance” OR 
“Metabolic Equivalent” OR “Exercise Test” or “Oxygen Consumption”) OR ((subject=Exercise) with 
(qualifier=physiology)) OR VO2? OR “maximal MET” OR (METs not “metabolic syndrome mets”) OR 
“maximal metabolic” OR metabolic equivalent? or graded exercise test? OR GXT) or physical activity or 
physical inactivity 

 OR CAC or “coronary artery calcium” or coronary calc? 

 OR IMT or intima-media thickness 

 OR subject=(Ankle Brachial Index) or ABI or ABPI or AAI or (ankle %2 brachial) or (ankle %2 arm) 

 OR ((modifiable or traditional or combination?) %5 risk factors) 

 OR “net reclassification” 

 ) 

 ) 

 NOT journalTitle=“ACP journal club” 

 NOT recordStatus=delete 

c. Boolean Filter 

 None 

d. Risk Assessment CQ2 Search Strategy Results and PRISMA Diagram 

The following databases were searched for prospective or retrospective cohort studies, RCTs, and systematic 
reviews to answer CQ2: 

 PubMed from January 1998 to December 2009 

 CINAHL from January 1998 to July 2008 

 EMBASE from January 1998 to July 2008 

 PsycINFO from January 1998 to July 2008 

 EBM (Evidence-Based Medicine) Cochrane Libraries from January 1998 to July 2008 

 Biological Abstracts from January 2004 to July 2008 

 Wilson Social Sciences Abstracts from January 1998 to July 2008 
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Duplicate citations that arose from the same citation being found in more than one database were removed from 
the central repository before screening.  (More information on the central repository is available in appendix 
A.)The search produced 2,338 citations.  An additional 10 citations published after December 2009 were 
retrieved from PubMed for review for a total of 2,348 publications. 

The titles and abstracts of these 2,348 publications were independently screened against the I/E criteria by two 
reviewers, which resulted in the retrieval of 348 full-text papers.  These papers were independently screened by 
two reviewers, and 338 of these publications were excluded on one or more of the I/E criteria.  The most 
common reason for exclusion was that the intervention did not meet specified criteria.  The 10 included 
publications were quality rated using NHLBI’s quality assessment tool for cohort or cross-sectional studies; 
8 were rated as good quality and 2 were rated as fair quality.  Thus, 10 publications were eligible for inclusion in 
the evidence base for CQ2. 

None of the 10 citations published after December 2009 that were reviewed met the inclusion criteria. 

Figure B–2.  PRISMA Diagram Showing Selection of Articles for Risk Assessment Question 2 
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Table B–1.  Risk Assessment Work Group CriticalQuestion1 PICOTSS 

PICOTSS From Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria Notes 

Population Include: 
■ Adults ≥18 
■ Primary prevention populations: No clinical manifestation of CVD 

Exclude: 
■ Studies of children 
■ Studies of animals  

  

Intervention/ 
Exposure 

All of the following: 
■ One or more of the following: measured or 

calculated total cholesterol, non-HDL-C, LDL-C, or ApoB 
■ Measured HDL-C 
■ Traditional risk factors included in assessment: smoking, diabetes, 

BP level or hypertension, age, sex 
■ Data include at least one of the following: Family history, hs-CRP, 

ApoB, microalbuminuria, GFR, cardiorespiratory fitness, CAC, CIMT, 
or ABI 

This is an assessment 
intervention, not a 
therapeutic 
intervention 

Comparator Comparison to the variables that are in the traditional risk scores 
(Reynolds, Framingham, ARIC, Cardiovascular Health Study, PROCAM, 
AUGSBURG, ROTTERDAM)  

  

Outcomes/Events Studies must report one or more of the following outcomes: 
■ CVD mortality 
■ Fatal or nonfatal MI 
■ Fatal or nonfatal stroke 
■ Hospitalization for or death from arrhythmia 
■ Hospitalization for or death from CHF 
■ Composite CVD outcomes that include any of the above outcomes  

  

Timing >1 year    

Setting ■ Any geographic location—single or multicenter 
■ Any clinical, diagnostic, or research setting 

  

Study Design Systematic reviews, prospective or retrospective cohort studies   

Note: ABI=ankle-brachial index; ApoB = apolipoprotein B; ARIC = Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study; 
CAC = coronary artery calcium; CVD = cardiovascular disease; CHF = congestive heart failure; CIMT = carotid 
intima-media thickness; GFR = glomerular filtration rate; HDL-C = high density lipoprotein cholesterol;  
hs-CRP = high-sensitivity C-reactive protein; LDL-C = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol. 
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Table B–2.  Risk Assessment Work Group Critical Question1 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

PICOTSS From Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

Population ■ Adults older than or equal to 18 
■ Primary prevention populations: No clinical CVD 

Intervention—
Diagnosis or 
Assessment or 
Therapy 

All of the following: 
■ One or more of the following: measured or calculated total cholesterol, non-HDL-C, LDL-C, or 

ApoB 
■ Measured HDL-C 
■ Traditional risk factors included in assessment: Smoking, diabetes, BP level or hypertension, 

age, sex 
■ Data include at least one of the following: family history, hs-CRP, ApoB, microalbuminuria, 

GFR, cardiorespiratory fitness, CAC, CIMT, or ABI 

Outcomes/Events All major initial CVD events, specifically any or all of the following: 
■ Fatal or nonfatal MI 
■ Stroke 
■ CVD death (including CHD and stroke death) 
■ Congestive heart failure (hospitalized CHF or fatal CHF) 

Setting ■ Any geographic location—single or multicenter 
■ Any clinical, diagnostic, or research setting 

Study Design ■ Systematic reviews, prospective or retrospective cohort studies 
■ Sample size: No restrictions 
■ Exclusions: Followup less than 12 months; case series; case reports 

Measures of 
association 

Examples: 
■ Relative risk 
■ Hazards ratio 
■ Odds ratio 
■ AUC/C statistic 
■ Reclassification 
■ Measures of model fit (e.g., R2, pseudo-R2, AIC, BIC, LR or Wald chi2) 

Followup Interval More than 1 year 

Language ■ Full text must be available in English 
■ Exclusions: Studies for which abstract only is available in English 

Publication ■ Published studies 
■ Exclusions 

– Unpublished literature 
– Theses 
– Studies published only as abstracts 
– Letters, unless sufficient data on the population, intervention, and results are presented 

and adequate information is available for quality assessment 
– Commentaries and opinion pieces 

■ Nonsystematic reviews 

Notes: The following variables were given consideration as risk predictors but their contribution awaits further consideration 
at a later time: BMI, waist circumference, lipoprotein (a), left bundle branch block, sleep apnea, erectile dysfunction, 
systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, and physical activity. 

ABI = ankle-brachial index; ApoB = apolipoprotein B; BP = blood pressure; CVD = cardiovascular disease; CAC = coronary 
artery calcium; CHD = coronary heart disease; CHF = congestive heart failure; CIMT = carotid artery intima-media 
thickness; GFR = glomerular filtration rate; HDL-C = high density lipoprotein cholesterol; hs-CRP = high-sensitivity 
C-reactive protein; LDL-C = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; Lp(a) = lipoprotein (a). 
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Table B–3.  Risk Assessment Work Group Critical Question 1 Systematic Reviews Evidence 
Conclusions 

# Article Factor Evidence Statement/Conclusion 

1 USPSTF49 hs-CRP “Strong evidence indicates that CRP is associated with CHD events. Moderate, 
consistent evidence suggests that adding CRP to risk prediction models among 
initially intermediate-risk persons improves risk stratification.” 
“Few studies directly assessed the effect of CRP on risk reclassification in 
intermediate-risk persons.” 
hs-CRP was associated with risk and results in some reclassification in intermediate-
risk persons, but it was not clear whether this reclassification led to a net improvement 
in prediction. Values of receiver operating curve C-statistics, measures of 
discrimination, are mentioned but not reported; hence, no evidence on discrimination, 
calibration, net reclassification index or cost-effectiveness was provided. 
Reports some impact on reclassification, probably modest (pp. 488–491). 

2 Helfand et al., 
200950 

hs-CRP, CAC, 
CIMT, ABI 

With respect to risk assessment for major CHD, the authors concluded that, “The 
current evidence does not support the routine use of any of the 9 risk factors for 
further risk stratification of intermediate-risk persons.” The nine risk factors 
examined were: hs-CRP, CAC score as measured by electron-beam computed 
tomography, lipoprotein (a) level, homocysteine level, leukocyte count, fasting 
blood glucose, periodontal disease, ABI, and CIMT. 
hs-CRP was associated with CHD and led to some reclassification. The authors 
cite the JUPITER results to support the conclusion that hs-CRP testing may be 
useful in intermediate-risk patients to drive statin therapy. The RAWG recognizes 
that more recent individual study results have been published. Updated 
systematic reviews addressing discrimination, calibration, reclassification, and 
cost issues in the context of the newer ASCVD risk assessment model proposed 
in this document are needed. 
CAC was associated with CHD and with some reclassification, but it is uncertain 
how much and how valuable this reclassification is. The document provides little 
evidence regarding discrimination, calibration, and cost-effectiveness. The 
RAWG also is concerned about radiation and incidental findings. The RAWG 
recognizes that more recent individual study results have been published. 
Updated systematic reviews addressing discrimination, calibration, 
reclassification, cost, and safety issues in the context of the newer ASCVD risk 
assessment model proposed in this document are needed. 
CIMT was associated with CHD, but the document provides little evidence 
regarding reclassification, discrimination, calibration, and cost-effectiveness. The 
RAWG also has concerns about measurement issues. Standardization of CIMT 
measurement is a major challenge. The RAWG recognizes that more recent 
individual study results have been published. Updated systematic reviews 
addressing discrimination, calibration, reclassification, cost, and measurement 
(standardization) issues in the context of the newer ASCVD risk assessment 
model proposed in this document are needed. 
ABI was associated with CHD and some reclassification, but it is uncertain how 
much and how valuable this reclassification is. Evidence suggests some 
improvement in discrimination, but the document provides little evidence 
regarding calibration and cost-effectiveness. The RAWG members are uncertain 
whether more recent individual study results have been published relevant to 
ABI. Updated systematic reviews addressing discrimination, calibration, 
reclassification, and cost issues in the context of the newer ASCVD risk 
assessment model proposed in this document are needed.  
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# Article Factor Evidence Statement/Conclusion  

3 Emerging Risk 
Factors 
Collaboration51 

hs-CRP “CRP concentration has continuous associations with the risk for coronary heart 
disease, ischaemic stroke, vascular mortality, and death from several cancers 
and lung disease that are each of broadly similar size. The relevance of CRP to 
such a range of disorders is unclear. Associations with ischaemic vascular 
disease depend considerably on conventional risk factors and other markers of 
inflammation.” 
hs-CRP is associated with risk for CVD. This analysis did not directly assess 
value in risk prediction. No additional evidence was provided regarding 
discrimination, calibration, reclassification, or cost-effectiveness. 

4 Schnell-Inderst 
et al., 201052 

hs-CRP For MI and cardiovascular mortality, “Adding hs-CRP to traditional risk factors 
improves risk prediction, but the clinical relevance and cost-effectiveness of this 
improvement remain unclear.” 
Absolute differences in C-statistics between models including and not including 
hs-CRP ranged from 0.00 to 0.027. 
Some evidence was provided to support the cost-effectiveness of hs-CRP 
testing in some modeling scenarios, characterized by intermediate- and higher-
risk populations and lower cost (generics) statins of at least moderate efficacy. 

5 Emerging Risk 
Factors 
Collaboration54 

ApoB This paper provided evidence of rough equivalence of associations of CVD with 
non-HDL-C and ApoB after multivariable adjustment (including HDL-C). See 
figure 3 for CHD and the text for stroke. By inference, this finding means there 
would be rough equivalence between ApoB and total cholesterol with similar 
adjustment. 

6 Sniderman 
et al., 201155 

ApoB ApoB was more strongly related to risk for ASCVD than either non-HDL-C or 
LDL-C in a substitution model that also included HDL-C. No evidence was 
presented pertinent to an addition model in which ApoB might be added to a 
model that included total cholesterol, LDL-C or non-HDL-C. Additional models 
are the type of model of interest to this question. By inference, these results may 
mean that ApoB is more strongly related to risk than is total cholesterol. This 
paper did not address directly the value of adding ApoB to a model with 
traditional risk factors. No information was presented regarding discrimination, 
calibration, reclassification, or cost. The relative risks evaluated in the 
meta-analysis were adjusted for various sets of covariates in the various primary 
reports, and the adjustments were judged to be incomplete. Furthermore, studies 
of varying designs and quality were included, leaving the RAWG members 
concerned regarding the validity of the evidence. 

7 Kodama et al., 
200956 

Cardiorespiratory 
fitness 

Better cardiorespiratory fitness was associated with lower risk for all-cause 
mortality and CHD/CVD. Based on the sensitivity analyses in table 2, evidence 
of association was weaker for CHD/CVD, but still significant, when based on 
studies with more complete adjustment for other risk factors. The utility of 
assessing cardiorespiratory fitness in risk prediction was not assessed 
(discrimination, calibration, reclassification, and cost).  

8 Ankle Brachial 
Index 
Collaboration57 

ABI ABI is associated with total CHD risk and leads to significant reclassification, and 
the pattern of reclassification is different by sex. Among men, the effect is to 
down-classify high-risk men. Among women, the effect is to up-classify low-risk 
women. Overall, the FRS, as applied by the investigators, showed relatively  
poor discrimination in this meta-analysis, with C-statistics of 0.646 (95%CI: 
0.643–0.657) in men and 0.605 (0.590–0.619) in women. There was an 
improvement in C-statistic in both men, 0.655 (0.643–0.666) and women, 
0.658 (0.644–0.672) when ABI was added to a model with FRS. The 
improvement in the C-statistic was greater and significant in women but was not 
significant in men. No evidence on, calibration, net reclassification index, or 
cost-effectiveness was provided. 
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Note: ABI = ankle-brachial index; ApoB = apolipoprotein B; ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CVD = 
cardiovascular disease; CAC = coronary artery calcium; CHD = coronary heart disease; CIMT = carotid intima-media 
thickness; FRS = Framingham Risk Score; HDL-C = high density lipoprotein cholesterol; hs-CRP = high-sensitivity 
C-reactive protein; JUPITER = Justification for the Use of Statins in Primary Prevention: An Intervention Trial 
Evaluating Rosuvastatin; LDL-C = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; MI = myocardial infarction; RAWG = Risk 
Assessment Work Group. 
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Table B–4.  Risk Assessment Work Group Critical Question 2 PICOTSS 

PICOTSS From Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria Notes 

Population Include: 
■ Adults ages 18 and older at low and/or intermediate short-term risk 

separately without CHD/CVD or CHD risk equivalents (other than 
diabetes including when HbA1c is ≥6.5%) as defined by ATP III (other 
clinical forms of atherosclerotic disease (peripheral arterial disease, 
abdominal aortic aneurysm, and symptomatic carotid artery 
disease)…multiple risk factors that confer a 10-year risk for CHD 
>20%) 

Exclude: 
■ Studies with individuals at high risk (≥20% ) or with CHD risk 

equivalents unless the studies stratify the risk levels 
■ Studies of children 
■ Studies of animals  

  

Intervention/Exposure Include: 
■ Short-term risk (defined as 5-year or 10-year risk estimate) assessed 

by a risk factor counting method, stratification method, or multivariable 
risk score or equation 

■ Minimum set of risk factors to be considered in the model are age, 
sex, smoking measure, and either BP measure or hypertension 
variable 

Exclude: 
■ Any model that does not include these four risk factors: age, sex, 

smoking measure, BP measure or hypertension variable 

This is an 
assessment 
intervention, not a 
therapeutic 
intervention 

Comparator Include: 
■ Long-term risk (≥15 years, or lifetime) assessed by a risk factor 

counting method, stratification method, or multivariable risk score or 
equation. 

■ Minimum set of risk factors to be considered in the model are age, 
sex, smoking measure, and either BP measure or hypertension 
variable 

Exclude: 
■ Any model that does not include these four risk factors: age, sex, 

smoking measure, BP measure or hypertension variable  

  

Outcomes Studies have to report one or more of the following outcomes: 
■ CVD mortality 
■ Fatal or nonfatal MI 
■ Fatal or nonfatal stroke 
■ Hospitalization for or death from arrhythmia 
■ Hospitalization for or death from CHF 
■ Composite CVD outcomes that include any of the above outcomes  

Exclusions: 
None 

Timing Minimum average followup: 15 years    

Setting Any geographic location—single or multicenter  blank 

Study Design ■ RCTs or systematic reviews; appropriate statistical significance 
reporting 

■ Prospective or retrospective cohort studies 

  

Note: ATP III = Adult Treatment Panel III;BP = blood pressure; CHD = coronary heart disease; CHF = congestive heart 
failure; CVD = cardiovascular disease; MI = myocardial infarction; RCT = randomized controlled trial. 
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Table B–5.  Risk Assessment Work Group Critical Question 2 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

PICOTSS From Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

Population ■ Adults older than age 18 years of age without CHD/CVD or CHD risk equivalents as 
defined by ATP III (but including individuals with diabetes) 

■ With or without risk factors or comorbid conditions (excluding CHD risk equivalents, but 
including individuals with diabetes) 

Intervention—
Diagnosis or 
Assessment or 
Therapy 

■ Short-term risk (defined as 5-year or 10-year risk estimate) assessed by risk factor 
counting/stratification method or multivariable risk score or equation; AND 

■ Longer-term risk (>10 years, or lifetime) assessed by risk factor counting/stratification 
method or multivariable score or equation 

Outcomes/Events All CVD events, including any or all of the following: 
■ CVD death (including CHD and stroke deaths) 
■ Fatal or nonfatal MI 
■ Fatal or nonfatal stroke 
■ Hospitalized CHF 
■ Peripheral vascular disease (defined as abdominal aortic aneurysm repair, surgical 

revascularization of upper/lower extremity, or amputation) 
■ Total mortality 

Setting ■ Any geographic location—single or multicenter 
■ Any clinical, diagnostic, or research setting 

Study Design ■ Prospective or retrospective cohort studies, RCTs or systematic reviews with or without a 
comparison group 

■ Sample size: No restrictions 
■ Exclusions: Case reports 

Measures of 
Association 

Comparison (qualitative or quantitative) of short-term and long-term risk estimates 

Followup Interval N/A 

Language ■ Full text must be available in English 
■ Exclusions: Studies for which abstract only is available in English 

Publication ■ Published studies 
■ Exclusions 

– Unpublished data 
– Theses 
– Studies published only as abstracts 
– Letters, unless sufficient data on the population, intervention, and results are 

presented, and adequate information is available for quality assessment 

Note: ATP III = Adult Treatment Panel III; CHD = coronary heart disease; CHF = congestive heart failure;  
CVD = cardiovascular disease; MI = myocardial infarction; N/A = not applicable; RCT = randomized controlled trial. 
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Table B–6.  Risk Assessment Work Group Critical Question 2 Summary Table 

CQ2: Are models constructed to assess the long-term (≥15 years or lifetime) risk for a first CVD event in adults effective in assessing variation in long-term risk among adults at low and/or intermediate 
short-term risk whether analyzed separately or combined? 

Study/Grade/ 
Objective 

Sample/ 
Duration 

Analysis/
Primary Outcome

Sample Characteristics/ 
Inclusion Criteria Results

The Framingham Heart 
Study (FHS)77 

Fair 

To compare predictive 
functions derived from the 
major risk factors for CHD 
from Framingham and 
two more recent national 
cohorts, the First and 
Second NHANES I and 
NHANES II. To test the 
quantitative predictive 
capacity of regression 
models on CHD mortality 
rates. To examine 
whether the model from 
the Framingham Study 
can rank individual risk as 
well as predict absolute 
risk for death in the new 
cohorts. 

 

N: 

FHS: 4,169 

NHANES I: 
6,611 

NHANES II: 
5,705 

24 years max 

1. Multiple linear regression 
used to calculate and 
compare the age-adjusted 
means among groups 

2. Cox proportional hazards 
model used to examine the 
relations between risk 
factors and CHD death 

3. Primary Outcome: Rank 
order of risk for individuals in 
the U.S. White population. 

FHS 1948 

NHANES I epidemiologic 
followup study 1971 

NHANES II mortality 
followup study 1976 

Inclusion/ 
exclusion NR 

Candidate risk factors: Age, SBP, DBP, serum cholesterol, smoking 

■ The age-adjusted mortality rate from all causes and CHD was the highest in the Framingham cohort and 
the lowest in NHANES II. 

■ With a few exceptions, the major risk factors were significantly and independently related to CHD death for 
both sexes in all three cohorts: 

– The magnitude of the coefficients across cohorts, especially in men, was heterogeneous. 

– The greatest variation was in smoking and the least in SBP. 

– Cholesterol had a greater effect in Framingham relative to both national samples; smoking was much 
weaker. 

– When the analyses accounted for the complex sampling design (NHANES I and II), the difference in 
SBP across cohorts was no longer statistically significant. 

– Interactions between age and other risk factors occurred: age-SBP in men in NHANES I; 
age-cholesterol in women in NHANES I and II; age-smoking in women in NHANES I. 

– A quadratic relation between serum cholesterol and CHD mortality rate was found only in women in 
NHANES I. 

■ The percentage distributions (y-axis) of the observed (actual) CHD deaths in 15 years were plotted by each 
quintile of risk: 

– For men, only 7.4% to 12.6% of the observed CHD deaths appeared in the lower two quintiles 
compared with 72.4% to 77.1% in the upper two. 

– For women, the corresponding proportions were 5.3% to 8.2% of the observed CHD deaths in the 
lower two quintiles compared with and 82.7% to 87.7% in the upper two. 

– The ratios of the number of cases in the highest two quintiles to the number of cases in the lowest two 
quintiles were 6 to 10 in men and 12 to 16 in women 

– All models had similar levels of accuracy in ordering risk; goodness-of-fit tests comparing observed 
versus predicted number of CHD deaths were mostly statistically significant (p < .05), except among 
women in NHANES II, who were ranked by their own population equation and among women in 
NHANES I, who were ranked by the equation from the Framingham Study. 
 These results suggest poor fit of the models in predicting absolute number of deaths, especially in 

men. 
 ROC areas suggest that all the mortality equations predict better than chance.  

■ The percentage distributions (y-axis) of the observed (actual) CHD deaths in 15 years were plotted by each 
quintile of risk: 

– The performance of different risk functions when applied to a second population (either NHANES I or 
NHANES II cohort) was nearly identical, as assessed by area under the ROC. 
 Applied to the 15-year followup of men in NHANES I, the area under the curve (AUC) was 0.71 by 

use of either the Framingham or NHANES I model; for women, the corresponding AUCs were 0.80 
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Study/Grade/ 
Objective 

Sample/ 
Duration 

Analysis/
Primary Outcome

Sample Characteristics/ 
Inclusion Criteria Results

and 0.81, respectively.
 When models from Framingham and NHANES II were applied to the NHANES II cohort, the AUCs 

were 0.74 and 0.75, respectively, for men, and 0.76 and 0.77, respectively, for women. 
 Summary: All the models had similar ability to rank risk. 

– With the Framingham equation to predict 15-year CHD death in NHANES I, when the false-positive 
rate was 33%, the true-positive rate was 67% in men and 83% in women. 

– Applying the Framingham equation to NHANES II, the true-positive rate was 71% in men and 77% in 
women. 

– These equations correctly predict two-thirds to three-fourths of cases, while mistakenly classifying 
one-third of non-cases as cases. 

– The predicted probability of CHD death was calculated in the NHANES I cohort using the NHANES I 
equation. 

– Appreciable overlap occurs in the distribution of the predicted probabilities between those who died 
from CHD in 15 years and those who did not. 
 Among men, median predicted probability of CHD death was 16.2% in cases and 7.1% in 

noncases. 
 Among women, the median was 12.8% in cases and 18% in non-cases. 
 The interquartile differences in cases versus non-cases were 13.5% versus 11.2% in men and 

12.6% versus 6.6% in women. 

■ The percentage distributions (y-axis) of the observed (actual) CHD deaths in 15 years were plotted by each 
quintile of risk: 

– Using the Framingham equation to predict absolute survival rate of CHD in the two more recent 
cohorts, the observed and predicted survival curves were very close for women. Framingham 
overpredicted CHD mortality rates in men for both cohorts. 

– The predicted 15-year cumulative NHANES I CHD mortality in men was 11.6%, vs. observed rate of 
10.4%. 

 For men in NHANES II, the CHD mortality rate was 11.4% predicted vs. 7.4% observed. 

Framingham Heart 
Study76 

Good 

To investigate whether 
Framingham 10-year risk 
equations could reliably 
stratify lifetime risk for 
CHD in men and women 
free of CHD at selected 
ages. 

See p. 7 in evidence table 

N: 6,216 

25 years max 

1. Stratification by age- and 
sex-specific tertiles of 
Framingham risk score 
(FRS) 

2. Lifetime risk for CHD 
estimated 

3. Risk score calculated at 
each exam and assigned 
FRS based on mean of 
subject's calculated risk 
scores in 5 years before 
each index age of 40, 50, 
60, 70, and 80 

4. Men and women stratified 
separately into tertiles of risk 
score for each index age 

5. Primary Outcome: Lifetime 
risk for CHD by tertile of 

Subjects examined between 
1971 and 1976 

Ages 40 to 94, without CHD 

■ 10-year risk score: Categorical values of age, total cholesterol, HDL-C, BP, smoking, and diabetes. 

■ For women at all ages, the 10-year risk score appeared to discriminate lifetime risk well, with 1.5- to 3-fold 
gradients in remaining lifetime risk between the highest and lowest tertiles. 

■ In men, the 10-year risk score discriminated lifetime risk less well at younger ages, but it performed better at 
older ages as remaining life expectancy approached 10 years. 

– In men and women, overall lifetime risk for CHD decreased with advancing index age because of 
increasing competing risk for death and depletion of susceptible individuals at younger ages. 

– Lifetime risks for hard CHD events, excluding angina pectoris as an initial CHD event, showed similar 
patterns of risk discrimination, but absolute lifetime risk for hard CHD was slightly lower. 

– The FRS stratified 10-year cumulative risk well, even in the context of the competing risk for death free 
of CHD, for men and women at all ages. 

– At older ages, the 10-year and lifetime risks more closely approximated each other. 

– Younger subjects in the lowest risk tertiles, who had very low 10-year risks of CHD, still had a 
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Study/Grade/ 
Objective 

Sample/ 
Duration 

Analysis/
Primary Outcome

Sample Characteristics/ 
Inclusion Criteria Results

FRS at specific ages. CHD 
events included angina 
pectoris, coronary 
insufficiency, MI, and death 
due to CHD. 

substantial lifetime risk for CHD.

– At ages 40 and 50, no group had a 10-year cumulative risk of>20%. 

– In men, only the highest tertile at ages 60, 70, and 80 was >20% risk threshold in 10 years; in women, 
only the highest tertile at age 80 was at >20% risk threshold in 10 years. 

The Framingham Heart 
Study78 

Good 

To systematically assess 
the potential advantages 
of using the multivariate 
risk score based on 
updated, instead of 
baseline, risk factors in 
CHD prediction and to 
establish the optimal 
frequency of updating. 

See p. 9 in evidence table 

N:4,962 

30 years max  

1. “Prognostic” approach: 
Current and/or subsequent 
risk factor values were used 
for CHD prediction 

2. “Lagged” approach: Risk 
factor values from the 
preceding 2 years (current) 
and earlier examinations 
were assessed for their 
relation to the development 
of CHD at a given 
examination 

3. Primary Outcome: 
Predictive ability of three 
multivariable risk scores for 
10, 14, and 30 years of 
followup. 
End point was the first 
occurrence of CHD, defined 
as MI, angina pectoris, 
coronary insufficiency, or 
CHD death

Study began 1948 

Subjects with no CHD 

Ages 28 to 62 

44.8% male 

Candidate risk factors: age, current smoking, SBP, BMI, glucose intolerance, and serum total cholesterol 

Study reports on Multiple Risk Score models, but only lagged models (6, 10, and 20 years) are included 
here. 

■ For younger men, current risk factor values (R2 =.024; c=0.63) yield statistically significantly higher R2 and 
C-statistics than do the values observed 10 (R2 

difference= 0.016 and cdifference= 0.05 higher) or 20 
(R2

 difference=0.015 and cdifference = 0.05 higher) years earlier. 

■ For younger women, current risk factor values (R2 =.022; c=0.63) perform significantly better than do the 
values lagged by 20 (R2 

difference= 0.012 and cdifference = 0.06 higher) years only. 

■ In contrast, for older women, compared with current values, (R2 =.002; c=0.53) 6-year lagging improved 
significantly the R2 and C-statistics(R2 

difference=–0.009 and cdifference =–0.05 lower), compared with current 
values. 

■ For older men, the current values yielded better results than did any of the lagged values, but the 
differences were not significant. 

■ In most of these cases, similar differences were observed for the corresponding deviances, but they were 
not statistically significant. 

The Framingham Heart 
Study70 

Good 

To estimate the lifetime 
risk for ASCVD and to 
examine overall survival 
in the presence and 
absence of established 
factors 

See p. 10 in evidence 
table 

N: NR 

Followup time 
NR 

1. A modified survival analysis 
used with information 
provided about the 
incidences of ASCVD and 
death free of ASCVD for 
each age patients attained 
during followup 

2. Primary Outcome: Lifetime 
risk for ASCVD 

Study began 1971 

Subjects examined between 
1971 and 2002 

No ASCVD, age 50+ 

Risk factors: BMI, smoking, BP, total cholesterol, diabetes, SBP, DBP: 

■ Increasing BP and total cholesterol were associated with increased lifetime risk for ASCVD and with shorter 
median survival in both men and women. 

■ The presence of diabetes at age 50 conferred the highest lifetime risk for ASCVD of any single risk factor, 
at 67.1% for diabetic men and 57.3% for diabetic women through age 75. 

■ Median survival was substantially lower among men with and without diabetes compared to women. 
Overweight and obesity were associated with modest increases in lifetime risk and reductions in survival 
compared with normal weight. 

■ Stratification by burden of risk factors at age 50, the magnitude of lifetime risk rose steeply from those with 
optimal risk factor levels to those with ≥2 major risk factors; median survival declined substantially. 

■ Compared with participants with ≥2 major risk factors, participants with optimal levels had substantially 
lower lifetime risks (5.2% versus 68.9% in men, 8.2% versus 50.2% in women) and markedly longer median 
survivals (by >11 years in men, >8 years in women). 

■ For both men and women older than 50, the adjusted cumulative incidence curves across aggregate risk 
strata separated early and continued to diverge throughout the remaining lifespan. 

■ When low HDL cholesterol (<1.03 mmol/L [(<40 mg/dL] in men, <1.29 mmol/L [<50 mg/dL] in women) and 
obesity (BMI≥30 kg/m2) were included as major risk factors, lifetime risks for ASCVD were similar to those 
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Study/Grade/ 
Objective 

Sample/ 
Duration 

Analysis/
Primary Outcome

Sample Characteristics/ 
Inclusion Criteria Results

shown in figure 2, indicating that low HDL cholesterol and obesity were equivalent to major risk factors. 

■ Lifetime risk for ASCVD was similar for smokers and nonsmokers. 

■ Among men free of ASCVD at age 50, lifetime risk to age 95 for developing ASCVD was 51.7% (95% CI, 
49.3 to 54.2); median overall survival in men was 30 years. 

■ Among women, lifetime risk to age 95 was 39.2% (95% CI, 37.0 to 41.4), with median overall survival of 36 
years. 

■ Lifetime risks for hard ASCVD to age 95 were 41.2% (95% CI, 38.8 to 43.7) in men and 28.8% (95% CI, 
26.6 to 30.8) in women. 

■ The relative effect of some risk factors on lifetime risks for ASCVD differed through age 75 compared with 
effects through age 95: 

– Smoking and elevated BP at age 50 were associated with greater relative increases in lifetime risk for 
ASCVD through age 75 than through age 95. 

– Elevated cholesterol was associated with a fairly constant relative effect on lifetime risk for ASCVD. 

The Framingham Heart 
Study73 

Good 

To develop a tool for 
estimating 30-year risk for 
hard ASCVD events 
among individuals free of 
the condition at baseline 

See p. 14 in evidence 
table 

N: 4,506 

Median 32 
years  

1. Used Cox regression to 
assess effect of risk factors 
measured at baseline on the 
long-term risk for hard 
ASCVD. 

2. Second model used full 
ASCVD as outcome. 

3. Primary Outcome: “Hard” 
ASCVD events defined as a 
composite of hard CHD 
events, such as coronary 
death, MI, stroke (fatal and 
nonfatal) 

Study began 1971 

Offspring of original 
Framingham cohort, ages 
20 to 59 with complete risk 
factor profile, no ASCVD or 
cancer 

48.2% male 

Candidate risk factors: Age, SBP, DBP, antihypertensive treatment, total and HDL-C, LDL-C, smoking, diabetes, 
triglycerides, BMI 

■ The 30-year rate of hard ASCVD adjusted for the competing risk for non-ASCVD death (Kaplan-Meier) was 
7.6% for women and 18.3% for men: 

– Male sex, age, SBP, antihypertensive treatment, total and HDL cholesterol, smoking, and diabetes 
were highly significant (0.01 level) in the multivariable model. 

– DBP and triglycerides were not statistically significant. 

– Inclusion of LDL-C in place of total cholesterol did not improve model performance. 

– BMI was weakly significant in the final model (p=.04); it did not increase the C-statistic and had a 
nonsignificant net reclassification improvement of <1%, and was not included in the main risk prediction 
model. In a simplified office-based risk model BMI replaced lipids and was highly significant with all 
other risk factors (p<0.01). 

■ The 30-year risk model offered excellent discrimination (cross-validated C-statistic=0.803; 95% CI, 0.786 to 
0.820; internally validated C-statistic=0.802; 95% CI, 0.772 to 0.832) and calibration (cross-validated 
Nam-D’Agostino χ2=4.25; p=.894; internally validated χ2=3.98; p=.913) (adjusting for the competing risk for 
non-CVD death, improved the model). 

■ Contrast of estimated 30-year risks of hard ASCVD adjusted for the competing risk for non-CVD death with 
10-year risks: 

– 10-year models suggest negligible risk levels (<2.5% in women and 5% in men). 

– 30-year model estimates are almost 10 times higher (e.g., 10-year risk for a 25-year-old smoking 
woman with adverse lipid profile and hypertension is only 1.4%, but the corresponding 30-year risk 
reaches 12%). 

■ In time-dependent analysis updating all variables approximately every 4 years, all standard risk factors 
remained significantly related to the hard ASCVD outcome with hazard ratios similar to those obtained in 
30-year risk models: 
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Study/Grade/ 
Objective 

Sample/ 
Duration 

Analysis/
Primary Outcome

Sample Characteristics/ 
Inclusion Criteria Results

– The hazard ratio for smoking increased by approximately one-third in the time-dependent model. 

– For hard ASCVD, BMI was weakly significant in the long-term, 30-year model (hazard ratio=1.10 per 
1 SD; p=.04) but lost its entire impact (hazard ratio=0.99; p=.82) in the time-dependent model. 

■ Comparison with alternative approaches for risk prediction: 

– Mean estimated 30-year risks based on “adjusted” approach were 7.9% for women and 18.0% for men. 

– “Naive” approach risks were 4.1% for women and 13.3% for men. 

– Ignoring competing risk for non-CVD death (“unadjusted” approach), the mean risks increased to 
8.6% for women and 20.4% for men. 

– Risks based on the “combined” approach averaged across the cohort were even higher, but the 
relationship varied across individuals with different levels of risk factors. 

– Calculated 30-year risks for individuals with different combinations of risk factors, the unadjusted 
approach consistently overestimated the correct predictions based on the adjusted model: 
 The combined approach underestimated the true risk for those with lower risk (younger and with 

fewer risk factors) and overestimated the risk in those with higher risk (older with several risk 
factors). 

 Differences were larger for higher risk levels (>20%). 

– There was a 10% (95% CI, 6% to 14%) net reclassification improvement from using adjusted 30-year 
risk estimates over the tripled 10-year risks (naive approach) but no improvement when compared with 
the unadjusted or combined approaches. 

Headache and the Risk 
for Stroke84 
Good 

To find out whether 
self-reported chronic 
headache predicts stroke 
or a particular type of 
stroke event in a large 
prospective  
cohort. To determine 
whether this association 
was independent of other 
cardiovascular risk 
factors, such as BP, 
smoking, diabetes, 
obesity, and serum 
cholesterol. 
See p. 16 in evidence 
table 

N: 35,056 

23 years max 

1. Standard t and chi-squared 
tests were used to assess 
the cardiovascular risk factor 
distribution at baseline 

2. Multivariate analyses were 
performed using Cox 
proportional hazards model 

3. The association of chronic 
headache with the risk for 
stroke was analyzed for 1, 5, 
and a maximum of 23 years 
of followup 

4. Primary Outcome: 
Predictive value of chronic 
unspecified headache for 
stroke 

Study began 1972 

Finnish men and women, 
ages 25 to 64 with 
completed data, no history 
of stroke 

48.5% male 

Candidate risk factors: Age, smoking, SBP, BMI, diabetes, cholesterol, oral contraceptive use 

■ During the 1st year of followup, men with headache had a 4-times higher risk for stroke compared with men 
without headache. 

■ The association of headache with the risk for stroke decreased markedly when followup time was extended: 

– During the 5-year followup, the age-adjusted hazard ratio was 1.86. 

– During the 23-year followup, the age-adjusted hazard ratio was 1.24. 

– Adjustment for smoking, SBP, BMI, diabetes, and serum cholesterol level slightly decreased the hazard 
ratios. 

■ Among women, the headache-associated hazard ratios of stroke also increased, although not significantly. 
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The Seven Countries 
Study74 

Good 

To study the time-related 
association of a single 
measurement of coronary 
risk factors with CHD 
deaths occurring during a 
very long followup period 
in a population sample of 
middle-aged men. 
See p. 20 in evidence 
table 

N: 1,622 

35 years max 

1. Cox proportional hazards 
model using the BMDP 
standard statistical package 

2. A model was produced 
using all events that 
occurred during the 35 years 
of followup, as a function of 
baseline risk factor 
measurements 

3. Seven results were 
computed, each dealing with 
events occurring in 
subsequent and 
independent blocks of five 
years—for a total of 35 
years—corresponding to the 
so called partitioned or 
segmented modeling 
approach 

4. Primary Outcome: To 
predict risk for CHD death 

Study began 1960 

Men, no CHD, all six risk 
factor measurements were 
available 

Candidate risk factors: Age, SBP, serum total cholesterol, physical activity at work, BMI, and cigarette smoking 

■ Seven proportional hazards analyses with CHD death as end point, each for an independent 5-year interval 
of followup, showed that coefficients for SBP were significant on four occasions, age and cholesterol three 
times, physical activity and cigarette smoking twice, and BMI on no occasion. 

■ Time trends of cumulated hazard ratio scores for age, SBP, and cholesterol increased at each subsequent 
5-year interval of followup, suggesting relatively regular and constant association of risk factors with events 
during the whole followup period. 

■ The 95% lower confidence limits for age and SBP become >0 around year 10, while that of serum 
cholesterol was always >0. 

■ The regression lines suggest good fits, but the impression is that the curve for SBP tended to flatten after 
year 20 and for cholesterol became a little less steep after year 10. 

■ There was little relation between BMI and CHD deaths at any followup point. 

■ The curve for cigarette smoking increased during the 35 years of followup but rather irregularly and mainly 
during the first 20 years: 
– There were large average increases in mean levels of most risk factors: 

 SBP increased from 143.6 mmHg at baseline to 153.2 mmHg at year 10 and 166.7 mmHg at year 
25 and stabilized or declined thereafter, 

 Serum cholesterol increased from 5.21 mmol/L (201.6 mg/dL) to 5.58 mmol/L (215.8 mg/dL) after 
10 years and 5.84 mmol/L (225.8 mg/dL) after 25 years and then stabilized or declined thereafter. 

 There was a steady decline in cigarette consumption and in mean levels of physical activity, with 
slight changes in BMI. 

– SBP and serum cholesterol coefficients were adjusted for interim changes and derived from 
independent models for the 6 to 10 and 11 to 15 year periods: 
 Partitioned coefficients in models adjusted for risk factor changes were, on average, larger than 

disregarded changes, except for cholesterol during the third 5-year period. 
■ In general, all the curves of the cumulated hazard ratio scores were set at a higher level. Curves of the 

hazard function adjusted for changes and limited to the first 15 years, for SBP and serum cholesterol shape 
of the curves were approximately the same. 

The British Regional 
Heart Study71 

Fair 

To compare MetS with 
the FRS as predictors of 
CHD, stroke, and type 2 
diabetes in middle-aged 
men. 

See p. 1 in evidence table 

N: 5,128 

21.3 years 
mean followup 

1. Cox proportional hazard 
model assessed the 
adjusted relative risks 

2. ROC curves and their 
respective AUC were used 
to compare the ability of the 
FRS and the number of 
metabolic abnormalities to 
predict CHD and DM2 

3. Primary outcome: 
Prediction of CHD using 
MetS and FRS 

Study began 1978 

Men ages 40 to 59 with no 
history of ASCVD (CHD or 
stroke) or DM2 

Candidate risk factors: Age, current cigarette smoker, inactive, manual social class, nondrinker, heavy drinker, 
BMI, SBP, DBP, triglycerides, HDL-C, cholesterol, glucose, hypertension, MetS and its components (high 
triglycerides, low HDL-C; high glucose, obesity) 

■ Men with MetS at baseline (26%) showed significantly higher relative risk (RR) than men without MetS 
(adjusted for age, smoking status, social class, physical activity level, and alcohol intake) for: 
– CHD (RR, 1.64; 95% CI, 1.41–1.90) 
– Stroke (RR, 1.61 95% CI, 1.26–2.06) 

■ The probability of developing ASCVD or diabetes over 20 years increased from 11.9% in those with no 
abnormalities to 31.2% in those with three abnormalities and to 40.8% in those with four or more 
abnormalities. 

■ The subjects in the top quintile of the FRS showed higher probability of developing CHD than those with 
four or more abnormalities for both 10- and 20-year followup. 

■ FRS was a significantly better predictor of CHD than number of metabolic abnormalities at both 10 and 
20 years, but less predictive of diabetes (p<.001 for all differences). 
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■ MetS provided no additional predictive value for CHD when FRS was included in the multivariate model but 
remained strongly associated with diabetes (adjusted RR, 1.14; 95% CI, 0.96–1.35 for CHD). 

■ MetS had a higher sensitivity for diabetes than for CHD at both 10 and 20 years’ followup. 

■ For a given specificity (fixed at the specificity levels for MetS), the FRS was more sensitive than MetS in 
identifying CHD cases for both 10- and 20-year events but less sensitive than MetS in identifying diabetes. 

■ The FRS also was a significantly better discriminator of CHD than the number of metabolic abnormalities 
(AUC, 0.73; 95% CI,  
0.71–0.75 vs. AUC, 0.63; 95% CI, 0.61–0.65 for 10 years and AUC, 0.68; 95% CI, 0.66–0.70 vs. AUC, 0.59; 
95% CI, 0.57–0.61 for 20 years; p<.001 for all). 

■ The FRS also was a significantly better discriminator of stroke than the number of metabolic abnormalities 
(AUC, 0.71; 95% CI,  
0.65–0.77 vs. AUC, 0.54; 95% CI, 0.48–0.60 for 10 years and AUC, 0.66; 95% CI, 0.62–0.70 vs. AUC, 0.55; 
95% CI, 0.51–0.59 for 20 years; p<.001 for all). 

The Oslo Study72 

Good 

To examine the predictive 
role of BMI and other 
CHD risk factors at 
prespecified periods of 
followup using a test for 
trend 

See p. 18 in evidence 
table 

N: 14,403 

21 years mean 
followup 

1. Cox proportional hazards 
regression analyses were 
used to analyze the 
predictive ability of risk 
factors for CHD mortality for 
5-year periods 

2. Primary Outcome: Trends 
for risk factor's 
predictiveness of fatal CHD 

Study began 1972 

Men, ages 40 to 49, no CHD

Candidate risk factors: Age, total cholesterol, SBP, DBP, glucose, triglycerides, BMI, smoker, sedentary, 
physical activity at leisure (sedentary, moderate, vigorous), mental stress variables (chooses high activity rather 
than a peaceful life, increased psychic tension or irritation during recent years, increased pressure due to 
deadlines at work) 

■ The number of CHD deaths during followup was 485. The cumulative 21 years fatal CHD rate was 
1.78/1,000 person-years. 

■ Examined unadjusted rate ratios of CHD risk according to quintiles of BMI for 1 to 10 years and 11 to 21 
years of followup. 

■ A U-shaped relationship was observed during the first 10 years. During the subsequent 10 years of 
followup, CHD risk was higher for every BMI quintile compared with the first 10 years, most markedly for the 
highest quintile. 

■ The risk curve resembled a J- rather than a U-shape. 

■ Levels of total serum cholesterol, triglycerides, glucose, SBP, BMI, cigarette smoking, and physical activity 
were significant predictors of fatal CHD after age adjustment in univariate analyses. 

■  In multivariate analyses, in addition to age, serum cholesterol, SBP, and cigarette smoking remained 
significant predictors of fatal CHD, but not BMI. 

■ Relation between risk factors and risk for fatal CHD by prespecified periods of followup: age, cigarette 
smoking, serum cholesterol, and SBP were significant predictors of CHD during all four periods of followup, 
though the effect of cigarette smoking weakened significantly with time (p for trend =.01). Physical activity 
was protective for 10 years (p for trend =.053). 

■ Questions on mental stress did not predict the fatal CHD at any time point, though the trait variable tended 
to predict this end point during the first 5 years of followup, but not subsequently (p for trend =.03) 

■ Increasing BMI was predictive of increased risk in the Cox analyses only after 15 years of followup (p for 
trend =.002). 

■ Moderate risk increase from the second quintile of BMI during the second 10-year period of followup. An 
elevation in BMI of one unit (kg/m2) was associated with a multivariate relative risk for fatal CHD of 1.02 
(95% CI, 1.00–1.05) over 21 years. When each 5-year period was examined separately, the relative risk 
was 0.96 (95% CI, 0.89–1.04) during the first 5 years of followup, 0.99 (95% CI, 0.93–1.06) during the 
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second 5 years, 1.03 (95% CI, 0.98–1.08) during the third 5 years, and 1.06 (95% CI, 1.01−1.10) during the 
final 5 years. 

The Chicago Heart 
Association study69 

Good 

To assess the 
associations of traditional 
risk factors with CVD; To 
determine the relative 
strength of the 
association between a 
single measurement of 
traditional risk factors at 
baseline and CVD death 
across three unique 
followup periods—0 to 10, 
10 to 20, and >20 years 
followup periods 

See p. 2 in evidence table 

N: 16,608 

33 years mean 
followup  

1. Cox proportional hazards 
models constructed for each 
followup period; indicate 
periods: 0 to 10, 10 to 20, 
>20 years 

2. Models included age, some 
physical characteristic, and 
electrocardiographic 
abnormalities 

3. Standardized coefficients 
and standard errors for risk 
factors were compared 
across three followup 
intervals 

4. Primary Outcome: Strength 
of the association between 
traditional risk factors and 
CVD death 

Study began 1967 

Ages 40 to 59, free of CHD 

54.4% male 

Candidate risk factors: Age, SBP, serum total cholesterol, BMI, smoking, diabetes, major electrocardiographic 
abnormalities, and minor electrocardiographic abnormalities 

■ The results demonstrate a progressive increase in unadjusted mortality rates across each period of followup 
for both men and women for CVD, CHD, and non-CVD mortality. 

■ Rates for CVD and CHD death were low for women in the initial decade of followup. 

■ SBP, total cholesterol, current smoking, and diabetes were independently associated with CVD death 
during nearly all followup intervals in men and women. 

■ The HR for CVD death associated with SBP differed significantly across followup periods and decreased in 
later followup periods in both men and women. 

■ The HR for total cholesterol did not differ across followup periods. 

– There were gender differences for other risk factors in association with CVD death. 

■ In men, the HR for diabetes remained consistent across the followup periods. 

■ In women, the HR for diabetes showed a decrease in strength across the distinct followup periods. 

■ Sex differences for smoking showed a similar pattern. 

■ For BMI in men, the HR increased across the followup periods but not in women. 

■ The association of baseline major and minor electrocardiographic abnormalities with CVD death in men was 
strong in the initial followup period, with marked attenuation in the subsequent followup periods. 

■ In women, there was no consistent association. 

– Results were similar for CHD death as the end point. 

Note: ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; BMI = body mass index; BP = blood pressure; CVD = cardiovascular disease; CHD = coronary heart disease; DBP = diastolic blood pressure; FHS = Framingham 
Heart Study; FRS = Framingham Risk Score; HDL-C = high density lipoprotein cholesterol; HR = hazard ratio; LDL-C = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; MetS = metabolic syndrome; MI = myocardial infarction; 
NHANES = National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; ROC = receiver operator characteristic; SBP = systolic blood pressure. 
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